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RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT Cambridge Council adopts Official Plan Amendment No. 28 to change the land
use designations of the subject lands (identified as “Part C”) from Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial and Natural
Open Space System;
AND THAT Cambridge Council approves the proposed zoning by-law amendment to
rezone the subject lands (identified as “Part C”) from A1 (Agricultural) and OS1 (Open
Space) to (H)M3 S.4.1.343.1 (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space);
AND THAT Cambridge Council adopts Official Plan Amendment No. 29 to change the
land use designations of the subject lands (identified as “Part D”) from Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial and Natural
Open Space System;
AND THAT Cambridge Council approves the proposed zoning by-law amendment to
rezone the subject lands (identified as “Part D”) from A1 (Agricultural) to M3 S.4.1.347.1
(Industrial), (H)M3 S.4.1.347.1 (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space);
AND THAT Cambridge Council adopts Official Plan Amendment No. 30 to change the
land use designations of the subject lands (identified as “Part E”) from Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial and Natural
Open Space System;
AND THAT Cambridge Council approves the proposed zoning by-law amendment to
rezone the subject lands (identified as “Part E”) from A1 (Agricultural) and RR2 (Rural

Residential) to M3 S.4.1.348.1 (Industrial), M3 S.4.1.348.2 (Industrial) and OS1 (Open
Space);
AND THAT Cambridge Council adopts Official Plan Amendment No. 31 to change the
land use designations of the subject lands (identified as “Part F”) from Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve, Future Urban Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business
Industrial and Natural Open Space System;
AND THAT Cambridge Council approves the proposed zoning by-law amendment to
rezone the subject lands (identified as “Part F”) from A1 (Agricultural) and OS1 (Open
Space) to M3 S.4.1.349.1 (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space);
AND THAT Cambridge Council adopts Official Plan Amendment No. 35 to add a
schedule to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) for the parks and trails identified
for the North Cambridge Business Park lands;
AND THAT the By-laws attached to Report No. 18-094(CD) be passed;
AND THAT Cambridge Council is satisfied that a subsequent public meeting in
accordance with subsection 34(17) of the Planning Act is not required;
AND FURTHER THAT the City Clerk prepare the record for the official plan
amendments and forward them to the Region of Waterloo for approval.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The purpose of this proposal is to permit large-lot employment uses for lands
located in the North Cambridge Business Park.
The North Cambridge Business Park lands are referred to as the “East Side
Lands” due to their location on the east side of the region. These lands have
been identified for many years for large-lot employment uses to service the
region due to their strategic location in proximity to Provincial Highways (401,
24, 7 and 8), the Canadian Pacific Railway rail line, a future GO Transit station
in Breslau and the Region of Waterloo International Airport.
The proposal requires site specific policies and regulations for the uses
permitted on the subject lands and a transition area to minimize negative
effects on existing residential uses from future employment uses.
Stakeholders’ Meetings were held with area residents in January 2015.
Public Information Centre No. 2 was held December 14, 2017.
The statutory public meeting required under the Planning Act was held
February 13, 2018.
Public Information Centre No. 3 was held May 2, 2018.

Key Findings
•
•

Staff recommends approval of the City-initiated amendments for reasons set
out in this report.
Two areas of land are not being brought forward at this time due to differing
development interests that are outside of the scope of the Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation. These lands are located at the
southwest corner of Middle Block Road and Fountain Street North and to the
east of Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road and Middle Block Road.
Recommendation reports for these remaining lands will be brought forward at a
future date, yet to be determined.

Financial Implications
•

The completion of the City-initiated Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendments for these lands will streamline future development approvals and
be more cost-effective for future industrial developments.

BACKGROUND
The future North Cambridge Business Park lands (outlined in red on the map) are
located on the east side of the Region of Waterloo and are commonly referred to as the
“East Side Lands” Stage 1 Lands. Dating back to 2003, various Regional and City
planning studies have been undertaken which identify these lands as a future location of
prime industrial lands for the region; with lot sizes of mostly 8 hectares (20 acres) or
greater, located in strategic proximity to Highways (401, 24, 7 and 8), the Canadian
Pacific Railway rail line, a future GO Transit station in Breslau and the Region of
Waterloo International Airport. These lands have been identified as “Quick Start” lands
because they can be developed without having to wait for adjoining lands and can be
serviced through the existing road network. For ease of reference, these lands are
outlined on the map below and referred to in this report as:
•
•
•
•

Part C (approximately 19.18 hectares (47.39 acres));
Part D (approximately 82.74 hectares (204.45 acres));
Part E (approximately 18.65 hectares (46.08 acres)); and
Part F (approximately 22.22 hectares (54.90 acres)).

Parts A and B were dealt with by Cambridge Council on March 27, 2018 and are
pending approval by the Region. Two areas of land in the North Cambridge Business
Park are not being brought forward as a recommendation at this time. This includes the
lands at the southwest corner of Middle Block Road and Fountain Street North and to
the east of Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road and Middle Block Road. Due to
differing development interest for these lands that are outside of the scope of the Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation, additional work is required before
amendments can be brought forward. Recommendation reports for these remaining
lands will be brought forward at a future date, yet to be determined.

The Region of Waterloo, the City of Cambridge and the Grand River Conservation
Authority, along with the City of Kitchener and Township of Woolwich, worked together
to prepare a Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP) with the purpose of providing
a development framework for the Stage 1 Lands. Approved in 2014, the individual parts
of the MESP included:
•
•

Community Plan which outlines the principles for development of the Stage 1
Lands;
Municipal Water and Wastewater Service Requirements Assessment;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation System Assessment;
Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study;
Master Drainage Plan;
Utilities Assessment;
Fiscal Impact Analysis; and
Staging and Implementation Strategy.

Planning staff has prepared four Official Plan Amendments (OPAs) with corresponding
Zoning By-law Amendments (ZBAs) for portions of the North Cambridge Business Park
lands referred to as Parts C, D, E and F to permit large-lot employment uses, with
limited complementary uses (such as restaurants, fitness establishments, etc.). A
transition area along the rear of the existing residential uses on Allendale and Banat
Roads is also planned. An additional Official Plan Amendment has been prepared to
identify the parks and trails for the entirety of the North Cambridge Business Park lands.
Statutory public meeting held February 2018
A statutory public meeting required under the Planning Act was held at the February 13,
2018 Planning and Development Committee meeting. The changes to the amendments
being brought forward from what was presented at the statutory public meeting are as
follows and are based upon public, resident and landowner feedback, and clearer
development concepts, with further details being found in Attachment No. 1:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Holding provisions have been removed for servicing and environmental studies
and are being captured through another approach acceptable to the City and
Region;
Further details have been provided with respect to Riverbank Drive as a scenic
route and the requirement for Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments for
properties listed on the Heritage Properties Register;
Metal stamping has been clearly identified as a prohibited use;
Daycare uses are recommended to be permitted only in Part E, subject to a
noise study;
Complementary uses are recommended to be reduced from 50% to 25% of the
gross leasable floor area of an industrial mall;
Limited retail sales and service commercial uses are recommended to be
reduced from 25% to 10% of the gross leasable floor area;
Stand-alone warehousing and distribution is recommended to be increased from
25% to 50% only for Part D lands and remain 25% in Parts C, E and F;
Minimum lot area of 80,000 square metres (8 hectares or 20 acres) has been
specified in the zoning by-law, unless otherwise compromised by design
limitations associated with environmental features, property configurations, the

•
•

•

provision of new local roads or existing development which would allow for a
smaller lot to be created and developed;
Added a minimum side yard or rear yard abutting a sensitive land use in the
transition area of 30 metres (98.4 feet);
A solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres (7.87 feet) in height
along the property line with a 7 metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip is being
recommended on the employment land in Transition Area 2;
A Parks and Trails map to identify the general location of parks and trails in the
North Cambridge Business Park.

The comments made at the statutory public meeting were as follows:
•

Riverbank Drive as a scenic road as described in the City’s Heritage Master
Plan.
o Riverbank Drive is recognized in the City’s Heritage Master Plan as a
scenic route (see Attachment No. 1 for further details). The land to the
east of Riverbank Drive, between Allendale Road and Middle Block Road
requires further work and will not be coming forward as recommendation
at this time.

•

Ensuring Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments for properties on the Heritage
Properties Register are completed at the time a development application is
submitted.
o The amendment includes more clear wording regarding requirements for a
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment. The property at 250 Allendale Road
is listed on the Heritage Properties Register. A holding provision (H) is
being proposed to require a Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment at the
time a development application is received for that land. If a future
development application does not have an immediate physical impact on
the cultural heritage resource, the requirement for a Cultural Heritage
Impact Assessment may be waived by the Cambridge Municipal Heritage
Advisory Committee and/or Cambridge Council. If a cultural heritage
resource is considered to have Regional Significance, the Region will be
circulated for comment.

•

The types of uses being permitted.
o A range of industrial and office uses (not including heavy industrial or any
use that would be considered noxious) are being proposed for these
lands, in addition to complementary uses as permitted in the Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation.

•

The transition area around Allendale Road and Banat Road residences.
o A transition area has been identified for the Part E lands because of the
existing adjacent residential uses on Allendale and Banat Roads. A 70
metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area was identified where development
is permitted to occur, but with a number of restrictions.

•

The transition area along Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road and Middle
Block Road.
o This transition area requires further work and will not be coming forward
as recommendation at this time.

•

The wastewater servicing strategy for the East Side Lands (Stage 1).
o An overview of the wastewater servicing strategy for these lands was
presented at the March 13, 2018 Planning and Development Committee
meeting by City staff.

•

East Side Lands (Stage 2) Master Environmental Servicing Plan is an ongoing
project that may affect the North Cambridge Business Park lands.
o This is a separate process from the North Cambridge Business Park;
however, due to their close proximity (located north and south of Middle
Block Road), the detailed planning for the Stage 2 East Side Lands will
take into consideration the land uses proposed in the North Cambridge
Business Park.

At the statutory public meeting, the Committee provided direction that an additional
public meeting be held prior to finalizing the OPA/ZBA and reporting back to Committee.
Public Information Centre No. 3 was held on May 2, 2018. Due to time sensitive
development interest from a major tenant in the advanced manufacturing technologies
field to occupy a building south of Allendale Road in 2019, amendments for part of the
lands south of Allendale Road were brought forward in March 2018 in advance of Public
Information Centre No. 3.
Location
The subject lands are located in the North Cambridge Business Park and are referred to
as Parts C, D, E and F. The lands located at the southwest corner of Middle Block Road
and Fountain Street North and to the east of Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road
and Middle Block Road are not dealt with in these amendments. Due to differing
development interest for these lands that are outside of the scope of the Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation, additional work is required before
amendments can be brought forward.

The alignment of the future North-South Collector Road to the west of Part D has yet to
be determined through the final road design. The boundary of this amendment will be
fixed once the final road design is approved to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The
fixing of the boundary will not require an amendment to the Cambridge Official Plan. All
the lands are located within the Urban Area Boundary.
Existing/surrounding land uses
Parts C, D, E and F currently consist of agricultural lands. The barn at 250 Allendale
Road is listed on the Heritage Properties Register, located in Part D.
Part C is surrounded by: agricultural lands and natural features to the north; a
secondary school and industrial uses to the east; Challenger Motor Freight to the south;
and Part A and Part B lands already dealt with by Cambridge Council to the west.
Parts D and E are surrounded by: agricultural lands and natural features to the north;
agricultural lands and industrial uses to the east; agricultural lands and Part A and Part
B lands already dealt with by Cambridge Council to the south; and agricultural lands,
single detached dwellings on Riverbank Drive and the Grand River to the west.
Part F is surrounded by: agricultural lands and natural features to the north and east;
industrial uses to the south; and agricultural uses and single detached dwellings to the
west.
Overview of the City-initiated amendments
Planning staff has prepared four Official Plan Amendments (OPA Nos. 28, 29, 30, 31)
and Zoning By-law Amendments to implement the work coming out of the East Side
Lands (Stage 1) Master Environmental Servicing Plan so that these lands are “shovel
ready” for new large-lot employment uses. See Attachment No. 2 for an easy reference
list of the proposed permitted uses and where they apply. An additional Official Plan
Amendment (OPA No. 35) has also been prepared to identify the parks and trails for the
entirety of the North Cambridge Business Park lands.
A transition area has been identified for the Part E lands because of the existing
adjacent residential uses along Allendale and Banat Roads. The width of the transition
area and the policies applied to the transition area were developed by consulting
Provincial Guidelines which considers residential uses to be sensitive land uses. The
Guideline identifies an area of 70 metres (229.6 feet) where adverse effects may be
experienced. As such, a 70 metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area was identified from
the residential uses along Allendale and Banat Roads abutting the subject lands (see
Attachment No. 3). Development is still permitted to occur within the transition area,
but a number of approaches have been proposed to minimize negative effects from new
development on existing residential uses:

•
•
•
•
•

industrial uses are only permitted within an enclosed building;
no outdoor storage or speakers;
no loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors shall be permitted to face
residential properties on Banat Road and/or Allendale Road;
visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment; and
visual barriers (solid fence and trees) will be incorporated into the design of the
site.

The Guidelines also identify a recommended minimum separation distance of 20 metres
(65.6 feet) for the proposed business industrial uses from existing residential uses. A
minimum setback of 30 metres (98.4 feet) is proposed within the transition area for new
buildings adjacent to residential uses. This is increased from the current zoning by-law
regulation of a 7.5 metre (24.6 feet) setback. The developer supports the increased
setback for building location. The setback area can be used for parking and circulation
routes around the building, subject to a noise study, if required.
While the minimum lot area is identified as 80,000 square metres (8 hectares or 20
acres), smaller lot sizes may be created and developed if parcels are otherwise
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features, property
configurations (i.e. the shape of an existing parcel), the provision of new local roads or
existing development.
At the request of the developer, the City and Region have found another acceptable
approach for requiring studies that does not require the use of holding provisions. Prior
to site plan approval, the completion and implementation of various studies may be
required as conditions of a site plan or subdivision agreement depending on the location
and nature of the development proposal. The site plan agreement will also require the
proponent’s commitment to not apply for a building permit until any required studies are
completed and any resulting mitigation measures are identified. Any required on-site
implementation measures identified in the studies will be secured as part of a site plan
agreement with the City. Studies applicable to this approach may include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scoped Environmental Impact Statements;
Tree Management Plans;
Hydrogeological Studies;
Chloride Impact Studies and Salt Management Plans;
Spill Prevention, Response and Contingency Plans;
Stormwater Management Reports;
Traffic Impact Studies;
Functional Servicing; and/or
Stationary Noise Studies.

ANALYSIS
Strategic Alignment:
PROSPERITY: To support and encourage the growth of a highly competitive local
economy where there is opportunity for everyone to contribute and succeed.
Goal #6 - Economic Development and Tourism
Objective 6.1 Support the creation and retention of high quality and diverse employment
opportunities by becoming the destination of choice for business and entrepreneurship,
including helping existing firms thrive and grow.
The North Cambridge Business Park will ensure an adequate supply of fully serviced
employment lands are available within the region for new large-lot employment uses
that will support the local economy.

Existing Policy/By-Law:
Regional Official Plan (2015)
The subject lands (Parts C, D, E and F) are currently designated Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve (Serviced). The main purpose of this designation is to ensure an
adequate supply of industrial land is available within the region for new-large lot
manufacturing or business park land uses in the vicinity of the Region of Waterloo
International Airport and Provincial Highways (401, 24, 7 and 8).
City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012)
The subject lands (Parts C, D, E and F) are currently designated Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve (Serviced) and Natural Open Space System within the East Side
Lands and are located within the Urban Area Boundary (see Attachment No. 4).
Additionally, a portion of Part F is also designated Future Urban Reserve. A settlement
of the Activa et. al. appeal was reached on May 10, 2018 which changed the
designation of these lands within the East Side Lands to Prime Industrial Strategic
Reserve (Serviced), which is in line with the proposal to change the designations to
Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System.
City of Cambridge Zoning By-law No. 150-85, as amended
Parts C and F are currently zoned Agricultural (A1) and Open Space (OS1); Part D is
currently zoned Agricultural (A1) and Part E is currently zoned Agricultural (A1) and
Rural Residential (RR2) (see Attachment No. 5). The Zoning By-law Amendment
proposes to change the zoning to Industrial (M3) with limited complementary uses (such
as restaurants, fitness establishments, etc.) and Open Space (OS1).

Noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance due to: noise; vibration; emissions of
gas, fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of goods) are prohibited as per Section
2.1.2 of Zoning By-law 150-85 which prohibits noxious uses in all zones, and applies to
these lands.
See Attachments Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 for the proposed Official Plan and Zoning Bylaw Amendments.

Financial Impact:
The completion of the City-initiated Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments for
these lands will streamline future development approvals and be more cost-effective for
future industrial developments.

Public Input:
In January 2015, the City conducted two meetings for residents of Riverbank Drive and
Allendale/Banat Roads adjacent to the North Cambridge Business Park lands. Further
meetings were postponed due to negotiations regarding outstanding appeals to the
Regional Official Plan (ROP) and the Growth Plan 2017 update, the results of which
could have had a significant effect on boundaries and land use designations for these
lands. The ROP is now in place and City staff now has enough information to proceed.
Public Information Centre No. 2 (PIC) to inform landowners, residents and the public of
the proposed amendments was held on December 14, 2017. The PIC was advertised in
the Cambridge Times. A letter was mailed directly to landowners in the Study Area, to
landowners within 120 metres (393.7 feet) of the Study Area, and to those who
requested to be on the mailing list, advising them of the PIC.
The statutory public meeting required under the Planning Act was held at February 13,
2018 Planning and Development Committee (see Attachment No. 14 for an excerpt
from the public meeting minutes). Notice was given in a similar fashion to the previous
PIC. Ten members of the public made oral and/or written submissions regarding the
proposal. Comments were as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Riverbank Drive as a scenic road as described in the City’s Heritage Master
Plan;
Ensuring Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments for properties on the Heritage
Properties Register are completed at the time a development application is
submitted;
The types of uses being permitted;
The transition area around Allendale Road and Banat Road residences;
The transition area along Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road and Middle
Block Road;

•
•

The wastewater servicing strategy for the East Side Lands (Stage 1); and
East Side Lands (Stage 2) Master Environmental Servicing Plan as an ongoing
project that may affect the North Cambridge Business Park lands.

A question about the need for 8 hectare (20 acre) lots was raised at the public meeting.
The City’s Economic Development Division has had inquiries from industrial clients, as
well as the Province, interested in large industrial lots up to 40 hectares (100 acres).
Without “shovel ready” lands available, the City has not been able to meet timelines to
facilitate these large industrial clients in locating to Cambridge. The amendments do
provide the ability to permit the creation and development of smaller lots if parcels are
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features, property
configurations (i.e. the shape of an existing parcel), the provision of new local roads or
existing development.
At a Council/Staff Liaison Meeting, a question about building heights was raised. There
are no height restrictions being proposed in the amendments. Uses that typically require
tall buildings (i.e., hotels) are not proposed adjacent to residential uses. Staff expects
building heights to be similar to heights in Boxwood Business Campus, which range
from 6.5 metres (21 feet) to 10 metres (32 feet).
At the statutory public meeting, the Planning and Development Committee directed staff
to hold an additional Public Information Centre to further consider outstanding public
and landowner comments. Public Information Centre No. 3 was held on May 2, 2018.
Notice was given in a similar fashion to the previous PIC.
Discussion of the comments received throughout the public consultation process is
included in Attachment No. 13.

Internal/External Consultation:
The Steering Committee established for this project is made up of staff from the City of
Cambridge, Region of Waterloo and Grand River Conservation Authority.
The proposal was circulated to the departments and agencies listed in Attachment No.
11.
There were no objections to the proposal from the agency circulation.

CONCLUSION
City staff has prepared four Official Plan Amendments and Zoning By-law Amendments
for a portion of the North Cambridge Business Park lands to permit large-lot
employment uses with limited complementary uses (such as restaurants, fitness
establishments, etc.). A transition area along the rear of the existing residential uses on
Allendale Road and Banat Road is also provided. It is expected that future development

applications for these lands will come forward as a plan of subdivision and/or site plan
application. An additional Official Plan Amendment has been prepared to identify the
parks and trails for the entirety of the North Cambridge Business Park lands.
A recommendation report for the remaining North Cambridge Business Park lands not
dealt with by this report or the previous report for Parts A and B will be brought forward
at a future date, yet to be determined.
Staff is of the opinion that the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments
are consistent with Provincial Policy and conforms to the Growth Plan, the Region of
Waterloo’s Official Plan and the City’s Official Plan and represents good planning.
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Attachment No. 1
Detailed Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (PPS, 2014)
Section 1.1 of the PPS entitled Managing and Directing Land Use to Achieve Efficient
and Resilient Development and Land Use Patterns promotes the creation of healthy,
liveable and safe communities by (in part):
•

promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the financial
well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term;
o Pre-designation and pre-zoning of these lands will bring much needed
“shovel ready” employment lands to not only the city, but the region as a
whole.

•

avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause environmental or
public health and safety concerns;
o The prohibition of noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance) will help
to ensure public health and safety concerns are addressed. Environmental
considerations are being addressed by following the recommendations in
the Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study.

Section 1.3.2 entitled Employment Areas requires planning authorities to (in part):
•
•

plan for, protect and preserve employment areas for current and future uses;
protect employment areas in proximity to major goods movement facilities and
corridors;
o These lands were identified for large-lot employment uses due to their
proximity to Highways (401, 24, 7 and 8), the Canadian Pacific Railway
rail line, a future GO Transit station in Breslau and the Region of Waterloo
International Airport.

Staff is of the opinion that the recommended Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendments are generally consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014.
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (Growth Plan, 2017)
The Growth Plan is a Provincial document that provides guidance in regards to growth
management, transportation, intensification, greenfield development, protection of
employment lands, etc.
Section 2.2.5 entitled Employment requires municipalities to promote economic
development and competitiveness in the Greater Golden Horseshoe by (in part):

•
•
•

ensuring the availability of land, in appropriate locations, for a variety of
employment uses;
integrating and aligning land use planning and economic development goals and
strategies to retain and attract investment and employment;
protecting employment areas for appropriate uses over the long-term by
prohibiting residential, institutional and other sensitive land uses.

Due to proximity to Highways (401, 24, 7 and 8) the Canadian Pacific Railway rail line, a
future GO Transit station in Breslau and the Region of Waterloo International Airport,
these lands were designated in the Regional Official Plan as Prime Industrial Strategic
Reserve (Serviced). A variety of employment and complementary uses are
recommended for these lands to attract investment and employment opportunities. Predesignation and pre-zoning of these lands will facilitate future industrial developers to
locate here.
Additionally, the proposed amendments are to facilitate future development. The
proposed development is intended to meet the minimum 25 jobs per hectare in an effort
to protect resources and help manage climate change.
Staff is of the opinion that the recommended Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendments are generally consistent with the Growth Plan.
Region of Waterloo Official Plan (approved with modifications by the Ontario
Municipal Board on June 18, 2015)
Map 3a entitled Urban Area locates the subject lands within the Urban Area of the
Region of Waterloo. Lands located within the Urban Area are intended to accommodate
the majority of the Region’s growth and will be planned and developed in accordance
with Section 2.D.
Specifically, Section 2.D.1, requires Urban Areas to be planned and developed in a
manner that (in part):
•

is serviced by municipal water and sanitary sewer;
o A short-term solution so that these lands can be quickly serviced has been
identified through the North Cambridge Business Park Municipal Class
Environmental Assessment which was completed by the City in 2017. A
long-term servicing solution is identified in the East Side Lands Sanitary
Servicing Environmental Assessment (EA) undertaken by the Region.

•

contributes to the creation of complete communities;
o The North Cambridge Business Park will provide employment
opportunities and amenities to local residents and is in close proximity to
the transit hub on Sportsworld Drive in Kitchener.

•

protects the natural environment;
o The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study
(completed in 2013) provides comprehensive background of how surface
water, groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems function in the
subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use changes can take
place in a sustainable manner. Scoped Environmental Impact Statements
will be required at the time a development application is received for
parcels contiguous to environmental features to verify natural features in
the field and confirm and ensure the recommendations in the
subwatershed study are implemented.
o As per the recommendations in the Freeport Creek and Tributary to the
Grand Subwatershed Study, the east-west wildlife linkage will be
restored/rehabilitated and the future North-South Collector Road is
required to be designed to not impact this wildlife linkage. Additionally, a
geotechnical study related to slope stability along Allendale Creek is
required prior to development to determine appropriate setbacks for
development.

•

conserve cultural heritage resources;
o Riverbank Drive is recognized in the City’s Heritage Master Plan as a
scenic route. The character defining elements have been identified as:
curving alignment; undulating profile; historic residential and agricultural
buildings; farmsteads and woodlots; and archaeological potential (First
Nations, ford and sawmill sites). The Heritage Master Plan also identified
the removal of traffic from Riverbank Drive as an opportunity for
conservation. The future North-South Collector Road to the east of
Riverbank Drive will divert traffic away from this route. Also, it is proposed
that no direct vehicular access or road connection shall be permitted onto
Riverbank Drive from the employment area. As a result, the existing
curving alignment and undulating road profile is not proposed to change,
thus preserving the existing cultural heritage attributes. However, staff
recognizes that the view from the road looking east will be impacted. The
land to the east of Riverbank Drive, between Allendale Road and Middle

Block Road requires further work and will not be coming forward as a
recommendation at this time.
o The property at 250 Allendale Road is listed on the Heritage Properties
Register. A holding provision (H) is being proposed to require a Cultural
Heritage Impact Assessment at the time a development application is
received for that land. If a future development application does not have
an immediate physical impact on the cultural heritage resource, the
requirement for a Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment may be waived by
the Cambridge Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee and/or Cambridge
Council. If a cultural heritage resource is considered to have Regional
Significance, the Region will be circulated for comment.
Map 3a also identifies the subject lands as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) (PISR). This designation identifies prime industrial lands in the vicinity of the
Region of Waterloo International Airport. The main purpose of this designation is to
ensure an adequate supply of industrial land is available within the region for new largelot manufacturing or business park uses serviced by a municipal drinking-water supply
system and a municipal wastewater system. Specifically, Sections 2.D.21 – 2.D.27
requires that PISR lands be planned and developed in a manner that (in part):
•

is developed for fully serviced employment and ancillary land uses;
o Full municipal water and sewer services must be available for connection
prior to development.

•

will be developed as parcels of greater than eight hectares in size unless
otherwise constrained by design limitations associated with environmental
features, property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing
development;
o This direction has been incorporated into the Official Plan and Zoning Bylaw Amendments.

•

will not negatively impact the planned function of the Regional Road and
Provincial Highway network;
o A Holding provision requires that the establishment of a “transportation
depot” is subject to a Transportation Impact Study, to the satisfaction of
the Region of Waterloo. This is only applicable to Part C.

In review of the above-noted, staff is of the opinion that the proposed Official Plan and
Zoning By-law Amendments comply with the Regional Official Plan. The Region of

Waterloo was circulated on these applications and at the time of writing this report City
staff has not received Regional comments. Regional comments are forthcoming.
City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as amended
The subject lands are currently designated Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) (PISR), Natural Open Space System and Future Urban Reserve in the City’s
Official Plan.
This designation and delineation of these lands as East Side Lands was the subject of
an appeal by Activa et. al. which was settled by the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal on
May 10, 2018. The settlement required a change in designation of Future Urban
Reserve lands within the East Side Lands to Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced), which is in line with the proposal to change the designations to Business
Industrial and Natural Open Space System.
Land Use Policies and Designations (Chapter 8)
Section 8.5 entitled Employment sets out objectives that (in part):
•
•

plan for an adequate supply of serviced lands to meet future growth projections;
protect and preserve employment areas for a range of current and future
employment uses;
o These lands are identified as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) in the City and Regional Official Plans and these amendments
will ensure an adequate supply of serviced land is protected for
employment uses.

•

ensure compatibility and appropriate buffering and screening between industrial
and sensitive land uses;
o A transition area has been identified for the Part E lands beside the
existing adjacent residential uses on Allendale and Banat Roads. The
width of the transition area and the policies applied to the transition area
were developed by consulting the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change Guideline D-6 – “Compatibility between Industrial Facilities and
Sensitive Land Uses”, which considers residential uses to be sensitive
land uses. The uses being proposed in the transition area on the
employment lands are considered Class I Industrial Facilities, which are
self-contained plants or buildings with infrequent movement of products
and/or heavy trucks and no outside storage. The Guideline identifies an
area of 70 metres (229.6 feet) as the Potential Influence Area for Industrial
Land Uses, where adverse effects may be experienced. As such, a 70

metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area was identified from the residential
uses along Allendale and Banat Roads abutting the subject lands.
Development is still permitted to occur within the transition area, but a
number of approaches have been proposed to minimize negative effects
from new development on existing adjacent sensitive uses.
o The Provincial Guideline also identifies the Recommended Minimum
Separation Distance for Class I Industrial Facilities from residential uses
as 20 metres (65.6 feet). A minimum setback of 30 metres (98.4 feet) is
proposed within the transition area for a new building adjacent to
residential uses. This is increased from the current zoning by-law
regulation of a 7.5 metre (24.6 feet) setback imposed when new industrial
uses abut a residential use.
o In addition to these approaches, a business must meet the requirements
to obtain an environmental approval from the Ministry of the Environment
and Climate Change for any emissions and discharges related to air,
noise, water or sewage.
•

encourage a high standard of urban design in employment areas;
o As per Chapter 5 of the City’s Official Plan, all development in the city is
expected to demonstrate a high standard of urban design.

Section 8.5.3.1 entitled Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) (PISR) outlines
requirements pertaining to this land use designation (in part):
•

future development of lands within the PISR designation is subject to the
completion of a Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP);

•

development applications for lands designated PISR will not be considered for
approval until the necessary studies are completed and approved by the City, the
Region and the Grand River Conservation Authority;
o The East Side Lands (Stage 1) MESP was approved for these lands in
2014. The MESP addressed: infrastructure requirements such as water
supply, transportation, sanitary sewers and stormwater management;
environmental recommendations through a subwatershed study; and the
development of a Community Plan to identify preferred land uses. The
Official Plan Amendments are implementing the Community Plan, which
outlines the principles for development of the Stage 1 Lands.
o The completion and implementation of various studies for future
development applications may be required as conditions of a site plan or

subdivision agreement depending on the location and nature of the
development proposal. The site plan agreement will also require the
proponent’s commitment to not apply for a building permit until any
required studies are completed and any resulting mitigation measures are
identified. Any required on-site implementation measures identified in the
studies will be secured as part of a site plan agreement with the City.
Staff is of the opinion that the proposed amendments satisfy the policy tests as set out
in Chapter 8 of the Official Plan for employment uses.
Growth Management (Chapter 2)
The policies of the Cambridge Official Plan implement the Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe and are intended to plan and manage growth in accordance with the
complete community concept. Specifically, Section 2.5.2 entitled Designated Greenfield
Area identifies density targets of 25 jobs per hectare for Prime Industrial Strategic
Reserve (Serviced) lands, which has been identified in the Official Plan Amendments.
Additionally, Section 2.7.1 entitled Planning for Employment Lands identifies that (in
part):
•
•
•

the City will plan to provide a sufficient supply of employment lands for a variety
of employment uses;
allow for an appropriate mix of employment uses;
ensure that opportunities exist for a diversified economic base;
o A variety of employment and complementary uses are recommended for
these lands to attract investment and employment opportunities.

•

plan for, protect and preserve employment areas for current and future uses;
o These lands are identified as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) in the City and Regional Official Plans and these amendments
will ensure an adequate supply of serviced land is protected for
employment uses.

•

designate and preserving lands within the vicinity of existing major highway
interchanges, rail yards and airports as employment areas;
o Due to proximity to Highways (401, 24, 7 and 8) the Canadian Pacific
Railway rail line, a future GO Transit station in Breslau and the Region of
Waterloo International Airport, these lands were designated in the
Regional Official Plan as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced).

Staff is of the opinion that the proposed amendments satisfy the policy tests as set out
in Chapter 2 of the Official Plan for growth management.
Natural Heritage and Environmental Management (Chapter 3)
The protection, enhancement and/or restoration of Cambridge’s natural heritage is a
priority for the City. Chapter 3 sets out objectives that (in part):
•
•
•

maintain and improve the city’s natural environment;
recognize and protect Core Environmental Features;
undertake watershed and subwatershed-based planning as a means of
sustainably integrating future areas of development with the natural environment;
o The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study
completed in 2013 identified Core Environmental Features (Provincially
Significant Wetlands and Significant Woodlands) that are to be protected
from development.

Specifically, Section 3.A.3 entitled Core Environmental Features identifies that Core
Environmental Features are those natural features identified or approved as being
provincially or regionally significant. The following policies are applicable to Core
Environmental Features (in part):
•
•

development and site alteration will not be permitted within Core Environmental
Features;
any application for development or site alteration will only be permitted on land
contiguous to a Core Environmental Feature where an Environmental Impact
Statement has been submitted to verify natural features in the field and identify
appropriate buffers for development;
o Scoped Environmental Impact Statements will be required at the time a
development application is received for parcels contiguous to
environmental features to verify natural features in the field and confirm
and ensure the recommendations in the Freeport Creek and Tributary to
the Grand Subwatershed Study are implemented.

Section 3.B.5 entitled Source Water Protection and Map 15 identifies portions of the
subject lands to be within Surface Water Intake Protection Zone 2 and development
applications must comply with the policies in the Regional Official Plan. Category A
uses are not permitted in this area (e.g., waste treatment and disposal facilities, salvage
yards, bulk storage of hazardous chemicals, etc.). Category B, C and D uses and
stormwater management ponds may be permitted subject to further study in accordance
with ROP Policy 8.A.4.

Section 3.B.6.1.1 and Map 10 entitled Floodplains applies to the Regulatory Storm
Floodplain as identified and approved by the Grand River Conservation Authority
(GRCA). The following policies are applicable to floodplains (in part):
•
•

the precise delineation of the floodplain is determined by the GRCA or through
subwatershed studies;
development is prohibited or restricted in One-Zone Floodplain Policy Areas as
shown on Map 10;
o The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study
completed in 2013 delineated the floodplain on the subject lands which is
limited to portions of land in Part C and Part F. Development is not
permitted within the floodplain.

Staff is of the opinion that the proposed amendments satisfy the policy tests as set out
in Chapter 3 of the Official Plan for natural heritage and environmental management.
Cultural Heritage Resources (Chapter 4)
The City recognizes and benefits from a variety of cultural heritage resources. Section
4.10 entitled Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) requires a HIA for a
development proposal that includes or is adjacent to a designated property.
o The property at 250 Allendale Road is listed on the Heritage Properties Register.
A holding provision (H) is being proposed to require a HIA at the time a
development application is received for that land. If a future development
application does not have an immediate physical impact on the cultural heritage
resource, the requirement for a HIA may be waived by the Cambridge Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee and/or Cambridge Council. If a cultural heritage
resource is considered to have Regional Significance, the Region will be
circulated for comment.
Staff is of the opinion that the proposed amendments satisfy the policy tests as set out
in Chapter 4 of the Official Plan for cultural heritage resources.
Urban Design (Chapter 5)
All development within the city is expected to demonstrate a high standard of urban
design. Chapter 5 sets out objectives that (in part):
•
•
•

create an attractive built environment;
promote a high standard of urban design;
ensure compatibility in scale, form, massing and height transition between new
development and adjacent neighbourhoods;

o Development is expected to adhere to the City’s Official Plan with respect
to urban design.
Section 5.2 entitled Healthy and Liveable Communities sets out the objective (in part):
• well-connected and maintained streets, paths and trails;
• walkable neighbourhoods;
o Pedestrian and cycling facilities will be considered for new roads and
future upgrades to existing roads as identified in the East Side Lands
(Stage 1) Community Plan and Master Environmental Servicing Plan.
Staff is of the opinion that the proposed amendments satisfy the policy tests as set out
in Chapter 5 of the Official Plan for urban design.
Parks and Open Space (Chapter 7)
The acquisition of new lands to support future demands for parks and open spaces is a
priority for the City. Chapter 7 sets out objectives that (in part):
•
•
•

maintain and further develop an accessible, continuous, safe and well maintained
trail system;
balance the need for active and passive recreation while protecting natural
features;
pursue opportunities for additional open space throughout the city;
o A concept for Parks and Trails has been included as Schedule 7 to the
Official Plan to identify the general location of parks and trails in the North
Cambridge Business Park.
o The size and location of parks will be further evaluated through future
Planning Act applications for these lands. Evaluation criteria and
requirements include: minimum size of park 1 hectare (2.47 acres); road
frontage; adjacent to Open Space.
o One park south of Allendale Road and one park north of Allendale Road
is contemplated.
o The location of trails will be further evaluated through future Planning Act
applications for these lands and are intended to be located outside of
natural features and either within, or adjacent to buffers. Trail detailed
design will be reviewed as part of an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) submitted as part of future development applications.

o Trail corridors will be in City ownership and property will be transferred as
a condition of a Planning Act application. Trail corridors are:
 trails alignments located in the open space system buffer;
 trails alignments located in the open space system interior;
 five metre (16.4 feet) wide multi-use trails along a right-of-way; and
 five metre (16.4 feet) wide connecting segments outside of the
open space system and not along a right-of-way.
o Timing of trail construction by either the City or developer will create
connected trail loops and segments. Dead ends will be avoided or
addressed through additional loops or segments beyond the concept
identified on Schedule 7 to the Official Plan. Timing will follow road
reconstruction, site plan implementation or City capital budget project
timelines.
o Minor changes to park or trail locations will not require an amendment to
the Official Plan.
City of Cambridge Zoning By-law No. 150-85, as amended
The subject lands are currently zoned as A1 (Agricultural), OS1 (Open Space) and
Rural Residential (RR2). The amendments are proposing to rezone the lands in:
•
•
•
•

Part C to (H)M3 “s.4.1.343.1” (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space)
Part D to M3 “s.4.1.347.1” (Industrial), (H)M3 “s.4.1.347.1” (Industrial) and OS1
(Open Space)
Part E to M3 “s.4.1.348.1” (Industrial), M3 “s.4.1.348.2” (Industrial) and OS1
(Open Space)
Part F to M3 “s.4.1.349.1” (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space)

The uses proposed in the site specific provision are based on Section 8.5.3.4 in the
Cambridge Official Plan for Business Industrial uses. The differences include the
removal of the following uses:
•
•
•
•
•

construction uses and contractors’ yards;
recycling facilities;
propane transfer facilities;
storage and recycling of tires; and
lumber yards;
o The uses listed above are not recommended to be included in the site
specific provision because they are uses that either: do not meet the intent
of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation; are

considered noxious uses and not compatible with adjacent residential
uses; do not make good use of large employment lots; and/or have low
jobs per hectare to meet Provincial requirements.
•

places of worship within identified Regeneration Areas;
o The subject lands are not within a Regeneration Area and as such places
of worship are not permitted.

•

licensed childcare establishment;
o A licensed childcare establishment (daycare) is recommended to be
permitted (subject to a noise study) only in Part E due to its proximity to
existing sensitive residential uses.

•

increase in minimum lot area from 450 square metres to 80,000 square metres (8
hectares or 20 acres);
o To meet the intent of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designation the minimum lot area has been increased to 8 hectares (20
acres) unless otherwise compromised by design limitations associated
with environmental features, property configurations (i.e., the shape of an
existing parcel), the provision of new local roads or existing development
which would allow for a smaller lot to be created and developed.

•

reduction in minimum front yard and exterior side yard setback from 12 metres
(39 feet) to 6 metres (20 feet);
o The Zoning By-law requires that land within the area north of Highway 401
and west of Speedsville Road require a minimum front yard and exterior
side yard of 12 metres (39 feet). To maximize developable land due to:
restrictions within the transition areas; constraints associated with
environmental features, property configurations and new local roads; and
to be consistent with other industrial developments in the area (e.g.
Boxwood Business Campus) a minimum 6 metre (20 feet) front yard and
exterior side yard are proposed.

M3 s.4.1.348.2 (Part E Transition Area):
•

a solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres (7.87 feet) in height
along the property line with a 7 metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip on the
employment lands shall be provided in the transition area when abutting a
sensitive land use.

o The solid fence or noise barrier wall may be subject to a noise study,
depending on the proposed use and nature of the truck activity, to
determine the required height.
o The solid fence or noise barrier wall may also be increased in height due
to grade differences between residential and employment land uses and
will be reviewed as part of a future site plan application.
o The employment land owner is expected to erect and maintain the solid
fence or noise barrier wall and planting strip.
o Approved stormwater management (i.e. infiltration galleries) is permitted in
the 7 metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip.
•

increase in minimum side yard or rear yard abutting a residential use from 7.5
metres (24.6 feet) to 30 metres (98.4 feet) in the transition area;
o Provincial Guidelines identify a Recommended Minimum Separation
Distance for Class I Industrial Facilities from residential uses as 20 metres
(65.6 feet). The developer supports the increased setback for building
location. The setback area can be used for parking and circulation routes
around the building, subject to a noise study if required.

•
•

•
•
•

industrial uses are only permitted within an enclosed building;
no outdoor storage of any kind, including but not limited to: equipment; goods;
materials; dumping, marshalling or storage of scrap metal, garbage or refuse
shall be permitted;
no loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors are permitted to face
residential properties;
no speakers or other sound amplification equipment shall be permitted except
within wholly enclosed buildings; and
visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment is required;
o Additional measures within the transition area have been included to
provide mitigation for existing residential uses from future employment
uses.

Ontario Regulation 150/06: Grand River Conservation Authority: Regulation of
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses
A portion of the subject lands in Part C, Part D, Part E and Part F are within the Grand
River Conservation Authority (GRCA) Regulated Area and must comply with O. Reg.
150/06. Permits may be required for some development activities.

Based on the above-noted analysis, planning staff is of the opinion that the proposed
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments are consistent with Provincial Policy and
conforms with the Growth Plan, the Region’s and City’s Official Plans and represent
good planning. Staff has also considered the comments received from the public.
Written submissions are included as Attachment No. 12 and a response to the
comments received is found in Attachment No. 13.

Attachment No. 2
Proposed Permitted Uses
The following chart outlines the uses that are proposed to be permitted on the subject
lands and the proposed approach in Transition Area 2. See the corresponding figure on
the next page.
Proposed Permitted Uses
Industrial uses (e.g. assembling, processing,
manufacturing, communications, etc.)
Limited stand-alone warehousing and distribution
Office buildings with less than 4,000 sq. m. of floor
space
Research and development
Information technology related uses
Couriers and delivery services
Accessory uses to the above permitted uses
Limited complementary uses within an industrial mall
(e.g. fitness establishments, restaurants, financial
institutions, etc.)
Limited retail sales in conjunction with a permitted
use
Daycares
Transport uses
Hotel, conference centre and banquet facilities
No noxious uses permitted (e.g. industrial stamping,
drycleaning, etc.)
Screened rear yard outdoor storage

Part C Part D Part E Part F

Approach in Transition Area 2
Industrial uses only within an enclosed building
No outdoor storage of any kind
No loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay
doors to face residential properties
No outdoor speakers
Visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment
30 metre (98.4 feet) setback for new buildings
adjacent to residential
Minimum 2.4 metre (7.87 feet) solid fence with a 7
metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip

Part C Part D Part E Part F


















































































Attachment No. 3
Transition Area Map

Attachment No. 4
Existing Official Plan Map

Attachment No. 5
Existing Zoning Map

Attachment No. 6
Part C – Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Adopting By-law and
Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
By-law No. XXX-18
of the
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Being a by-law of the City of Cambridge to adopt
Amendment No. 28 to the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (2012), as amended.
(North Cambridge Business Park –
0 Allendale Road)
Whereas sections 17 and 22 of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990 c. P. 13, as amended,
empower the City of Cambridge to adopt an Official Plan and make amendments
thereto;
Now Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
enacts as follows:
1. That Amendment No. 28 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as
amended, consisting of the text and attached maps, be and the same is hereby
adopted.
2. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to make application to the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo for approval of the aforementioned
Amendment No. 28 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012), as amended.
3. That this By-law shall come into full force and effect upon the final passing
thereof.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this ______ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR
_________________________________
CLERK

Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 28
North Cambridge Business Park – 0 Allendale Road
The Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 28 is to amend the City of
Cambridge Official Plan (2012) to Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System for the lands
identified as the North Cambridge Business Park to bring these lands into conformity
with the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation in the Regional
Official Plan (2015).
A range of uses are permitted such as business industrial (i.e., assembling,
manufacturing, processing, etc.), office buildings and research and development uses.
Limited complementary uses are also permitted, such as restaurants, financial
institutions and fitness establishments. Noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance
due to: noise; vibration; emissions of gas, fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of
goods) are prohibited.
Open Space uses shall be in accordance with the uses permitted in the Open Space
designation in the Official Plan.

Amendment No. 28 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan
1. Chapter 14, Map 2 of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
changing the land use designations of the site located south of Allendale Road,
from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System to
Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System as shown on Schedule ‘A’
attached hereto;
2. Chapter 14, Map 2A of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
adding Site Specific (Figure Number) 70C as shown on Schedule ‘B’ attached
hereto;
3. Chapter 16, Figures of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby amended by
adding Figure 70C as shown on Schedule ‘C’ attached hereto;
4. Section 8.10, Site Specific Policies of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is
hereby amended by adding the following subsection thereto:
8.10.73
The subject lands legally described as Part Lot 19, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession,
being Parts 7 to 17 on Plan 58R-19790 (consisting of approximately 19.18 hectares of
land) within the North Cambridge Business Park are the lands designated on Map 2 as
Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System and more particularly shown as
the subject lands on Figure 70C. The subject lands are also designated as Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) in the City and Regional Official Plans. The main
purpose of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation is to ensure an
adequate supply of industrial land is available within the region for new large-lot
manufacturing or business park land uses serviced by a municipal drinking-water supply
system and a municipal wastewater system.
General
Lands in the North Cambridge Business Park will generally be developed as parcels
greater than eight hectares in size, unless otherwise compromised by design limitations
associated with environmental features, property configurations, the provision of new
local roads or existing development. Development of the North Cambridge Business
Park is generally intended to occur from south to north, unless it can be demonstrated
that servicing requirements can be met as outlined in the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
Master Environmental Servicing Plan.
The minimum density target for Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designated lands is 25 jobs per hectare. Chapter 5, Urban Design in the Cambridge

Official Plan shall apply for site plan applications for development of the North
Cambridge Business Park. Due to its proximity to the Region of Waterloo International
Airport, all development in the North Cambridge Business Park shall be in conformity
with Transport Canada’s Region of Waterloo International Airport Zoning Regulations.
Studies
Prior to site plan approval, the completion and implementation of various studies may
be required as conditions of a site plan or subdivision agreement depending on the
location and nature of the development proposal. Studies may include, but are not
limited to: Scoped Environmental Impact Statements; Tree Management Plans;
Hydrogeological Studies; Chloride Impact Studies and Salt Management Plans; Spill
Prevention, Response and Contingency Plans; Stormwater Management Reports;
Traffic Impact Studies; Functional Servicing; and/or Stationary Noise Studies.
For example, a development application may require a Stationary Noise Study in
accordance with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change Publication NPC300 depending on the type of use being proposed, to the satisfaction of the City in
consultation with the Region. Any required on-site implementation measures identified
in the study will be secured as part of a site plan agreement with the City.
Natural Heritage
The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study provides
comprehensive background of how surface water, groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems function in the subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use
changes can take place in a sustainable manner. Scoped Environmental Impact
Statements will be required at the time a development application is received for parcels
contiguous to environmental features to confirm and ensure the recommendations in the
Subwatershed Study are implemented, to the satisfaction of the City, the Region and
the Grand River Conservation Authority.
Cultural Heritage
Riverbank Drive is recognized in the City’s Heritage Master Plan as a scenic route. The
character defining elements have been identified as: curving alignment; undulating
profile; historic residential and agricultural buildings; farmsteads and woodlots; and
archaeological potential (First Nations, ford and sawmill sites). The Heritage Master
Plan also identified the removal of traffic from Riverbank Drive as an opportunity for
conservation. The future North-South Collector Road to the east of Riverbank Drive will
divert traffic away from this route. As a result, the existing curving alignment and
undulating road profile will not change, thus preserving the existing cultural heritage
attributes.

Provisions
1. The following uses only shall be permitted within the subject lands designated as
Business Industrial:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution;
c) office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) transport uses including; a transport terminal, a cartage company, an
establishment for the lease or rental of motor vehicles and/or trailers and
transport trailers, motor vehicle repair and service for vehicles exceeding 5600
kilograms, and a transportation depot;
h) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
i) complementary uses within an industrial mall including: fitness establishments;
recreational facilities; commercial education facilities; food service; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service;
j) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use.
Notwithstanding any other policies of this Plan, the following uses are not permitted:
noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor.

Schedule A – Map 2 General Land Use Plan

Schedule B – Map 2A Site Specific Policies

Schedule C – Chapter 16 – Figure 70C

Purpose and Effect of By-law No. XXX-18
The Purpose of this By-law is to amend the zoning classification on the lands legally
described as Part Lot 19, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession, being Parts 7 to 17 on
Plan 58R-19790 from A1 (Agriculture) and OS1 (Open Space) to (H)M3 “s.4.1.343.1”
(Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space) with the following site specific provisions:
•

Permit the following uses:
o business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding
motor vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage
associated with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging,
printing and industrial service trades;
o stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable
land area to which this by-law applies;
o office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
o research and development including laboratories;
o information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
o couriers and delivery services;
o transport uses including; a transport terminal, a cartage company, an
establishment for the lease or rental of motor vehicles and/or trailers and
transport trailers, motor vehicle repair and service for vehicles exceeding
5600 kilograms, and a transportation depot;
o accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
o complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial
mall, provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of
the gross leasable floor area of the industrial mall;

o limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area;
o noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor are not
permitted;
o Decreased: minimum front yard and exterior side yard to 6 metres (19.6 feet);
o Increased: minimum lot area to 80,000 square metres (20 acres) unless
otherwise compromised by design limitations associated with environmental
features, property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing
development.
Uses permitted in the Open Space zone as per Zoning By-law 150-85 will apply to the
Open Space zoned lands.
The (H) holding provision is subject to Council passing a future by-law after a
Transportation Impact Study is completed that demonstrates that a “transportation
depot” will not negatively impact the planned function of the Regional Road and
Provincial Highway network.
The Effect of this By-law will permit the subject properties to be developed for
employment purposes.

BY-LAW XXX-18
OF THE
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Being a By-law of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge to amend
Zoning By-Law No. 150-85, as amended, with respect to lands
municipally known as 0 Allendale Road.
WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has the authority pursuant to Sections 34
and 36 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13 as amended to pass this By-law;
AND WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has deemed it advisable to amend
Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, and therefore implement the Official Plan of the
City of Cambridge;
AND WHEREAS the proposed by-law conforms to the Official Plan of the City of
Cambridge, as amended;
AND WHEREAS Council deems that adequate public notice of the public meeting was
provided and adequate information regarding this Amendment was presented at the
public meeting held February 13, 2018, and that a further public meeting is not
considered necessary in order to proceed with this Amendment;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Municipal Council of the Corporation
of the City of Cambridge enact as follows:
1. THAT this by-law applies to lands legally described as Part Lot 19, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession, being Parts 7 to 17 on Plan 58R-19790 in the City of
Cambridge, municipally known as the North Cambridge Business Park – 0
Allendale Road, as shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’
attached hereto and forming part of this by-law;
2. THAT the City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law, being Schedule ‘A’ to By-Law No.
150-85, as amended, is hereby amended by changing the zoning classification
of the lands shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’ hereto
attached from A1 and OS1 to (H)M3 “s.4.1.343.1” and OS1 as shown and

adding the attached Schedule ‘A’ Map to form part of the amending Zoning Bylaw XXX-18;
3. THAT the aforesaid City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, be
hereby further amended by adding the following subsection to Section 4.1
thereof:
4.1.343 – 0 Allendale Road and legally described as Part Lot 19, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession, being Parts 7 to 17 on Plan 58R-19790
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.1 of this By-law, the following uses
only shall be permitted on the lands in the M3 zone to which reference
“S.4.1.343.1” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and forming part of this By-law:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable land
area to which this by-law applies;
c) office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) transport uses including; a transport terminal, a cartage company, an
establishment for the lease or rental of motor vehicles and/or trailers and
transport trailers, motor vehicle repair and service for vehicles exceeding 5600
kilograms, and a transportation depot;
h) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
i) complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial mall,

provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of the gross
leasable floor area of the industrial mall;
j) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area.
1.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.2(b), (c) and (e) of this By-law, the
following provisions shall apply:
a) minimum lot area of 80,000 square metres shall be provided unless otherwise
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features,
property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing development;
and
b) minimum front yard and exterior side yard of at least 6.0 metres shall be
provided.
2. THAT the removal of the (H) holding provision noted above in the site specific section
4.1.343.1 is required for the establishment of a “transportation depot” and is subject
to the submission of a Transportation Impact Study that demonstrates that the
proposed “transportation depot” will not negatively impact the planned function of the
Regional Road and Provincial Highway network, to the satisfaction of the Region of
Waterloo.
3. THAT this By-law shall come into full force and effect on the date it is enacted subject
to Official Plan Amendment No. 28 coming into effect pursuant to subsection 24(2) of
the Planning Act, R.S.O., 1990, c. P. 13, as amended.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this _____ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR

________________________________
CLERK

Schedule A

Attachment No. 7
Part D – Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Adopting By-law and
Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
By-law No. XXX-18
of the
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Being a by-law of the City of Cambridge to adopt
Amendment No. 29 to the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (2012), as amended.
(North Cambridge Business Park –
North of Allendale Road and East of the North-South Collector Road)
Whereas sections 17 and 22 of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990 c. P. 13, as amended,
empower the City of Cambridge to adopt an Official Plan and make amendments
thereto;
Now Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
enacts as follows:
1. That Amendment No. 29 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as
amended, consisting of the text and attached maps, be and the same is hereby
adopted.
2. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to make application to the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo for approval of the aforementioned
Amendment No. 29 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012), as amended.
3. That this By-law shall come into full force and effect upon the final passing
thereof.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this ______ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR
_________________________________
CLERK

Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 29
North Cambridge Business Park – North of Allendale Road and East of the NorthSouth Collector Road
The Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 29 is to amend the City of
Cambridge Official Plan (2012) to Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System for the lands
identified as the North Cambridge Business Park to bring these lands into conformity
with the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation in the Regional
Official Plan (2015).
A range of uses are permitted such as business industrial (i.e., assembling,
manufacturing, processing, etc.), office buildings and research and development uses.
Limited complementary uses are also permitted, such as restaurants, financial
institutions and fitness establishments. Noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance
due to: noise; vibration; emissions of gas, fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of
goods) are prohibited.
Open Space uses shall be in accordance with the uses permitted in the Open Space
designation in the Official Plan.

Amendment No. 29 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan
1. The westerly boundary of this amendment is conceptual in nature until the
alignment of the North-South Collector Road is determined through the final road
design. The westerly boundary will be fixed once the final road design is
approved to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The fixing of the boundary will
not require an amendment to the Plan.
2. Chapter 14, Map 2 of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
changing the land use designations of the site located north of Allendale Road
and east of the North-South Collector Road, from Prime Industrial Strategic
Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial and Natural
Open Space System as shown on Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto;
3. Chapter 14, Map 2A of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
adding Site Specific (Figure Number) 70D as shown on Schedule ‘B’ attached
hereto;
4. Chapter 16, Figures of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby amended by
adding Figure 70D as shown on Schedule ‘C’ attached hereto;
5. Section 8.10, Site Specific Policies of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is
hereby amended by adding the following subsection thereto:
8.10.74
The subject lands legally described as Part of Lots 15 to 18, Beasley’s Broken Front
Concession designated by Part of Parcel Identifier Number 22736-0063 (LT) (consisting
of approximately 82.74 hectares of land) within the North Cambridge Business Park are
the lands designated on Map 2 as Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
and more particularly shown as the subject lands on Figure 70D. The subject lands are
also designated as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) in the City and
Regional Official Plans. The main purpose of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) designation is to ensure an adequate supply of industrial land is available
within the region for new large-lot manufacturing or business park land uses serviced by
a municipal drinking-water supply system and a municipal wastewater system.
General
Lands in the North Cambridge Business Park will generally be developed as parcels
greater than eight hectares in size, unless otherwise compromised by design limitations
associated with environmental features, property configurations, the provision of new
local roads or existing development. Development of the North Cambridge Business

Park is generally intended to occur from south to north, unless it can be demonstrated
that servicing requirements can be met as outlined in the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
Master Environmental Servicing Plan.
The minimum density target for Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designated lands is 25 jobs per hectare. Chapter 5, Urban Design in the Cambridge
Official Plan shall apply for site plan applications for development of the North
Cambridge Business Park. Due to its proximity to the Region of Waterloo International
Airport, all development in the North Cambridge Business Park shall be in conformity
with Transport Canada’s Region of Waterloo International Airport Zoning Regulations.
Studies
Prior to site plan approval, the completion and implementation of various studies may
be required as conditions of a site plan or subdivision agreement depending on the
location and nature of the development proposal. Studies may include, but are not
limited to: Scoped Environmental Impact Statements; Tree Management Plans;
Hydrogeological Studies; Chloride Impact Studies and Salt Management Plans; Spill
Prevention, Response and Contingency Plans; Stormwater Management Reports;
Traffic Impact Studies; Functional Servicing; and/or Stationary Noise Studies.
For example, a development application may require a Stationary Noise Study in
accordance with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change Publication NPC300 depending on the type of use being proposed, to the satisfaction of the City in
consultation with the Region. Any required on-site implementation measures identified
in the study will be secured as part of a site plan agreement with the City.
Natural Heritage
The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study provides
comprehensive background of how surface water, groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems function in the subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use
changes can take place in a sustainable manner. Scoped Environmental Impact
Statements will be required at the time a development application is received for parcels
contiguous to environmental features to confirm and ensure the recommendations in the
Subwatershed Study are implemented, to the satisfaction of the City, the Region and
the Grand River Conservation Authority.
The Subwatershed Study also identified an east-west wildlife movement corridor/linkage
that is to be restored/rehabilitated between the Maple Grove Wetland Complex west of
Fountain Street North, natural features associated with Allendale Creek and the Grand
River. The Subwatershed Study recommends that the corridor be a minimum of 50
metres wide and consist of indigenous woody and herbaceous species that to the extent

possible mirror native species present in the subwatershed. Additionally, a geotechnical
study related to slope stability along Allendale Creek is required prior to development to
determine appropriate setbacks for development.
Cultural Heritage
Riverbank Drive is recognized in the City’s Heritage Master Plan as a scenic route. The
character defining elements have been identified as: curving alignment; undulating
profile; historic residential and agricultural buildings; farmsteads and woodlots; and
archaeological potential (First Nations, ford and sawmill sites). The Heritage Master
Plan also identified the removal of traffic from Riverbank Drive as an opportunity for
conservation. The future North-South Collector Road to the east of Riverbank Drive will
divert traffic away from this route. As a result, the existing curving alignment and
undulating road profile will not change, thus preserving the existing cultural heritage
attributes.
The farm property at 250 Allendale Road is listed on the Heritage Properties Register. A
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment will be required at the time a development
application is received for that land. If a future development application does not have
an immediate physical impact on the cultural heritage resource, the requirement for a
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment may be waived by the Cambridge Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee and/or Cambridge Council. If a cultural heritage resource
should be evaluated to exhibit Regional Significance, the Region will be circulated for
comment.
Provisions
1. The following uses only shall be permitted within the subject lands designated as
Business Industrial:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution;
c) stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;

e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
h) complementary uses within an industrial mall including: fitness establishments;
recreational facilities; commercial education facilities; food service; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service;
i) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use.
Notwithstanding any other policies of this Plan, the following uses are not permitted:
noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor.

Schedule A – Map 2 General Land use Plan

Schedule B – Map 2A Site Specific Policies

Schedule C – Chapter 16 – Figure 70D

Purpose and Effect of By-law No. XXX-18
The Purpose of this By-law is to amend the zoning classification on the lands legally
described as Part of Lots 15 to 18, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession designated by
Part of Parcel Identifier Number 22736-0063 (LT) from A1 (Agriculture) to M3
“s.4.1.347.1”, (H)M3 “s.4.1.347.1” (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space) with the following
site specific provisions:
•

Permit the following uses:
o business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding
motor vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage
associated with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging,
printing and industrial service trades;
o stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 50% of the total developable
land area to which this by-law applies;
o stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
o research and development including laboratories;
o information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
o couriers and delivery services;
o accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
o complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial
mall, provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of
the gross leasable floor area of the industrial mall;
o limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area;

o noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor are not
permitted;
o Decreased: minimum front yard and exterior side yard to 6 metres (19.6 feet);
o Increased: minimum lot area to 80,000 square metres (20 acres) unless
otherwise compromised by design limitations associated with environmental
features, property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing
development; and
o Additional: outdoor storage permitted in the rear yard subject to screening
and height limitations.
Uses permitted in the Open Space zone as per Zoning By-law 150-85 will apply to the
Open Space zoned lands.
The (H) holding provision is subject to Council passing a future by-law after a Cultural
Heritage Impact Assessment is completed for the existing heritage property.
The Effect of this By-law will permit the subject properties to be developed for
employment purposes.

BY-LAW XXX-18
OF THE
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Being a By-law of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge to amend
Zoning By-Law No. 150-85, as amended, with respect to lands
municipally known as 250 Allendale Road and 105 Middle Block Road.
WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has the authority pursuant to Sections 34
and 36 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13 as amended to pass this By-law;
AND WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has deemed it advisable to amend
Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, and therefore implement the Official Plan of the
City of Cambridge;
AND WHEREAS the proposed by-law conforms to the Official Plan of the City of
Cambridge, as amended;
AND WHEREAS Council deems that adequate public notice of the public meeting was
provided and adequate information regarding this Amendment was presented at the
public meeting held February 13, 2018, and that a further public meeting is not
considered necessary in order to proceed with this Amendment;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Municipal Council of the Corporation
of the City of Cambridge enact as follows:
1. THAT this by-law applies to lands legally described as Part of Lots 15 to 18,
Beasley’s Broken Front Concession designated by Part of Parcel Identifier
Number 22736-0063 (LT) in the City of Cambridge, municipally known as the
North Cambridge Business Park – North of Allendale Road and east of the
North-South Collector Road, as shown outlined by a heavy black line on
Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto and forming part of this by-law;
2. THAT the City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law, being Schedule ‘A’ to By-Law No.
150-85, as amended, is hereby amended by changing the zoning classification
of the lands shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’ hereto

attached from A1 to M3 “s.4.1.347.1”, (H)M3 “s.4.1.347.1” and OS1 as shown
and adding the attached Schedule ‘A’ Map to form part of the amending Zoning
By-law XXX-18;
3. The westerly boundary of this amendment is conceptual in nature until the
alignment of the North-South Collector Road is determined through the final
road design. The westerly boundary will be fixed once the final road design is
approved to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The fixing of the boundary will
not require an amendment to this by-law.
4. THAT the aforesaid City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, be
hereby further amended by adding the following subsection to Section 4.1
thereof:
4.1.347 – 250 Allendale Road and 105 Middle Block Road and legally described
as Part of Lots 15 to 18, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession designated by Part
of Parcel Identifier Number 22736-0063 (LT), Geographic Township of Waterloo,
City of Cambridge, Reginal Municipality of Waterloo
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.1 of this By-law, the following uses
only shall be permitted on the lands in the M3 zone to which reference
“S.4.1.347.1” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and forming part of this By-law:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 50% of the total developable land
area to which this by-law applies;
c) stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;

h) complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial mall,
provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of the gross
leasable floor area of the industrial mall;
i) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area.
1.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.1.4 (a) and (b) of this By-law, the
following provisions shall apply:
a) outdoor storage is permitted only in the rear yard and must not be located any
closer than 9 metres to any lot line abutting a street;
b) the outdoor storage shall be screened by one or any combination of a solid fence
or wall or earth berm not less than 2.5 metres in height erected around the entire
perimeter of the outside storage area; and
c) the height of stored materials must not exceed the height of the screening
provided in 1.1 (b) above;
d) outdoor storage is not permitted within any yard abutting a residential use.
1.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.2(b), (c), (e) and (g) of this By-law,
the following provisions shall apply:
a) minimum lot area of 80,000 square metres shall be provided unless otherwise
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features,
property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing development;
and
b) minimum front yard and exterior side yard of at least 6.0 metres shall be
provided.
2. THAT the removal of the (H) holding provision noted above in the site specific section
4.1.347.1 may be subject to the submission of a Cultural Heritage Impact
Assessment, to the satisfaction of the City of Cambridge and if applicable, the Region
of Waterloo.

3. THAT this By-law shall come into full force and effect on the date it is enacted subject
to Official Plan Amendment No. 29 coming into effect pursuant to subsection 24(2) of
the Planning Act, R.S.O., 1990, c. P. 13, as amended.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this _____ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR

________________________________
CLERK

Schedule A

Attachment No. 8
Part E – Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Adopting By-law and
Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
By-law No. XXX-18
of the
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Being a by-law of the City of Cambridge to adopt
Amendment No. 30 to the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (2012), as amended.
(North Cambridge Business Park –
North of Allendale Road and West of Fountain Street North)
Whereas sections 17 and 22 of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990 c. P. 13, as amended,
empower the City of Cambridge to adopt an Official Plan and make amendments
thereto;
Now Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
enacts as follows:
1. That Amendment No. 30 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as
amended, consisting of the text and attached maps, be and the same is hereby
adopted.
2. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to make application to the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo for approval of the aforementioned
Amendment No. 30 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012), as amended.
3. That this By-law shall come into full force and effect upon the final passing
thereof.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this ______ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR
_________________________________
CLERK

Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 30
North Cambridge Business Park – North of Allendale Road and West of Fountain
Street North
The Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 30 is to amend the City of
Cambridge Official Plan (2012) to Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve and Natural Open Space System for the lands
identified as the North Cambridge Business Park to bring these lands into conformity
with the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation in the Regional
Official Plan (2015).
A range of uses are permitted such as business industrial (i.e., assembling,
manufacturing, processing, etc.), office buildings and research and development uses.
Limited complementary uses are also permitted, such as restaurants, financial
institutions and fitness establishments. Noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance
due to: noise; vibration; emissions of gas, fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of
goods) are prohibited.
A 70 metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area has been planned for adjacent to the
existing residential uses along Allendale Road and Banat Road. Development is
permitted in the transition area, subject to various measures to minimize negative
effects from new development on the existing sensitive uses.
Open Space uses shall be in accordance with the uses permitted in the Open Space
designation in the Official Plan.

Amendment No. 30 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan
1. Chapter 14, Map 2 of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
changing the land use designations of the site located north of Allendale Road
and west of Fountain Street North, from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve and
Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial and Natural Open Space
System as shown on Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto;
2. Chapter 14, Map 2A of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
adding Site Specific (Figure Number) 70E as shown on Schedule ‘B’ attached
hereto;
3. Chapter 16, Figures of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby amended by
adding Figure 70E as shown on Schedule ‘C’ attached hereto;
4. Section 8.10, Site Specific Policies of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is
hereby amended by adding the following subsection thereto:
8.10.75
The subject lands legally described as Part of Lot 18, Beasley’s Broken Front
Concession designated by Part of Parcel Identifier Number 22736-0062 (LT) (consisting
of approximately 18.65 hectares of land) within the North Cambridge Business Park are
the lands designated on Map 2 as Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
and more particularly shown as the subject lands on Figure 70E. The subject lands are
also designated as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) in the City and
Regional Official Plans. The main purpose of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) designation is to ensure an adequate supply of industrial land is available
within the region for new large-lot manufacturing or business park land uses serviced by
a municipal drinking-water supply system and a municipal wastewater system.
General
Lands in the North Cambridge Business Park will generally be developed as parcels
greater than eight hectares in size, unless otherwise compromised by design limitations
associated with environmental features, property configurations, the provision of new
local roads or existing development. Development of the North Cambridge Business
Park is generally intended to occur from south to north, unless it can be demonstrated
that servicing requirements can be met as outlined in the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
Master Environmental Servicing Plan.
The minimum density target for Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designated lands is 25 jobs per hectare. Chapter 5, Urban Design in the Cambridge

Official Plan shall apply for site plan applications for development of the North
Cambridge Business Park. Due to its proximity to the Region of Waterloo International
Airport, all development in the North Cambridge Business Park shall be in conformity
with Transport Canada’s Region of Waterloo International Airport Zoning Regulations.
Studies
Prior to site plan approval, the completion and implementation of various studies may
be required as conditions of a site plan or subdivision agreement depending on the
location and nature of the development proposal. Studies may include, but are not
limited to: Scoped Environmental Impact Statements; Tree Management Plans;
Hydrogeological Studies; Chloride Impact Studies and Salt Management Plans; Spill
Prevention, Response and Contingency Plans; Stormwater Management Reports;
Traffic Impact Studies; Functional Servicing; and/or Stationary Noise Studies.
For example, a development application may require a Stationary Noise Study in
accordance with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change Publication NPC300 depending on the type of use being proposed, to the satisfaction of the City in
consultation with the Region. Any required on-site implementation measures identified
in the study will be secured as part of a site plan agreement with the City.
Natural Heritage
The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study provides
comprehensive background of how surface water, groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems function in the subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use
changes can take place in a sustainable manner. Scoped Environmental Impact
Statements will be required at the time a development application is received for parcels
contiguous to environmental features to confirm and ensure the recommendations in the
Subwatershed Study are implemented, to the satisfaction of the City, the Region and
the Grand River Conservation Authority.
Cultural Heritage
Riverbank Drive is recognized in the City’s Heritage Master Plan as a scenic route. The
character defining elements have been identified as: curving alignment; undulating
profile; historic residential and agricultural buildings; farmsteads and woodlots; and
archaeological potential (First Nations, ford and sawmill sites). The Heritage Master
Plan also identified the removal of traffic from Riverbank Drive as an opportunity for
conservation. The future North-South Collector Road to the east of Riverbank Drive will
divert traffic away from this route. As a result, the existing curving alignment and
undulating road profile will not change, thus preserving the existing cultural heritage
attributes.

Provisions
1. The following uses only shall be permitted within the subject lands designated as
Business Industrial:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution;
c) stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories and associated training
facilities, public education facilities and commercial education facilities;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
h) complementary uses within an industrial mall including: fitness establishments;
recreational facilities; food service; restaurants; medical; financial institutions;
security services; janitorial services; rental of residential, commercial or industrial
equipment; and small equipment and machine sales, rental, lease and service;
i) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use;
j) daycares.
Notwithstanding any other policies of this Plan, the following uses are not permitted:
noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor.
2. The Transition Area, shown as 8.10.75.2 on Figure 70E, provides a 70 metre wide
transition area to minimize negative effects from future employment uses on existing
residential properties. In addition to the uses permitted in 8.10.75.1, the following
policies shall also apply to these Transition Area lands:

a) industrial uses are only permitted within an enclosed building;

b) no outdoor storage of any kind, including but not limited to: equipment; goods;
materials; dumping, marshalling or storage of scrap metal, garbage or refuse
shall be permitted;
c) no loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors shall be permitted to face
residential properties on Banat Road and/or Allendale Road; and
d) no speakers or other sound amplification equipment shall be permitted except
within wholly enclosed buildings;
e) visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment is required; and
f) a solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres in height along the
property line with a 7 metre wide planting strip (including approved stormwater
management) on the employment lands shall be provided when abutting a
sensitive land use.

Schedule A – Map 2 General Land Use Plan

Schedule B – Map 2A Site Specific Policies

Schedule C – Chapter 16 – Figure 70E

Purpose and Effect of By-law No. XXX-18
The Purpose of this By-law is to amend the zoning classification on the lands legally
described as Part of Lot 18, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession designated by Part of
Parcel Identifier Number 22736-0062 (LT) from A1 (Agriculture) and Rural Residential
(RR2) to M3 “s.4.1.348.1” (Industrial), M3 “s.4.1.348.2” (Industrial) and OS1 (Open
Space) with the following site specific provisions:
•

Permit the following uses:
o business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding
motor vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage
associated with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging,
printing and industrial service trades;
o stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable
land area to which this by-law applies;
o stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
o research and development including laboratories and associated training
facilities, public education facilities and commercial education facilities;
o information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
o couriers and delivery services;
o accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
o complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
food service establishments; restaurants; medical; financial institutions;
security services; janitorial services; rental of residential, commercial or
industrial equipment; and small equipment and machine sales, rental, lease
and service are permitted within an industrial mall, provided that all of the
above uses may not occupy more than 25% of the gross leasable floor area
of the industrial mall;
o limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area;

o daycares (subject to a noise study as a condition of a site plan or subdivision
agreement);
o noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor are not
permitted;
o Decreased: minimum front yard and exterior side yard to 6 metres (19.6 feet);
o Increased: minimum lot area to 80,000 square metres (20 acres) unless
otherwise compromised by design limitations associated with environmental
features, property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing
development.
•

Require additional provisions within the transition area:
o a solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres (7.87 feet) in
height along the property line with a 7 metre (22.9 foot) wide planting strip
(including approved stormwater management) on the employment lands
shall be provided in the Transition Area when abutting a sensitive (i.e.
residential) land use as shown on Schedule ‘B’.
o industrial uses are only permitted within an enclosed building;
o no outdoor storage of any kind, including but not limited to: equipment;
goods; materials; dumping, marshalling or storage of scrap metal, garbage
or refuse shall be permitted;
o no loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors shall be permitted
to face residential properties on Banat Road and/or Allendale Road;
o no speakers or other sound amplification equipment shall be permitted
except within wholly enclosed buildings;
o visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment is required;
o Increased: minimum side yard or rear yard abutting a residential land use
to 30 metres (98.4 feet);
o Increased: 7 metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip.

Uses permitted in the Open Space zone as per Zoning By-law 150-85 will apply to the
Open Space zoned lands.
The Effect of this By-law will permit the subject properties to be developed for
employment purposes.

BY-LAW XXX-18
OF THE
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Being a By-law of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge to amend
Zoning By-Law No. 150-85, as amended, with respect to lands
municipally known as 250 Allendale Road.
WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has the authority pursuant to Section 34 of
the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13 as amended to pass this By-law;
AND WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has deemed it advisable to amend
Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, and therefore implement the Official Plan of the
City of Cambridge;
AND WHEREAS the proposed by-law conforms to the Official Plan of the City of
Cambridge, as amended;
AND WHEREAS Council deems that adequate public notice of the public meeting was
provided and adequate information regarding this Amendment was presented at the
public meeting held February 13, 2018, and that a further public meeting is not
considered necessary in order to proceed with this Amendment;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Municipal Council of the Corporation
of the City of Cambridge enact as follows:
1. THAT this by-law applies to lands legally described as Part of Lot 18, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession designated by Part of Parcel Identifier Number
22736-0062 (LT) in the City of Cambridge, municipally known as the North
Cambridge Business Park – North of Allendale Road and west of Fountain
Street North, as shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’ attached
hereto and forming part of this by-law;
2. THAT the City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law, being Schedule ‘A’ to By-Law No.
150-85, as amended, is hereby amended by changing the zoning classification
of the lands shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’ hereto

attached from A1 and RR2 to M3 “s.4.1.348.1”, M3 “s.4.1.348.2” and OS1 as
shown and adding the attached Schedule ‘A’ Map to form part of the amending
Zoning By-law XXX-18;
3. THAT the City of Cambridge Zoning By-law, being Section 6, Special Area
Zoning Maps to By-law No. 150-85, is hereby further amended to include
Schedule ‘B’ referenced as Figure 4.1.348.2 attached hereto as Map No. Z13 –
Transition Area – North Cambridge Business Park – North of Allendale Road
and East of Fountain Street North;
4. THAT the aforesaid City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, be
hereby further amended by adding the following subsection to Section 4.1
thereof:
4.1.348 – 250 Allendale Road and legally described as Part of Lot 18, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession designated by Part of Parcel Identifier Number 227360062 (LT)
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.1 of this By-law, the following uses
only shall be permitted on the lands in the M3 zone to which reference
“S.4.1.348.1” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and forming part of this By-law:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable land
area to which this by-law applies;
c) stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office only
floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories and associated training
facilities, public education facilities and commercial education facilities;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;

h) complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities; food
service establishments; restaurants; medical; financial institutions; security
services; janitorial services; rental of residential, commercial or industrial
equipment; and small equipment and machine sales, rental, lease and service
are permitted within an industrial mall, provided that all of the above uses may
not occupy more than 25% of the gross leasable floor area of the industrial mall;
i) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area;
j) daycares.
1.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.2(b), (c) and (e) and Section 2.4.2.3
of this By-law, the following provisions shall apply:
a) minimum lot area of 80,000 square metres shall be provided unless otherwise
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features,
property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing development;
b) minimum front yard and exterior side yard of at least 6.0 metres shall be
provided; and
c) pursuant to Section 34, paragraph 4 of the Planning Act, and not withstanding
any other City by-law, boundary fences abutting residential uses may be built to a
height that is approved through the city site plan process.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 3.4.2.2 of this By-law, the same uses as
permitted in S.4.1.348.1 in the M3 zone shall be permitted on the lands in the M3
zone to which reference “S.4.1.348.2” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and
forming part of this By-law.
2.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 2.4.2.3 of this By-law, the following
provision shall apply to S.4.1.348.2:
a) a solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres in height along the
property line and a 7 metre wide planting strip (including approved stormwater
management) on the employment lands shall be provided in the Transition Area
when abutting a sensitive land use as shown on Schedule ‘B’ referenced as
Figure 4.1.348.2; and
b) pursuant to Section 34, paragraph 4 of the Planning Act, and not withstanding
any other City by-law, boundary fences abutting residential uses may be built to a
height that is approved through the city site plan process.

2.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.2(f) and (h) of this By-law, the
following provision shall apply to S.4.1.348.2:
a) minimum side yard or rear yard abutting a residential use of at least 30.0 metres
shall be provided.
2.3 The following additional provisions shall apply to S.4.1.348.2:
a) industrial uses are only permitted within an enclosed building;
b) no outdoor storage of any kind, including but not limited to: equipment; goods;
materials; dumping, marshalling or storage of scrap metal, garbage or refuse
shall be permitted;
c) no loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors shall be permitted to face
residential properties on Banat Road and/or Allendale Road;
d) no speakers or other sound amplification equipment shall be permitted except
within wholly enclosed buildings; and
e) visual screening for rooftop mechanical equipment is required;
3. THAT this By-law shall come into full force and effect on the date it is enacted subject
to Official Plan Amendment No. 30 coming into effect pursuant to subsection 24(2) of
the Planning Act, R.S.O., 1990, c. P. 13, as amended.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this _____ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR

________________________________
CLERK

Schedule A

Schedule B

Attachment No. 9
Part F – Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Adopting By-law and
Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment
By-law No. XXX-18
of the
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Being a by-law of the City of Cambridge to adopt
Amendment No. 31 to the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (2012), as amended.
(North Cambridge Business Park –
East of Fountain Street North and South of Middle Block Road)
Whereas sections 17 and 22 of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990 c. P. 13, as amended,
empower the City of Cambridge to adopt an Official Plan and make amendments
thereto;
Now Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
enacts as follows:
1. That Amendment No. 31 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as
amended, consisting of the text and attached maps, be and the same is hereby
adopted.
2. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to make application to the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo for approval of the aforementioned
Amendment No. 31 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012), as amended.
3. That this By-law shall come into full force and effect upon the final passing
thereof.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this ______ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR
_________________________________
CLERK

Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 31
North Cambridge Business Park – East of Fountain Street North and South of
Middle Block Road
The Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 31 is to amend the City of
Cambridge Official Plan (2012) to Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System
from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve, Future Urban Reserve and Natural Open
Space System for the lands identified as the North Cambridge Business Park to bring
these lands into conformity with the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designation in the Regional Official Plan (2015).
A range of uses are permitted such as business industrial (i.e., assembling,
manufacturing, processing, etc.), office buildings and research and development uses.
Limited complementary uses are also permitted, such as restaurants, financial
institutions and fitness establishments. Noxious uses (e.g. uses that create a nuisance
due to: noise; vibration; emissions of gas, fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of
goods) are prohibited.
Open Space uses shall be in accordance with the uses permitted in the Open Space
designation in the Official Plan.

Amendment No. 31 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan
1. Chapter 14, Map 2 of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
changing the land use designations of the site located east of Fountain Street
North and South of Middle Block Road, from Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve,
Future Urban Reserve and Natural Open Space System to Business Industrial
and Natural Open Space System as shown on Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto;
2. Chapter 14, Map 2A of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby modified by
adding Site Specific (Figure Number) 70F as shown on Schedule ‘B’ attached
hereto;
3. Chapter 16, Figures of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is hereby amended by
adding Figure 70F as shown on Schedule ‘C’ attached hereto;
4. Section 8.10, Site Specific Policies of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is
hereby amended by adding the following subsection thereto:
8.10.76
The subject lands legally described as Part Lot 17, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession,
being Part 2 and Part of Part 1 on Plan 58R-16730 (consisting of approximately 22.22
hectares of land) within the North Cambridge Business Park are the lands designated
on Map 2 as Business Industrial and Natural Open Space System and more particularly
shown as the subject lands on Figure 70F. The subject lands are also designated as
Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) in the City and Regional Official Plans.
The main purpose of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation is to
ensure an adequate supply of industrial land is available within the region for new largelot manufacturing or business park land uses serviced by a municipal drinking-water
supply system and a municipal wastewater system.
General
Lands in the North Cambridge Business Park will generally be developed as parcels
greater than eight hectares in size, unless otherwise compromised by design limitations
associated with environmental features, property configurations, the provision of new
local roads or existing development. Development of the North Cambridge Business
Park is generally intended to occur from south to north, unless it can be demonstrated
that servicing requirements can be met as outlined in the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
Master Environmental Servicing Plan.
The minimum density target for Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designated lands is 25 jobs per hectare. Chapter 5, Urban Design in the Cambridge

Official Plan shall apply for site plan applications for development of the North
Cambridge Business Park. Due to its proximity to the Region of Waterloo International
Airport, all development in the North Cambridge Business Park shall be in conformity
with Transport Canada’s Region of Waterloo International Airport Zoning Regulations.
Studies
Prior to site plan approval, the completion and implementation of various studies may
be required as conditions of a site plan or subdivision agreement depending on the
location and nature of the development proposal. Studies may include, but are not
limited to: Scoped Environmental Impact Statements; Tree Management Plans;
Hydrogeological Studies; Chloride Impact Studies and Salt Management Plans; Spill
Prevention, Response and Contingency Plans; Stormwater Management Reports;
Traffic Impact Studies; Functional Servicing; and/or Stationary Noise Studies.
For example, a development application may require a Stationary Noise Study in
accordance with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change Publication NPC300 depending on the type of use being proposed, to the satisfaction of the City in
consultation with the Region. Any required on-site implementation measures identified
in the study will be secured as part of a site plan agreement with the City.
Natural Heritage
The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study provides
comprehensive background of how surface water, groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems function in the subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use
changes can take place in a sustainable manner. Scoped Environmental Impact
Statements will be required at the time a development application is received for parcels
contiguous to environmental features to confirm and ensure the recommendations in the
Subwatershed Study are implemented, to the satisfaction of the City, the Region and
the Grand River Conservation Authority.
Provisions
1. The following uses only shall be permitted within the subject lands designated as
Business Industrial:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution;

c) office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) hotel, conference centre and banquet facilities;
h) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
i) complementary uses within an industrial mall including: fitness establishments;
recreational facilities; commercial education facilities; food service; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service;
j) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use.
Notwithstanding any other policies of this Plan, the following uses are not permitted:
noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor.

Schedule A – Map 2 General Land Use Plan

Schedule B – Map 2A Site Specific Policies

Schedule C – Chapter 16 – Figure 70 F

Purpose and Effect of By-law No. XXX-18
The Purpose of this By-law is to amend the zoning classification on the lands legally
described as Part Lot 17, Beasley’s Broken Front Concession, being Part 2 and Part of
Part 1 on Plan 58R-16730 from A1 (Agriculture) and OS1 (Open Space) to M3
“s.4.1.349.1” (Industrial) and OS1 (Open Space) with the following site specific
provisions:
•

Permit the following uses:
o business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding
motor vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage
associated with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging,
printing and industrial service trades;
o stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable
land area to which this by-law applies;
o office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
o research and development including laboratories;
o information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
o couriers and delivery services;
o hotel, conference centre and banquet facilities;
o accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
o complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial
mall, provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of
the gross leasable floor area of the industrial mall;
o limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area;

o noxious uses as defined in the Zoning By-law 150-85 or its successor are not
permitted;
o Decreased: minimum front yard and exterior side yard to 6 metres (19.6 feet);
o Increased: minimum lot area to 80,000 square metres (20 acres) unless
otherwise compromised by design limitations associated with environmental
features, property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing
development.
Uses permitted in the Open Space zone as per Zoning By-law 150-85 will apply to the
Open Space zoned lands.
The Effect of this By-law will permit the subject properties to be developed for
employment purposes.

BY-LAW XXX-18
OF THE
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Being a By-law of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge to amend
Zoning By-Law No. 150-85, as amended, with respect to lands
municipally known as 0 Fountain Street North.
WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has the authority pursuant to Section 34 of
the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13 as amended to pass this By-law;
AND WHEREAS Council of the City of Cambridge has deemed it advisable to amend
Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, and therefore implement the Official Plan of the
City of Cambridge;
AND WHEREAS the proposed by-law conforms to the Official Plan of the City of
Cambridge, as amended;
AND WHEREAS Council deems that adequate public notice of the public meeting was
provided and adequate information regarding this Amendment was presented at the
public meeting held February 13, 2018, and that a further public meeting is not
considered necessary in order to proceed with this Amendment;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Municipal Council of the Corporation
of the City of Cambridge enact as follows:
1. THAT this by-law applies to lands legally described as Part Lot 17, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession, being Part 2 and Part of Part 1 on Plan 58R-16730,
municipally known as the North Cambridge Business Park – East of Fountain
Street North and South of Middle Block Road, as shown outlined by a heavy
black line on Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto and forming part of this by-law;
2. THAT the City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law, being Schedule ‘A’ to By-Law No.
150-85, as amended, is hereby amended by changing the zoning classification
of the lands shown outlined by a heavy black line on Schedule ‘A’ hereto
attached from A1 and OS1 to M3 “s.4.1.349.1” and OS1 as shown and adding

the attached Schedule ‘A’ Map to form part of the amending Zoning By-law
XXX-18;
3. THAT the aforesaid City of Cambridge Zoning By-Law 150-85, as amended, be
hereby further amended by adding the following subsection to Section 4.1
thereof:
4.1.349 – 0 Fountain Street North and legally described as Part Lot 17, Beasley’s
Broken Front Concession, being Part 2 and Part of Part 1 on Plan 58R-16730
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.1 of this By-law, the following uses
only shall be permitted on the lands in the M3 zone to which reference
“S.4.1.349.1” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and forming part of this By-law:
a) business industrial uses including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing
(excluding stamping), processing, repair and servicing activities (excluding motor
vehicles), warehousing and distribution as an accessory use, storage associated
with an industrial use, utilities, communications, packaging, printing and industrial
service trades;
b) stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% of the total developable land
area to which this by-law applies;
c) office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of floor space;
d) research and development including laboratories;
e) information technology related uses including data centres and information
processing establishments;
f) couriers and delivery services;
g) hotel, conference centre and banquet facilities;
h) accessory uses to the permitted uses above, including private amenity areas;
i) complementary uses including: fitness establishments; recreational facilities;
commercial education facilities; food service establishments; restaurants;
medical; financial institutions; security services; janitorial services; rental of
residential, commercial or industrial equipment; and small equipment and
machine sales, rental, lease and service are permitted within an industrial mall,
provided that all of the above uses may not occupy more than 25% of the gross
leasable floor area of the industrial mall;

j) limited retail sales and service commercial uses as an accessory use in
conjunction with a permitted use, to a maximum of 10% of the gross leasable
floor area.
1.1 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.3.2(b), (c) and (e) of this By-law, the
following provisions shall apply:
a) minimum lot area of 80,000 square metres shall be provided unless otherwise
compromised by design limitations associated with environmental features,
property configurations, the provision of new local roads or existing development;
and
b) minimum front yard and exterior side yard of at least 6.0 metres shall be
provided.
2. THAT this By-law shall come into full force and effect on the date it is enacted subject
to Official Plan Amendment No. 31 coming into effect pursuant to subsection 24(2) of
the Planning Act, R.S.O., 1990, c. P. 13, as amended.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this _____ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR

________________________________
CLERK

Schedule A

Attachment No. 10
Parks and Trails – Proposed Official Plan Amendment and Adopting By-law
By-law No. XXX-18
of the
Corporation of the City of Cambridge
Being a by-law of the City of Cambridge to adopt
Amendment No. 35 to the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (2012), as amended.
(North Cambridge Business Park –
Parks and Trails)
Whereas sections 17 and 22 of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990 c. P. 13, as amended,
empower the City of Cambridge to adopt an Official Plan and make amendments
thereto;
Now Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Cambridge
enacts as follows:
1. That Amendment No. 35 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) as
amended, consisting of the text and attached maps, be and the same is hereby
adopted.
2. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to make application to the
Regional Municipality of Waterloo for approval of the aforementioned
Amendment No. 35 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012), as amended.
3. That this By-law shall come into full force and effect upon the final passing
thereof.
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this ______ day of _____
A.D. 2018
_________________________________
MAYOR
_________________________________
CLERK

Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 35
North Cambridge Business Park – Parks and Trails
The Purpose and Effect of Official Plan Amendment No. 35 is to add a schedule to the
City of Cambridge Official Plan (2012) for the parks and trails plan identified for the
North Cambridge Business Park lands.

Amendment No. 35 to the City of Cambridge Official Plan
1. The Schedules of the City of Cambridge Official Plan are hereby modified by
adding Schedule 7 – North Cambridge Business Park – Parks and Trails as
shown on Schedule ‘A’ attached hereto.
2. Schedule 7 is to be reviewed in conjunction with future Planning Act applications
for these lands. Minor changes do not require an amendment to this Plan.
3. Section 8.10, Site Specific Policies of the City of Cambridge Official Plan is
hereby amended by adding the following subsection thereto:
8.10.77
Parks
One park north of Allendale Road and one park south of Allendale Road is
contemplated.
Trails
Trail alignments will be transferred into City ownership. Land division will be required to
transfer trail segments and/or open space system lands to the City.
Timing and phasing of trail construction will avoid creating dead ends.
Implementation
The implementation of the parks and trails concept as identified on Schedule 7 from
design to construction will be at the cost of the developer. A development charge will
finance construction of the trail.

Schedule A

Attachment No. 11
Internal/External Consultation and Agency Comments Received
The amendments have been circulated to the departments and agencies listed below.
•

Energy + Inc.

•

Public and Catholic School Boards

•

French Catholic School Board

•

City of Cambridge Engineering and Transportation Services Division

•

City of Cambridge Planning Services Division

•

City of Cambridge Parks, Recreation & Culture Division

•

City of Cambridge Fire Department

•

City of Cambridge Economic Development Division

•

Regional Municipality of Waterloo

•

Grand River Conservation Authority

Attachment No. 12
Public Comments Received
Please Note: Personal address and contact information has been blacked out in
accordance with the Freedom of Information requirements.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett; April Souwand; Jane Gurney; kkiefer@regionofwaterloo.ca;
North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Amendments. PIC Dec.14, 2017
Thursday, December 14, 2017 9:01:56 PM

Attn: Kathy Padgett , April Souwand , Jane Gurney, Karl Kiefer and Helen Jowett.
Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the land zoning changes and explore the "best fit"
for the lands currently identified in the stage 1, East Side Lands.
The Region of Waterloo passed their Official Plan labeling our farm lands as large lot industrial
against our wishes. What we did not do and wish we had was contest this at the OMB.
The lands we own located on the South West corner of Fountain St N and Middle Block Rd has
a large bush located to its rear, now identified as an Environmental Sensitive Policy Area.
With this ESPA (also known as Sensitive Lands) in mind, BOTH the Cambridge and Region of
Waterloo Official Plans describe this land as not being compatible with industrial
development. Knowing this, industrial development brings smells, noise, lights and higher
traffic at the perimeter of the ESPA, and the protectionism it is trying to build will be eroded
once development is in place.
The Provincial Policy Statement (2014) states in several locations : Pg 13 section 1.2.6.1 Land
Use Compatibility, as well as, Page 22, 2.1 Natural Heritage , as well as, Page 44 -Major
facilities, as well as, page 48- Sensitive Land Uses. The Provincial Policy Statement goes into
detail how Sensitive Land Uses (Provincially Significant Wetlands as well as ESL) are not
compatible with industrial land uses, as well as, other Major Facilities. It goes on to state that
municipalities will not endorse any proposed applications for industrial development.
You will in essence be sterilizing these lands.
We are suggesting that the "best fit" for these lands would be a mixed land use of commercial
and residential. This would comply with the provinces policies for a complete community
and close proximity to the proposed large lot development lands owned to the east of our
property by the province itself, known as the OLC lands. These hundreds of acres to the east
can be held for the long term availability for large lot industrial uses.
Kathy, we have read that your undertaking of this land zoning by-law amendment project is
simply to "amend" the City's Official Plan and Zoning By-law..."to conform to the direction laid
out in the Regional Official Plan". We disagree that you can just arbitrarily rubber stamp the
lands knowing that there is non- compliance in place, and no justification to zone the lands as
industrial with the facts and information presented to you and substantiated by BOTH
Cambridge and the Regions policies regarding ESPA and land development. You will agree

that when the Region of Waterloo undertook to lock down the East Side Lands they did not
look at adversities, but just "white washed" the whole area as one....large lot industrial.
This is the time and place with which we must take a step back and ascertain whether the
designation of large lot industrial is the "best fit" and most practical land use for this
South/West corner.
We understand that you state that the change in land use designation needs to be done
through a " Regional Official Plan Amendment", and we would implore you to take the
initiative and identify the lands that are non- compliant and request from the Region of
Waterloo to process their Amendment...prior to the City of Cambridge making any motion to
simply, once again, "rubber stamp" lands with no second thought.
Attached are 24 pages of documents and articles that will support our request for rezoning of
our lands for the "best fit" and "most practical" land use.
Please retain this information for further discussions.
Best Regards,
Cathy Murphy and Brian Murphy, Veronica Kerr, John and Cheryl Hammer, Ed and Bonnie
Hammer, Jim Hammer, Connie Hammer, Larry Hammer, Don and Alyson Hammer,
Doug Hammer and Mary Hammer and Sharon Hammer.
Hammer Farm location:
Cathy Murphy

P.S. From information learned tonight. at the PIC held on December 14th. There is mandated
a 70 meter or 229 feet of additional buffer around residential. We have two residences on the
lands
on the South/West corner of Fountain St N and Middle Block Rd. Knowing this it would greatly
eliminate the development proposals on half of the property and would push some
development to
the upper corner closest to Middle Block Rd. We then would not have the 8 hectares for large
lot industrial development.
Thank you all kindly for making a good presentation, and reviewing the information I have
submitted.
Merry Christmas to you all.

Cathy Murphy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge Business Park OPA/ZBA Question please
Monday, December 18, 2017 9:03:14 PM

Good morning Kathy. I appreciated your discussion with us last Thursday and I find myself
with some questions about the proposed land uses.
Can you please advise what is the name/type of industrial development proposed for the
stage 1 lands? In referencing Hotels, conference centres and banquet facilities, etc.,  
I find myself wondering if these are actually industrial or a mixed variation of
industrial/commercial?  
Also, you mentioned in the PIC that there were transition areas (only 2) for the residences. I
advised you that the map that depicts residences, etc for the stage 1 lands omitted several
residences in that block. We have 2 houses - 2 storey residences that are located at
I would expect that the 70 meters or 229 feet are applicable for
these residences as well. The reason being , when we go to sell them (as residential) and
knowing that there are special restrictive development clauses in effect for the immediate
area, there will be complications and complex resolutions as to why the exemption from the
same kinds of considerations.  
Kathy, can you please explain why our residences were omitted from the mapping system?
Thank you kindly and have a great day.
Cathy Murphy
  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
Re: North Cambridge Business Park OPA/ZBA Question please
Tuesday, December 19, 2017 4:09:24 PM

Hi Kathy, Thank you for your reply.
We disagree that the houses (residences) will be destroyed as they are more valuable (like our
neighbours to the south) for retention long term.
It is not our intention to destroy and throw away built up value but retain and keep its worth
up. Please reconsider your (the city's legal)  position that our properties are not of sufficient
value as such to be retained and our two properties are not being protected and buffered
to the same degree such as the neighbouring properties . We also disagree that our two
properties are not considered a "cluster". I have reviewed the legal documents for "clustering"
and could not determine if a cluster had to have more than 2. In reality, the farm house
is a semi with two individual units contained within. So, technically this would amount to 3
families.
In the "Private Land Use Restrictions legal definitions" Kathy, I gave you a copy already, it is
numbered 6 in your package, under Zoning. The last sentence " Consideration is given to
conserving the value of property and encouraging the most appropriate use of land
throughout a particular locality." It goes on further in the document to say, " For example, if
a
district is zoned for industrial use, residential buildings are not normally permitted there.
However, if a residential building predates the zoning plan, it is permitted to remain. This
exception is called a nonconforming use."  
This means that the transition areas you already have identified as 1 and 2 -all those
residences are like our properties - are called nonconforming uses.
Please rethink through this situation as we require the same legal degree of protection and
consideration as our neighbours to the south.
Thank you kindly Kathy.
Cathy Murphy

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
Ward No 1 File No DO8.04.02
Wednesday, December 27, 2017 8:17:19 PM

Dear Kathy Padgett
We live at
, Cambridge and have attended most meetings regarding the North
Cambridge Business Park and the East Side Lands. The latest meeting being the Official Plan and
Zoning By-law Amendments meeting on December 14 2017. We are concerned about the transition
area in the front of our home. It seems to have disappeared!
In the initial zone change with the Region in 2006 the presentation boards showed approximately a
400’ buffer zone which included a burm (similar to Toyota is what we were told at the meeting) and
then a transition area. On January 20 2015 (North Cambridge Business Park, Participation Group
Meeting #1) the presentation boards and the hand out (page 4) shows a substantially wide transition
area going all the way from Allendale Road to Middle Block Road.
At the North Cambridge Business Park Public Information Meeting on December 14 2017 the
Presentation Boards and Power Point presentation show the transition area ends in front of our
house which is approximately 200’ from Allendale. PANEL_20171214_NCBP_PIC_pkm_final.pptx     Our concern is
what happened to the full transition zone discussed in 2006 and 2015?
We have repeatedly asked about the buffer/transition zone in front of our home since 2006. We
have received vague answers, conflicting information, and now we find we have no buffer or
transition zone in front of our home!
We are very concerned about this and would like confirmation that the transition area will extend up
to Middle Block Road as clearly identified in the previous public meetings.
Please provide confirmation
1. that you have received this email
2. that we will receive a response to this email and when we should expect that response.
Regards
Gary and Marie Adam

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Karin Stieg-Drobig
Kathy Padgett
RE: Transition zones
Friday, December 29, 2017 8:05:17 AM

Good Morning Mr. Carter,
Thank you for your email regarding the proposed transition zones in the North Cambridge Business Park. I have
forwarded your concerns to Kathy Padgett, Senior Planner- Environment. She will respond as soon as possible after
January 2nd.
Sincerely,
Karin Stieg-Drobig
Clerical Assistant
City of Cambridge
Community Development Dept.
50 Dickson St., P.O. Box 669
Cambridge, On N1R 5W8
(519) 621-0740 ext. 4816
www.cambridge.ca
Please check out the City’s Interactive Mapping at:
http://www.cambridge.ca/en/learn-about/Maps.aspx
Respect, Integrity, Service, Inclusiveness

-----Original Message----From: noreply@cambridge.ca [mailto:noreply@cambridge.ca] On Behalf Of Dan Carter
Sent: Thursday, December 28, 2017 5:35 PM
To: Planning
Subject: Transition zones
Hi. I am a resident on Banat Rd. that will be impacted by the proposed industrial development. I wrote about these
transition areas years ago and while some of my concerns appear to be acknowlaged the issue of the transition area
is in question. In your presentation it is described as a 229ft wide transitional area but residents are only being
offered three unacceptable choices with the greatest width being around 90ft. Which is the truth? The proposal I
wrote about in 2015 was a substantial treed berm that incorporated a walking trail with fence on the industrial side.
The issue of who maintains the berm or green space in this traditional area. Several other questions concerning "line
of sight" into our yards is of concern. Will these new buildings be 2+ story with windows, the issue of light
pollution, and the construction materials required facing the residential properties. If we could see some examples of
building proposed in these areas and answer some of these questions it would some of concerns to rest.
------------------------------------Origin: http://www.cambridge.ca/en/learn-about/north-cambridge-business-park.aspx
------------------------------------This email was sent to you by Dan Carter

through http://www.cambridge.ca.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
Re: North Cambridge Business Park PIC information
Friday, December 29, 2017 12:02:28 PM

Hi Kathy
Thanks for the information. I have a few questions/concerns.
Is there a plan to prevent increased traffic on Allendale road? Currently trucks are prohibited.
Will this change?
I am concerned about protecting the residential well water from contamination from the
industrial areas. Will there be a push to connect the Allendale homes to city water and sewer?
Is there any indication that the current owners of the agricultural lands are infact planning to
sell that land?
Thank you
John Usjak

Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 18, 2017, at 4:32 PM, Kathy Padgett <PadgettK@cambridge.ca> wrote:
Hi John,
The information from the PIC is now available on the City’s website.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions
http://www.cambridge.ca/en/learn-about/north-cambridge-businesspark.aspx
Regards,
Kathy Padgett, MES (Pl.)
Senior Planner – Environment
City of Cambridge
Community Development Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Phone (519) 621-0740 ext. 4826
Fax (519) 740-9545
PadgettK@Cambridge.ca

From:

Subject:
Date:

North Cambridge business park
Monday, January 01, 2018 8:20:36 PM

Comments regarding proposed land uses for north cambridge business park.
As a home owner backing onto proposed area off Banat rd I’m wondering what happened to the 70m (229ft)
transition area that was proposed behind our property. The three examples given are nowhere near this proposed
transition. Examples A and B are the least desired for me, as they would have a building less than 120ft from my
house.
Example C with trees on a berm is more desired however I feel your specs are way off. To say I would only see 5
feet of building is way off. ground level at my house is 6ft higher than grade at the back of the property. So using
your calculations. Even with the trees I will be looking at 12ft of building above the trees and almost 20ft.
(Basically the whole building) above the berm between the trees. We would appreciate an extension on comments,
considering the busy holiday season. On behalf of my 8yr old daughter. Has there been any studies relating to the
wildlife living in the area and how they will be affected?
Thanks Chris Patterson, Karen Nicholson and Isla Patterson

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Kindrachuk
Kathy Padgett; Elaine Brunn Shaw; Bryan Cooper
Sandy Acchione ; Peter Markine; dcurrie@mhbcplan.com
RE: Comments to Dec 14/17 North Cambridge Park PIC
Tuesday, January 02, 2018 1:28:04 PM
image002.png

Kathy: We also wanted to raise a concern over the configuration of the area of the Official Plan (OP) amendment as it appears to be
omitting three (3) key areas of our lands.
See below-left for the diagram from the Dec 14/17 North Cambridge Park PIC ; and below-right identifies the three (3) areas of our
property that should be included in the OP and zoning amendments.
Please confirm the plans will be revised to include the three (3) areas of our property that somehow were missed.

Thanks,
Mark Kindrachuk
President
Intermarket Properties
489 Queen Street East; Suite 201
Toronto, ON      M5A 1V1
www.intermarketinc.com

From: Mark Kindrachuk
Sent: January 2, 2018 12:26 PM
To: 'Kathy Padgett'; Elaine Brunn Shaw; Bryan Cooper
Cc: Sandy Acchione ; Peter Markine; dcurrie@mhbcplan.com
Subject: Comments to Dec 14/17 North Cambridge Park PIC

Kathy: Happy New Year and I trust you had an enjoyable holiday season.
As a follow-up to the Dec 14/17 North Cambridge Park PIC meeting, we have attached the following comments:
1. Separate zoning applications:
· Separate OPA/zoning application for lands east of Intermarket Road, between Freeport Creek and Allendale; as this
area should not be included with the other OPA/zoning applications
2. Transition Area #1: (see plan below left)
· Six (6) foot fence can suffice adjacent to residential – no berm
Loading required at rear of parcels that abut residential
·
Include institutional uses in area adjacent to Transition area #1; which are the lands east of Fountain Street
·
and north of Banat Road
              
3. Transition Area #2: (see plan below left)
Six (6) foot fence can suffice adjacent to residential – no berm
·
Loading required at rear of parcels that abut residential
·
·
Include institutional uses in area adjacent to Transition area #2; which are the lands east of Intermarket
Road; and between Freeport Creek and Allendale
4. Uses:
· Full range of retail and service commercial uses for Parcel 3 and 7 of Phase 2 as both parcels are adjacent/close
proximity to proposed park and office uses; and proposed tenants in business park have requested retail amenities
that they can walk to
· Data center uses on all lands outlined in red (see plan below right)
· Cross-dock logistics facilities on 50% of the lands in Phase 2 and 3 (see plan below right)
5. Timing:
· Planning Report to be presented to Planning Committee and Council on Mon Jan 29/18
· OPA and Zoning bylaws adopted by Council on Mon Feb 5/18

         
Sincerely,
Mark Kindrachuk
President
Intermarket Properties
489 Queen Street East; Suite 201
Toronto, ON      M5A 1V1
www.intermarketinc.com

From: Kathy Padgett [mailto:PadgettK@cambridge.ca]
Sent: December 6, 2017 10:52 AM
To: Mark Kindrachuk; Elaine Brunn Shaw; Bryan Cooper
Subject: RE: Has the announcement been made for the Dec 14 PIC and is there a landowners meeting in advance?

Hi Mark,
Just to follow-up on my previous email - landowners within the study area received the mailout in addition to
landowners within 120 metres of the study area, as well as a number of people who had asked to be included
on the mailing list for this project.
Kathy
From: Kathy Padgett
Sent: Wednesday, December 06, 2017 8:45 AM
To: 'Mark Kindrachuk'; Elaine Brunn Shaw; Bryan Cooper
Subject: RE: Has the announcement been made for the Dec 14 PIC and is there a landowners meeting in advance?

Hi Mark,
Landowners received a mailout last week with the details (attached). There is no separate landowners meeting.
The PIC is from 6pm-8pm with a presentation at 6:30.
Kathy
From: Mark Kindrachuk [mailto:mmk@intermarketinc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 06, 2017 7:34 AM
To: Elaine Brunn Shaw; Bryan Cooper; Kathy Padgett
Subject: Has the announcement been made for the Dec 14 PIC and is there a landowners meeting in advance?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
PIC Dec 14, 2017 North Cambridge Busines Park
Tuesday, January 02, 2018 12:28:13 AM

Hi Kathy,
Please accept the following comments.
I did not receive a notice despite my earlier email request to be included in any meetings
regarding East Side Lands. Please add me to your contact list for this project - thank you.
Having just attended a Regionally-hosted PCC about ESL Stage 2, it seems that the
overarching Regional process is out of sync with the City's planning process i.e. ideally, ESL
Stage 1 plans and meeting should occur after the Regional process for ESL Stage 2 has been
completed, because of its potential impacts on ESL Stage 1 regarding the overall land usage.
Why is the City moving ahead knowing that the Regional process has yet to be completed and
has been radically altered with the inclusion of lands West of Riverbank and addition of
residential development?
I noticed that the ESL 1 presentation signage acknowledged the heritage significance of
Riverbank, but only committed to save as much heritage “as possible”. What does this mean?
This is not the language of Cambridge's award-winning heritage master plan. How is the City
honouring the commitments made in this plan and the proposals presented in earlier PICs?
The proposed ESL 1 transition zone along Riverbank is significantly less than previously
proposed in public meeting materials December 2012 (ESL1 PIC4) and again, in materials
presented in January 20 and April 2015 meetings. In these materials it was recognized that the
transition area #1 should extend the entire length of the westerly edge of the PISR lands. Can
the City honour the original transition zone? And can we be assured that the design for
transition zones will be established and put in place prior to development?
I remained concerned about the nature and scale of the transition zone; I would prefer
naturalized transition zones that are sympathetic to the heritage landscape of Riverbank Drive,
and to ensure that any ESL 1 transition zones are consistent with any transition zones that may
be incorporated in ESL Stage 2 on Riverbank Drive. Will there be any transition zones or
protective measures around natural constraints?
I also remain concerned about the impact of light pollution, particularly given the sloping
topography of the area, with development happening above the lower lands of Riverbank
Drive. I would like this added to Noxious uses to be limited/controlled, particularly around the
use of LED lighting.
With this topography in mind, I would especially like to see development height restrictions
put in place to ensure the visual integrity of the heritage scenic drive of Riverbank Drive.
Similarly, the City should be committed to honouring any bylaws and not allowing variances
once those bylaws are established.
I found a prior report in the Record Feb.4, 2013, stated, "A proposed road between Allendale
and Middle Block is expected to severely impact the wildlife corridor" - what is the City
doing to mitigate this?

Is earlier information about roads and services for ESL Stage 1 still accurate?:" Allendale to
be widened to 4 lanes from the new road to Fountain; Middle Block to be widened to 4 lanes
from the new road to Fountain. The new road will also mark the path for trunk sewer between
Middle block and Allendale and a new water main". Will Riverbank remain a two-lane road
with limited access at Kossuth? Will proposed services to ESL Stage 1 impact services to
Riverbank residents?
With the potential impact of the revised ESL 2 lands, I remain concerned about traffic in the
area, particularly when I see Hotel, conference and banquet facilities under uses. I don't
support the use of Hotel, conference and banquet west of Fountain Street, and want assurances
that truck traffic will not be allowed on Riverbank Drive and that any construction traffic will
access lands via Fountain Street.
Lastly, please confirm when development of the North Cambridge Business Park will start.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Christine Rier.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
Transition area Banat rd.
Tuesday, January 02, 2018 9:32:04 AM

Hi Kathy
It is stated in the presentation that an area of 229 feet between future employment and
existing residential uses.
distance from property line to employment building in example "A" would be 50 feet, "B"
would be 55feet and "C" 90 feet
My house is 76 feet from the property line and when standing in the house my line of sight is
9 feet from ground level, the other properties on Banat rd have the same dimensions and
some have agreater then 9 foot elevation.
No one is in favour of having a fence on the property line. Also a berm that starts on the
property line would create a runoff and drainage problem. The city would be responsible for
the drainage, also who would be responsible maintaining the berm.
There would have to be multiple rows of trees to block the sight line.
We would prefer a wooded area with trails that could be used be both residents and
employment persons.
If the employment buildings as in Examples A,B,C and less then 229 feet, the residential
properties must be compensated.
I have also contacted a home owner on Allendale and they are also very concerned.
AS this was a very busy time of year many people including myself did not have time to
properly consider options , some people may reply today, others are waiting till we can discus
this as a neighborhood and then reply, so our reply will be coming at a later date.
Also    no one seems to remember where the set back of 24.5 feet came from ,
Regards     Peter Neu

Sent from Outlook

North Cambridge Business Park
Public Information Centre December 14, 2017
Thank you for the information provided at the above meeting and also online.
My comments are as follows :

Project Overview
It was good to see that a number of points were raised at Participation Group meetings held in
January 2015, however, I would like to see more information about how the concerns of the
resident will be addressed. For example, I asked what the height restrictions would be in the
transition zones and was not given a satisfactory answer.

Proposed Land Uses
I feel the treatment of the transition zones is of prime importance for this area to minimise the
disruption to existing residents of the area (in particular on Riverbank Drive and Banat Road).

At the previous PIC (#4 for Stage 1 East Side Lands) it was recommended that the transition zones
have a “Prestige Industrial Designation” to include “light industrial and major office, research and
development use including laboratories and data centres, hotel, conference centre and banquet
facilities, as well as accessory and complementary uses”.
In addition, it was recommended that the transition zones would have “architecturally designed
buildings and well landscaped sites would provide an appropriate buffer and transition”.

However, at the recent PIC this was not proposed, instead, the same industrial uses would be
permitted as in other parts of the Business Park. This is a disappointing deviation from the original
communication as it would mean “Industrial uses (e.g. assembling, fabricating, manufacturing,
processing, communications, packaging, printing); and also “Accessory uses (e.g. warehousing and
distribution);” would be allowed to be adjacent to residential areas, albeit with some modifications.
I would like to see land use for the transition zones amended to the original proposal.

Heritage Considerations
The Cambridge Heritage Master Plan says Riverbank Drive “offers wonderful views of farmland,
woods, creeks and historic farmouses interspersed with vistas across the river…. It should be
conserved”. The wording in the PIC presentation states “Riverbank Drive is identified as a scenic
route and shall be preserved as much as possible”. It is my opinion that this is a dilution of the
Heritage Master Plan for the City and this project should have as a Guiding Principle that Riverbank
Drive should be preserved, period.
I was pleased, however, to note that it is proposed that vehicular access to Riverbank Drive will not
be permitted. This is in keeping with the status of Riverbank Drive as a scenic route and heritage
road and I am in total agreement with this principle.

Conflict with East Side Lands Stage 2 Study
I was surprised to note that no mention was made of this study which is running concurrently. At a
recent PIC (November 2, 2017) for Stage 2, a number of land use scenarios were proposed, some of
which included a change to the PISR lands for North Cambridge Business Park. I would like to
suggest that there is more linkages between the two projects, in particular with how the
information that is relevant for both is shared with interested parties.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into the process. I look forward to receiving any
updates that become available relating to this project.
Gráinne Aitken

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge Business Park...
Tuesday, January 02, 2018 11:42:48 PM

Dear Ms. Padgett ~
With regards to your proposal in the transition area..."Visual Barriers", there is only one in our opinion that makes
any sense and that would be the 3 metre (10 feet high) berm with trees. Hopefully, a well maintained berm will
protect the value of the properties in our neighbourhood.   This berm, of course, to be maintained by the City of
Cambridge.
Respectfully,
Myra M. Main
James N. Main

P – 2494
January 3, 2018
By E-mail only: PadgettK@Cambridge.ca
Kathy Padgett
Senior Planner – Environment
Community Development Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON
N1R 5W8
Re:

North Cambridge Business Park
City Initiated Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment
Public Information Centre, December 14, 2017
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd. and Polocorp Inc.
895 Riverbank Drive, 4300 Fountain Street and 850 Riverbank Drive
City of Cambridge
Region of Waterloo

Dear Ms. Padgett;
KLM Planning Partners Inc. (“KLM”) is the land use planning consultant representing both Madison
Riverbank Holdings Ltd. (“Madison”) and Polocorp Inc. (“Polocorp”). Madison and Polocorp both own
property in the East Side Lands – Stage 2 area, which is located immediately north of the North
Cambridge Business Park (“NCBP”). This letter is in response to the information presented to the
public at the Public Information Centre (“PIC”) on December 14, 2017 in relation to the lands owned
by both Madison and Polocorp.
The Madison lands are approximately 48.5 hectares in size, are situated north of Middle Block Road,
west of Fountain Street, and east of Riverbank Drive and are known municipally as 895 Riverbank
Drive and 4300 Fountain Street. The Polocorp lands are approximately 31 hectares in size, of which
approximately only 8.0 hectares is developable. The Polocorp lands are situated on the west side of
Riverbank Drive, and are known municipally as 850 Riverbank Drive and most opposite the
aforementioned Madison Lands. The location of the Madison and Polocorp lands (the “subject lands”)
are illustrated on Attachment # 1.
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At the PIC, staff presented a general overview of the project including a brief history of the framework
established for the future development of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (“PISR”) lands for
large lot employment uses including the consideration of existing environmental features and
surrounding land uses, managing storm water, identifying the necessary infrastructure (roads, water
and sewers) to support development, and establishing land uses. Staff also identified the need to
amend the Official Plan and Zoning By-law as a City-initiated process to implement the Regional
Official Plan and the Stage 1 MESP which was completed in 2014. The presentation also included the
identification of the land uses which are being proposed for the NCBP as well as transition areas and
heritage and environmental considerations. Of interest to both Madison and Polocorp are the uses
and transition areas proposed as well as a greater understanding of the consideration of Riverbank
Drive as a “historic scenic route”.
KLM has previously provided correspondence to the City of Cambridge on April 21, 2017 and again
on November 24, 2017 in regards to future land use considerations in the East Side Lands – both for
the Stage 1 and Stage 2 Lands. I have attached a copy of each letter for reference. It appears that our
previous communication has not been considered as part of the ongoing evaluation of the future
Official Plan and Zoning By-law being considered for the NCBP. Our outstanding concerns and
comments relate to the following three key points: (1) Land Use, (2), Transition Areas, and (3) Historic
Scenic Route (Riverbank Drive).
Land Use
We are not opposed to the employment and industrial uses being proposed within the NCBP. We
recognize and appreciate that the first priority is to provide employment lands to the City of
Cambridge. We also believe the ancillary uses including fitness, restaurants, medical, financial
institutions and limited retail sales are appropriate as they are both supportive of future employees
working within the employment area and complimentary to existing and future residential uses in
the surrounding area.
The Cambridge Official Plan has four employment area land use designations: “Prestige Industrial”,
“Employment Corridor”, “Business Industrial” and “Industrial”. The final Community Plan for the East
Side Stage 1 Lands recommended a combination of the “Prestige Industrial” and “Business Industrial”
designations, with the environmental constraints areas being designated as “Open Space”, whereas
it appears that staff is only now considering the “Business Industrial” designation for the NCBP.
The “Business Industrial” designation would permit uses including traditional industrial uses (such as
assembling, fabricating, manufacturing, processing, repair and servicing, warehouse and distribution,
storage, utilities, communications, packaging, printing, reproduction, industrial service trades,
construction uses and contractors’ yards), as well as other similar type uses. In our view, these types
of uses are better suited to the interior areas of an employment area where there impacts on
surrounding areas would be minimized and they would consist of larger parcels to promote large
scale manufacturing and land extensive warehousing, distribution and storage use.
The “Prestige Industrial” designation would permit uses including light industrial and major office,
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research and development use including laboratories and data centres, hotel, conference centre and
banquet facilities, as well as accessory and complementary uses. This designation would be
appropriate for transition areas (e.g. next to residential) with the inclusion of high-quality
architecture and urban design including well landscaped sites to provide an appropriate transition
and buffer to existing and future residential uses.
We would recommend that staff consider a separate “Prestige Industrial” land use designation within
the Official Plan for areas in close proximity to existing and future residential areas. This would
provide for greater transition as discussed below and would allow opportunities for those
complimentary ancillary uses to be located between employment areas and future and existing
residential areas where appropriate.
Transition Areas
Staff have identified two transition areas in the NCBP which are intended to restrict the use of land
to mitigate impact from employment uses on existing residential areas. One transition area is
proposed on the east side of the NCBP Area (Banat/Allendale Transition Area #1) and the other is
proposed at the southwest corner adjacent to existing residential uses (Riverbank Drive Transition
Area #2). There has been no consideration at this time for a similar transition area along the northern
edge of the NCBP.
We appreciate that the final Community Plan for the East Side Stage 1 Lands had considered these
two transitions areas within the plan, which were adjacent to existing residential areas. However,
we believe that the Community Plan did not consider the northern limit as a transitional area likely
on the basis that there were no existing residential uses or any plans at the time for residential uses
on the lands to the north. In our opinion, in order to ensure compatibility, the northern limit of the
NCBP lands should also be considered a transitional area to ensure compatibility between proposed
employment and residential uses. Compatibility measures within the employment areas could
include all of the transitional areas measures identified by staff as well as land use designations as
noted above.
We are not of the opinion that all transition should be provided by the employment areas within
the NCBP but the current consideration of land use policies for these lands should consider
appropriate provisions for the use of land that will ensure the compatibility of future employment
uses and residential uses, while not undermining the viability of employment uses within the NCBP.
Transition measures which can be accommodated within the residential uses proposed north of
Middle Block Road could for example include appropriate building and street orientation to mitigate
the effects of noise and light from the proposed employment areas.
Scenic Route (Riverbank Drive)
We acknowledge that staff are currently considering establishing Riverbank Drive as a scenic route,
and integrating vehicular circulation and residential lotting fabric onto Riverbank Drive from all future
development within the East Side Lands. In the context of the proposed and surrounding
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developments, the implications of designating the Riverbank Drive right-of way as a scenic route
remain unclear. We respectfully request additional information to support the position of Staff
regarding establishment of Riverbank Drive as a scenic route. We have been working with a heritage
consultant, Owen Scott of CHC Limited, and we have been requesting such information in our various
previous correspondence (i.e. the letter dated January 31, 2017 as attached). We were advised by
Jane Gurney if there were any issues that required his attention he would be contacted. Please
contact him at oscott87@rogers.com or (519) 824-3210 to discuss this topic.
In summary, we are generally supportive of the direction that the City is moving with respect to the
NCBP. However, we believe there is an opportunity at this point to consider modifications to the
proposed policy framework along the northern boundary of the NCBP to ensure appropriate
transition with future residential uses to the north.
If you have any questions with regard to the foregoing, we would be happy to meet to elaborate on
our perspective or feel free to call the undersigned at any time.
Yours very truly,
KLM PLANNING PARTNERS INC.

Ryan Mino-Leahan, BURPl, MCIP, RPP
Partner
Copy:

Ms. Michelle Sergi, Region of Waterloo
Ms. April Souwand, City of Cambridge
Ms. Jane Gurney, City of Cambridge
Mr. Christian Lamanna, Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd.
Mr. Paul Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
Mr. Joseph Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
Mr. Duane Lindner, Associated Engineering
Mr. Owen Scott, CHC Limited
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ATTACHMENT #1

MODIFIED OPTION

1. - MADISON RIVERBANK LIMITED
2. - POLOCORP
NORTH CAMBRIDGE:
PROPOSED LAND
USE STRUCTURE
MODIFIED OPTION

2

1

ATTACHMENT #2

January 31, 2017

Ms. Brenna MacKinnon
Manager, Development Planning
Planning, Housing and Community Services Department
Regional Municipality of Waterloo
150 Frederick St.
Kitchener, ON
N2G 4J3
Dear Ms. MacKinnon,
Re:

850 Riverbank Drive, Cambridge

After my communication to you of January 20th requesting a meeting, I was informed by Joseph and
Paul Puopolo of your January 27, 2017 conversation with Paul Puopolo. It is my understanding that
850 Riverbank and other lands are in the process of being included in the study area and Secondary
Plan. Once the study has started, I understand that MMM’s heritage planner will be in contact to
discuss issues related to cultural heritage, should they arise.
If any cultural heritage issues should emerge during the MESP Stage 2 plan or Secondary planning
stage, please contact me so we can discuss. I stand ready to assist with any cultural heritage matters
regarding the incorporation of 850 Riverbank Drive into the community. In the meantime, if there
are any cultural heritage reports from Stage 1, please forward them to me so that I can avail myself
of the content of these background reports for a next meeting or discussion.
Thank you.
Yours very truly,
CHC Limited

Owen R. Scott, OALA, FCSLA, CAHP
cc.

April Souwand, City of Cambridge, SouwandA@cambridge.ca
Michele Sergi , Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Msergi@regionofwaterloo.ca
Paul Puopolo, Polocorp Inc., paul@polocorpinc.com
Joseph Puopolo, Polocorp Inc., Joseph@polocorpinc.com

87 Liverpool Street, Guelph, Ontario N1H 2L2

519 824-3210 email: oscott87@rogers.com

ATTACHMENT #3

P – 2494
April 21, 2017
By E-mail: SouwandA@cambridge.ca and JGurney@regionofwaterloo.ca
April Souwand MA, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Manager of Policy Planning
Development and Infrastructure Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON
N1R 5W8
and
Jane Gurney, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Principal Planner, Community Planning
Region of Waterloo
150 Fredrick Street. 8th Floor
Kitchener, ON
N2G 4J3
Re:

East Side Lands – Land Use Planning and Engineering Summary
On behalf of
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd. and Polocorp Inc.
895 Riverbank Drive, 4300 Fountain Street and 850 Riverbank Drive
City of Cambridge

Dear Ms. Souwand and Ms. Gurney;
As you are aware, KLM Planning Partners Inc. (“KLM”) is the land use planning consultant for Madison
Riverbank Holdings Ltd. (“Madison”), owner of lands known municipally as 895 Riverbank Drive as
well as lands recently acquired which are situated at 4300 Fountain Street. Both properties are
situated within the City of Cambridge (“Madison Lands”) and located at the northeast corner of
Riverbank Drive and Middle Block Road being approximately 32.5 and 4 hectares in size, respectively.
Recently, KLM in conjunction with Madison Homes has engaged in meaningful and thoughtful
discussions with Polocorp Inc. the owner of lands situated on the west side of Riverbank Drive, known
municipally as 850 Riverbank Drive and most opposite the aforementioned Madison Lands. The
Polocorp lands are approximately 31 hectares in size, of which only 5.7 hectares is considered to be
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developable and will be included within the East Side Stage 2 lands study. KLM also represents
Polocorp in these matters.
Background
KLM has been involved through the Regional Official Plan (“ROP”) review and Municipal
comprehensive review process since 2014. Over that time, KLM has assisted Madison with the
provision land use planning advice and consulting services to identify appropriate policies for the
expansion of the urban area within the East Side Lands in the Region of Waterloo, and more
specifically in the City of Cambridge. This culminated in the final approval of the ROP by the OMB on
June 28, 2015.
In early 2016, the Region and City initiated the Stage 2 MESP and Secondary Planning Process for the
East Side Lands. The lands owned by Madison are included within the study boundary but the lands
owned by Polocorp, were not originally included in the study area but our understanding is the scope
and area of the study area is being expanded to include these lands.
KLM has participated in the Stage 2 MESP and Secondary Planning process through our involvement
at the Public Information Centres (“PIC’s”) and through ongoing communication with the consulting
team and municipal staff. KLM also prepared a letter in response to the North Cambridge Business
Park Municipal Class EA respecting a new north south collector road and its potential impact on future
development on the north side of Middle Block Road.
Development Concept
A preliminary development concept plan was developed in January 2017 and prepared on behalf of
Madison and shared with staff from both the Region of Waterloo and the City of Cambridge. The
purpose of the development concept was to demonstrate a possible future residential development
scenario on the Madison Lands in addition to all of the surrounding lands bounded by Fountain Street
to the east, Fairway Road to the north, Riverbank Drive to the west and Middle Block Road to the
south. This plan was intended to initiate discussions with adjacent land owners and municipal staff
about the timing of these lands and how they could be developed comprehensively when the lands
are redesignated for urban uses in the future through a future amendment to the ROP and Cambridge
Official Plan. The development concept plan considered the preliminary mapping that was made
available in the subwatershed study.
Official Plan
As you know, the Region of Waterloo recently updated its Official Plan. The ROP was approved by the
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing on December 22, 2010, and then subject to a number of
appeals to the Ontario Municipal Board (“OMB”) by several parties. Madison and Polocorp were
active throughout the ROP review, and was additionally involved through the OMB appeals of the
ROP respecting their lands. Through the OMB process, modifications to the ROP were provided and
final approval was issued by the OMB on June 28, 2015.
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The Madison and Polocorp lands (the “subject lands”) are both designated as “Prime Agricultural
Area” by Map 7 of the Regional Official Plan. The subject lands are not situated within the “Urban
Area” on Map 3a of the ROP, however lands to the immediate south, which are part of the North
Cambridge Business Park are located within the “Urban Area” and are currently designated as “Prime
Industrial/Strategic Reserve (Serviced)” (“PISR”).
The subject lands are located within a broader area known as the “East Side Lands”. As part of the
OMB approval, the policies within the ROP (Policy 2.3.B.d)) recognize that justification exists for the
designation of 170 hectares of Urban Designated Greenfield Area for residential purposes beyond
what is currently designated in the ROP. Priority consideration is given to 55 hectares of Urban
Designated Greenfield Area in the northern portion of the East Side Lands near Breslau with the
remaining 115 hectares generally located in the southern area of the East Side Lands including the
subject lands. Policies within the ROP indicate that priority consideration is to be given to enhancing
the size of the residential areas currently designated rural residential in the City of Cambridge Official
Plan (west of Fountain Street, north of Middle Block Road, and south of Fairway Road North) to create
a residential cluster of sufficient size to be integrated with surrounding and future employment uses.
The Madison and Polocorp lands are situated within this priority area and are immediately adjacent
to the existing residential uses along Riverbank Drive.
The City of Cambridge Official Plan designates the subject lands as “Countryside Area” on Map 1A
(Urban Structure), “Prime Agricultural” on Map 1B (Countryside) “Prime Agricultural” on Map 2
(General Land Use Plan).
An Amendment to both the Region of Waterloo and City of Cambridge Official Plans will be required
to the East Side Stage 2 Lands including the subject lands to bring them into the urban area to support
of future residential development.
Preliminary Land Use Planning Considerations
Both the Region of Waterloo and the local municipalities including the City of Cambridge have
commenced the East Side Lands – Stage 2 Master Environmental Servicing Plan and Secondary Plan
to bring the 170 hectares of Urban Designated Greenfield Area provided within the ROP into the
urban boundary. KLM Planning in conjunction with Madison and Polocorp have been and will remain
actively involved in this process in the consideration of future urban uses on the subject lands through
the ongoing review of the East Side Stage 2 Lands Study as well as the ongoing review of the Stage 1
Secondary Planning process, which includes the lands located directly south of the subject lands and
Middle Block Road and subject to the Class EA.
From a land use planning perspective, there is justification in the consideration of residential and
other compatible urban land uses including but not limited to commercial and other mixed‐uses to
be provided on the subject lands as well as the lands bounded by Middle Block Road, Fountain Street,
and Fairway Road. In 2014, the Region of Waterloo and Town of Cambridge completed the MESP and
Community Plan for East Side Stage 1 lands for those lands south of Middle Block Road (i.e. the North
Cambridge Business Park). The purpose of the MESP and Community Plan was to establish a
framework for the future development of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (“PISR”) lands for
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large lot employment uses including the consideration of existing environmental features and
surrounding land uses, managing storm water, identifying the necessary infrastructure (roads, water
and sewers) to support development, and establishing land uses.
The final Community Plan for the East Side Stage 1 Lands included 8 guiding principles to establish a
framework regarding the allocation and distribution of land uses. Two of those principles that are
relevant with respect to future urban development on the Stage 2 lands include the following:


Provide convenient access to a mix of jobs: Local job options support the local economy and
promote environmental; and benefits of reduced travel associated with commutes.



Incorporate convenient access to a range of housing options: Considering how the Stage 1
employment lands will be accessed by existing and future residential areas, and the options
for a range of housing types will promote opportunities to live and work in close proximity.

These guiding principles were used as the premise for the outcome of the policy language in the ROP
respecting the priority areas for urban area expansion in order to ensure the establishment of a
residential cluster of sufficient size to be integrated with surrounding and future employment uses.
In our opinion, the inclusion of the subject lands with those lands south of Fairway Road and west of
Fountain Street within the urban boundary will allow for the natural progression of servicing and land
uses intended to support the large lot employment district planned to the south.
Land use compatibility and appropriate transition between the employment uses proposed in the
North Cambridge Business Park and residential uses being considered on lands north of Middle Block
Road is extremely important to ensure these uses can exist without undue hardship on each other.
The East Side Stage 1 Lands Community Plan considered on a preliminary basis the inclusion of
transition areas within the employment lands which could include the following measures to ensure
land use compatibility:







appropriate development setbacks and building separation,
buffers,
restrictions for outdoor storage,
fencing,
urban design standards, and
landscaping

The Community Plan had considered two conceptual transitions areas within the plan which were
adjacent to existing residential areas along Riverbank Drive and as well at the northeast corner of
Fountain Street and Allandale Road. The Community Plan did not consider the northern limit as a
transitional area likely on the basis that there were no existing residential uses or any plans at the
time for residential uses on these lands. In our opinion, in order to ensure compatibility, the northern
limit of the Phase 1 lands should also be considered a transitional area to ensure compatibility
between proposed employment and residential uses. Compatibility measures within the employment
could include any or all of those measures identified above. Measures which can be accommodated
within the conceptual residential uses proposed north of Middle Block Road could provide for
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appropriate building and street orientation to mitigate the effects of noise and light from the
proposed employment areas.
As the City of Cambridge moves forward with the necessary development applications to facilitate
development within the East Side lands including those in the North Cambridge Business Park,
consideration should be given to site and road layout, permitted uses and building design to ensure
compatibility between proposed and future urban uses.
The Cambridge Official Plan has four employment area land use designations: Prestige Industrial,
Employment Corridor, Business Industrial and Industrial. The Stage 1 Community Plan recommended
a combination of the Prestige Industrial and Business Industrial designations, with the environmental
constraints areas being designated as Open Space.
The Prestige Industrial designation would permit uses including light industrial and major office,
research and development use including laboratories and data centres, hotel, conference centre and
banquet facilities, as well as accessory and complementary uses. This designation would be
appropriate for transition areas with the inclusion of high‐quality architecture and urban design
including well landscaped sites to provide an appropriate transition and buffer.
The Business Industrial designation would permit uses including traditional industrial uses (such as
assembling, fabricating, manufacturing, processing, repair and servicing, warehouse and distribution,
storage, utilities, communications, packaging, printing, reproduction, industrial
service trades, construction uses and contractors’ yards), as well as other similar type uses. These
uses are better suited to the interior areas of employment districts where there impacts on
surrounding areas would be minimized and they would consist of larger parcels to promote large
scale manufacturing and land extensive warehousing, distribution and storage use.
Servicing Summary
Madison and Polocorp have retained Associated Engineering to assist with long term servicing of the
East Side Stage 2 lands including an assessment of the necessary transportation, wastewater, water,
storm, and utility infrastructure required to support urban uses on the lands. Associated Engineering
has recently completed a preliminary servicing strategy to demonstrate how the subject lands can be
serviced in the near future pending the completion of the Stage 2 MESP and Secondary Plan to
support an expansion to the urban boundary. Please find a copy of the preliminary servicing strategy
prepared by Associated Engineering and dated April 18, 2017 attached.
From a transportation perspective, the existing surrounding road network including proposed and
approved improvements can accommodate the development of these lands for future urban uses.
Improvements to Middle Block Road are anticipated to support development to bring it from a rural
cross section to a 4‐lane urban cross section.
Generally, water services are available in the surrounding areas to support development of the lands
and an appropriate storm water management strategy consisting of end‐of‐pipe controls (e.g. SWM
Pond) for these lands is achievable.
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There are currently no wastewater services available to service the subject lands. However,
Associated Engineering has evaluated a number of options and has concluded that a few options exist
and are directly related to the downstream improvements which are supported by staff and tentatively
approved, subject to the imminent finalization of current EA studies
Conclusion
An expansion of the urban area as contemplated in the ROP on the lands bounded by Fountain Street,
Fairway Road, lands immediately west of Riverbank Drive and Middle Block Road including those
lands owned by Madison and Polocorp represent a logical expansion of the existing urban area
inclusive of both existing and planned urban uses to the south. An expansion of the urban boundary
in this area will allow for the creation a residential cluster of sufficient size to be integrated with
surrounding and future employment uses and is supported by the guiding principles of the Stage 1
Community Plan respecting an appropriate mix of uses to support the establishment of complete
communities. Finally, land use compatibility and transition between proposed employment and
existing residential uses along Riverbank can be achieved through proper design and appropriate
integrated into future development plans. Both Madison and Polocorp are anxious to move forward
as expeditiously as possible and are eager to begin providing new housing for the residents of
Cambridge in the very near future.
We would be pleased to meet to review this submission in greater detail and would appreciate a
meeting in early May with staff if possible. If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Yours very truly,
KLM PLANNING PARTNERS INC.

Ryan Mino‐Leahan, BURPl, MCIP, RPP
Partner
Copy:

Michelle Sergi, Region of Waterloo (via email MSergi@regionofwaterloo.ca)
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd.
Polocorp Inc.
Associated Engineering
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CAMBRIDGE CONCEPT PLAN
SALEABLE FRONTAGE ROAD LENGTH AND DEVELOPABLE AREA CALC
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PLANNING PARTNERS INC.
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* NOTE:
NOTE: AREA CALCULATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO SURVEYOR VERIFICATION.
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Planning Design Development
64 JARDIN DRIVE - UNIT 1B, CONCORD, ONT. L4K 3P3
PHONE (905) 669-4055

FAX (905) 669-0097

design@klmplanning.com

April 18, 2017
Jane Gurney, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Principal Planner, Community Planning
Region of Waterloo

April Souwand, MA, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Manager of Policy Planning, City of Cambridge
Development and Infrastructure Department

Re: EAST SIDE LANDS - STAGE 2 DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Dear Ms. Gurney / Ms. Souwand:
On behalf of Madison Homes and Polocorp Inc., we present the following discussion for context
and input into the current East Side Lands (Stage 2) – Master Environmental Servicing Plan
(MESP-2).
In recent months, Madison Homes and Polocorp Inc. have engaged Associated Engineering (AE)
to provide preliminary engineering services and advice regarding the proposed development of
lands immediately north of Middle Block Road. These lands are contained within the study area
boundary for the East Side Lands MESP-2, and as we understand, are planned to be included in
the City of Cambridge’s urban boundary, per the ROPPA 28 settlement. It is the intention of the
both Madison Homes and Polocorp to develop these lands into a significant residential community
in the near future.
Figure 1 (attached) presents the preliminary concept plan for the proposed development that has
been previously shown to both City and Region staff (January 2017). Currently, Madison Homes
owns 32.5 hectares of this land, with interests and negotiations ongoing for the acquisition of 20+
hectares of additional lands from existing private owners. Immediately west of the Madison lands
and Riverbank Drive, Polocorp owns 31 hectares of which 5.7 hectares are deemed developable.
Through some preliminary investigation and engineering assessment, AE has developed a
framework for a viable servicing strategy to bring these lands ‘online’ for development in the near
future, pending completion of the MESP-2 and it’s key planning components. This servicing
strategy is based on the preliminary details contained within the draft reports for the East Side
Lands Sanitary Servicing EA and the draft North Cambridge Business Park (NCBP) EA. We
acknowledge that at the time of this letter, neither of these EA studies have been finalized and
endorsed / approved by City or Region council, and therefore are still subject to change.
However, the project teams have identified “preferred solutions” that are applicable to the MESP2 development lands. We summarize the various servicing aspects as follows:

Transportation Infrastructure

It is anticipated that the subject lands will primarily be accessed via Middle Block Road and
Fountain Street. The Region’s Fountain Street Improvements project (having a planned
construction start in spring 2018) has identified a future multi-lane roundabout at the Middle Block
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Road intersection that will effectively address the future increases in traffic relating to
development. Along the +/-700m section between the new Middle Block Road roundabout and
the existing Fairway / Kossuth roundabout, it is anticipated that additional full movement
intersections would be implemented to provide access into the development lands.
Along Middle Block Road, significant upgrades will be required to the existing roadway and new
intersections for new local roads and/or new accesses for larger private developments will be
required. It is anticipated that the proposed upgrades and associated planning requirements for
Middle Block Road would be addressed through the subdivision planning, design and construction
process.
Through the current North Cambridge Business Park (NCBP) Class EA, a new North-South
Collector Road has been identified as an arterial road connection between Middle Block Road
and the proposed Creekside Development (south of Allendale Road). This new road will be a
30m arterial road intersecting Middle Block Road approximately 280m east of Riverbank Drive.
Funding for construction of this new road is anticipated to be included in the City of Cambridge’s
2019 DC Bylaw update, however a front-ending agreement to expedite the design and
construction of the road and its related infrastructure is a possibility.
The proposed development plans will also consider and respect the existing nature of Riverbank
Drive, aiming to minimize impacts to the existing roadway and its fronting properties. Minor works
at key locations along the existing roadway will likely be required to accommodate the proposed
developments, including intersection improvements relating to an upgraded cross section on
Middle Block Road as well as underground service connections to the PoloCorp lands. However,
the design intent will be to direct traffic along the upgraded Middle Block Road to Fountain Street
and/or the new North South Collector Road, and it is expected that changes to traffic volumes
along Riverbank Drive would be negligible.

Wastewater Collection & Conveyance

Currently there are no existing municipal sanitary services within the North Cambridge Business
Park area or the MESP-2 study area. The Fountain Street Improvements project includes the
extension of existing local collection sewers northerly from Maple Grove Road to service lands
fronting onto Fountain Street. However, due to grade and road profile constraints, this sewer can
only extend to a point approximately 400m south of Middle Block Road before it becomes too
shallow for practical use; to be deep enough for basement sewer connections. Lands north of this
point (i.e. the MESP-2) study area could use this outlet as a servicing solution, but would require
a pumping station and forcemain to convey flows to the new gravity outlet. Considering the
planned 2018 Fountain Street re-construction works, this solution is likely the quickest way to
provide sanitary servicing to the subject lands.
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Although not yet finalized and approved by Region Council, the East Side Lands Sanitary
Servicing Class EA has identified a preferred solution for the ultimate servicing of the Broader
East Side Lands area. This ultimate solution consists of a new regional trunk gravity sewer that
will extend from the Kitchener WWTP to the future North-South Collector Road and along its rightof-way, to a point just north of the crossing of Freeport Creek. Upstream (north) of this location, it
is intended that the sewers would be defined as infrastructure owned and maintained by the local
municipality (i.e. City of Cambridge and/or Township of Woolwich moving further northward
beyond Kossuth Road.) It is anticipated that this ultimate solution is likely 10-20 years away from
implementation.
Recognizing this, the NCBP EA identifies an interim servicing solution for the East Side Lands
Stage-1 area that will convey wastewater to the Preston WWTP, until the ultimate servicing
solution is in place. This interim solution will connect to the existing sanitary sewer system at
Cherry Blossom Road and Maple Grove Road. It is understood that this interim servicing solution
is temporary, and will be decommissioned once the Regional trunk sewer is extended into the
study area. The interim sanitary servicing solution for the NCBP will include a new local sewer
extending along the new North-South Collector Road, north from Freeport Creek to Middle Block
Road. Depending on the depth of this sewer, the majority of the Madison Homes Lands can likely
be serviced by gravity connections, albeit requiring a rather deep sewer profile (i.e. in the range of
10 – 12 metres at its deepest). Alternatively, local pumping stations could be installed to service
the low-lying lands, including the Polocorp lands which cannot be serviced by the currently
envisioned gravity sewer system.
Depending on the phasing of development and the timing for construction of the North-South
Collector Road and its sanitary sewer, the final details for sanitary servicing of the subject lands
will be need to be confirmed, recognizing that if an initial pumping solution is implemented (i.e.
connecting to Fountain Street), it will need to be designed such that It can be easily retrofitted and
decommissioned when the ultimate gravity solution and outlet is available.
Summarizing, although no existing sanitary services are in place to service the Madison and
Polocorp lands, viable sanitary servicing solutions have been identified and can be implemented
within a reasonable timeframe.

Water Supply & Distribution

Similar to sanitary servicing, there is currently an absence of water supply and distribution
infrastructure within the MESP-2 lands. The Fountain Street Improvements project will include
the extension of a local 300mm diameter water distribution main along Fountain Street to Fairway
Road / Kossuth Road. It also includes a 450mm trunk water transmission main from Maple Grove
Road to the existing 450mm transmission main (stub) at Fairway Road, and will continue further
north to connect to the 400mm main (stub) at the Regional Airport.
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Extension of local watermains to service the Madison and Polocorp lands should be included in
the future upgrades of Middle Block Road.

Storm Water Management

The Madison and Polocorp lands are partially contained within the Allendale Creek and tributaries
to the Grand sub-watershed area. Furthermore, the northern portions of the Madison Homes
lands are contained within the Randall Drain sub-watershed. Previous comments have been
made on behalf of Madison Homes on the recently distributed Sub-Watershed Study, and it is
anticipated that the Master Drainage Plan for the MESP-2 lands will outline the specific
requirements for stormwater management relating to the proposed developments. Based on our
preliminary review, an appropriate SWM strategy for the development lands is achievable, and is
expected to consist of end-of-pipe SWM facilities (eg. ponds) and/or source controls and Low
Impact Development measures (LIDs).

Utilities

There are limited existing underground and overhead utilities within the subject lands,
summarized as follows:
Cambridge & North Dumfries Hydro – Existing plant consists of a single 3-phase circuit of
aerial power lines on wood poles along Allendale Road and Riverbank Drive. Major
improvements to the existing aerial power lines along Fountain Street are proposed in
coordination with the planned 2018 road improvements project. Extension of these services
along Middle Block Road are required.
Union Gas - There is an existing 100mm (4”) low pressure polyethylene (PE) main along the
south side of Allendale Road between Fountain Street and Riverbank Drive. Typically the gas
main is at least 3 feet deep and is generally located near the edge of the R.O.W. Union Gas will
be required to expand their services in this area and this is currently being reviewed by the utility,
in relation to planned upgrades along Fountain Street.
Bell Canada, Allstream Communications & RCI Rogers (telecommunications) –
Telecommunications companies currently have buried fibre optic lines and some aerial lines along
Middle Block Road and Allendale Road. In 2005, a cellular tower was erected in the vacant lands
adjacent to Riverbank Drive between Middle Block Road and Allendale Road. Extension and
upgrades of telecommunications infrastructure, including fibre optic lines for high-speed internet
servicing is required for the subject lands.
Area Grading
In concert with the necessary infrastructure works noted above, an overall grading and materials
management strategy will be developed for the subject lands. It will target a net cut/fill balance
and appropriate stockpiling and re-use of topsoil. A detailed geotechnical investigation is required
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to inform the development of this strategy. A specific consideration of the area grading strategy
will be the ability to set the road profile and lot grades such that gravity sewer servicing can
extend as far north as possible, thereby minimizing the need and resultant size of sanitary
pumping infrastructure. The grading strategy must also respect existing sub-watershed
boundaries, existing drainage regimes and related SWM requirements.
In summary, the proposed development concepts for the Madison Homes and Polocorp lands are
viable and achievable, subject to the timely advancement of related infrastructure projects. The
developers are in position to advance their development plans including any required front
ending agreements to expedite the various components required to bring the subject lands online,
and are prepared to move to construction in the near future. We strongly encourage the Region
and City of Cambridge to continue to advance the extension of services to the subject lands as
soon as possible.
We formally request a meeting with the MESP-2 project team to discuss alternatives and help set
the framework for development. Ideally this meeting can be arranged prior to the next Public
Consultation Centre.
We look forward to working with the Region and City of Cambridge towards a successful
realization of these developments within the East Side Lands.

Yours truly,

Duane Lindner
P.Eng
DL
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ATTACHMENT #4

P – 2494
November 24, 2017
By E‐mail only: JGurney@regionofwaterloo.ca and SouwandA@cambridge.ca
Jane Gurney, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Principal Planner, Community Planning
Region of Waterloo
150 Fredrick Street. 8th Floor
Kitchener, ON
N2G 4J3
‐ and –
April Souwand MA, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Manager of Policy Planning
Development and Infrastructure Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON
N1R 5W8
Re:

East Side Lands – Stage 2
Master Environmental Servicing Plan & Secondary Plan
Public Consultation Centre (PCC) #3, November 2, 2017
Response to the Land Use Options
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd. and Polocorp Inc.
895 Riverbank Drive, 4300 Fountain Street and 850 Riverbank Drive
City of Cambridge
Region of Waterloo

Dear Ms. Gurney and Ms. Souwand;
KLM Planning Partners Inc. (“KLM”) is the land use planning consultant representing both Madison
Riverbank Holdings Ltd. (“Madison”) and Polocorp Inc. (“Polocorp”). Madison and Polocorp both own
lands in the northwest corner of the City of Cambridge, an area which is expected to grow over the
next 10 to 15 years as a result of the ongoing Master Environmental Servicing Plan and Secondary
Plan process which is currently under review. This letter has been prepared in response to the land
use options presented at the third Public Consultation Centre (PCC #3) on November 2, 2017 as it
relates to lands owned by both Madison and Polocorp.
‐1‐

The Madison lands are approximately 48.5 hectares in size, are situated north of Middle Block Road,
west of Fountain Street, and east of Riverbank Drive and are known municipally as 895 Riverbank
Drive and 4300 Fountain Street. The Polocorp lands are approximately 31 hectares in size, of which
approximately only 8.0 hectares is developable. The Polocorp lands are situated on the west side of
Riverbank Drive, and are known municipally as 850 Riverbank Drive and most opposite the
aforementioned Madison Lands. The location of the Madison and Polocorp lands (the “subject lands”)
are illustrated on Attachment # 1.
The Region of Waterloo (the “Region”) and the City of Cambridge (“the City”) initiated the Stage 2
MESP and Secondary Planning process in 2016 for the East Side Lands. The lands owned by Madison
were originally included within the study area. The lands owned by Polocorp have been recently
added within the study area.
As you know, KLM, Madison and Polocorp have participated in the Stage 2 MESP and Secondary
Planning process as well as the North Cambridge Business Park Municipal Class EA through our
involvement at the Public Consultation Centres (“PCC’s”) and through ongoing communication with
the consulting team and Municipal staff. This submission builds upon the past communication with
Municipal staff and is a follow up to our letter dated April 21, 2017.
We are generally supportive of the direction of the various land use options put forward by the Region
and City. The distribution of land uses throughout this area meet the general policy intent of Policy
2.B.3 (d) and 2.B.3 (j) in the Region of Waterloo Official Plan (“ROP”) regarding the approved
expansion to the boundary of the Urban Area within the East Side Lands. Policy 2.B.3 (d) provides
that “justification exists for the designation of a maximum of 170 ha or Urban Designated Greenfield
Area for residential purposes over and above that included in the Urban Areas as of the time of the
final approval of this Plan.”
More specifically, Policy 2.B.3 (j)states:
“As provided for through the municipal comprehensive review process associated with the final
approval of this Plan and to further implement the Ontario Municipal Board decision noted above,
priority consideration will be given to a future amendment to this Plan to designate a maximum of
115 ha of Urban Designated Greenfield Area for residential purposes to be located between
Speedsville Road and the Grand River in the northern part of the City of Cambridge, subject to the
following:
i) Designation of these lands as Urban Area will be considered through a future amendment to
the ROP commenced in 2016 and may be considered concurrently with a corresponding
amendment to the City of Cambridge Official Plan;
ii) Consideration of the implementing amendment to this Plan will be subject to the provisions
of subsection 2.B.3 g) and subsection 2.B.3 h);
iii) Priority consideration will first be given to enhancing the size of the residential area
currently comprised of the lands designated rural residential in the City of Cambridge Official
Plan located west of Fountain Street, north of Middle Block Road and south of Fairway Road
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North, with the objective being to create a residential cluster of sufficient size so as to permit
its integration with the surrounding employment uses to form the beginning of a mixed‐use
community that will permit future residents the opportunity to live close to where they work;
iv) Subject to iii) above, as part of the amendment process additional consideration may also
be given to a reconfiguration of the existing Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve designation so
as to better integrate the lands to be designated Urban Area by the amendment for
residential purposes to ensure compatibility of existing and future residential uses with
adjacent employment lands; and
v) Any reconfiguration of the Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve lands as provided for in iv)
above will not result in an increase in either the amount of land currently designated Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve lands or the amount of additional Urban Area for residential
purposes permitted by this policy (115 hectares including any portion of the Prime Industrial
Strategic Reserve lands converted to residential).”
The various land use options brought forward by the Region and City on November 2, 2017 have
generally recognized the policy direction noted above in the ROP. The various land use options also
recognize the previous efforts of Madison and Polocorp with respect to the preliminary development
concept that was shared in January 2017 to initiate discussion with adjacent landowners and
Municipal Staff.
This letter is intended to respond to and build upon the 4 land use options put forward by the Region
and City based on our preliminary review of the options in relation to our previous submissions.
We acknowledge that each option has its own opportunities and constraints. Based on our review of
the options put forward, we believe a hybrid of Option 2 and Option 3 with some minor changes
based on the ideas presented in Option 4 is the most appropriate and feasible for the build of the
Stage 2 – East Side Lands. Our preferred option (“Modified Option”) is included with this letter as
Attachment #1.
The final Community Plan for the East Side Stage 1 Lands (Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve “PISR”)
included 8 guiding principles to establish a framework regarding the allocation and distribution of
land uses. We have approached the Phase 2 lands with a similar methodology. While many of the
guiding principles in the Phase 1 lands are not relevant for residential uses, we have used them as a
basis for our evaluation as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Conformity to the Region of Waterloo Official Plan (in particular Policies 2.B.3 (d) and 2.B.3 (j));
Opportunities to create mixed‐used, pedestrian oriented and scaled communities;
Providing appropriate transition to existing residential uses and future employment uses;
Provide convenient access to a mix of jobs;
Provide convenient access to a range of housing options;
Providing access to a range of local services and infrastructure;
Providing options for varying transportation options including trails;
Timing and location of future servicing; and,
Likely timing of development.
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Our preferred Option would use Option 2 as the base with the following modifications (“Modified
Option”) as illustrated on Attachment #1:
a) Eliminate the 10 ha. residential land use designation at the north end of the block, north of
the east‐west environmental feature and on the south side of Riverbank Drive;
b) Add 8 ha. of residential land designation to the Polocorp parcel on the west side of Riverbank
Drive as illustrated in Option 3. However, this area needs to be refined based on existing
residential uses that exist at the south end. The potential to extend the surplus lands to the
north exists thereby rounding out this area within the community;
c) Eliminate the small 2ha parcel on Riverbank Drive south of Allendale Road;
d) Add the 6 ha of residential lands on the east and west side of Riverbank Drive south of Middle
Block Road as illustrated in Option 4.
In our opinion, the above‐noted modifications to Option 2 will provide for a land use plan that will
meet the planning principles identified above as follows:
‐

The ROP states that priority consideration for residential uses will be given to the lands
bounded by Fountain Street, Middle Block Road and Fairway Road North with the objective
of creating a more mixed‐use community by introducing residential uses in close proximity to
existing residential and future employment uses. The Modified Option will cluster residential
and mixed‐use areas together and in close proximity to future employment uses thereby
providing opportunities for the establishment of a mixed‐use area in the northeast area of
Cambridge. It will also push residential uses further from the airport minimizing any future
potential impacts.

‐

The Modified Option relies heavily on existing natural features and servicing opportunities
adjacent to future urban areas as the proposed boundary. The East Side Lands and more
specifically the Stage 2 Lands are currently constrained from a servicing perspective, primarily
as a result of sanitary services which do not exist yet to support growth in this area but are
planned to be extended from the south through the Stage 1 lands in the future. Locating
urban uses adjacent to future urban areas will provide for a natural progression of services
from south to north as they become available. Limiting the north extension of urban uses
such as 10ha residential block on the south side of Riverbank Drive and the 17ha commercial
block on the north side of Fairway Road will reduce the unnecessary extension of services
further north at this time. The areas to the north are also separated from the majority of lands
within the study area by major roads and environmental systems which can result in servicing
challenges and segregated land uses.

‐

Locating urban residential and mixed‐uses in close proximity to existing and future
employment will provide opportunities residents to live closer to where they work and may
encourage alternative forms of transportation including walking and cycling if an appropriate
trail and sidewalk system is provided.

‐

Eliminating the commercial uses north of Fairway Road and maintaining the mixed‐used block
at the southwest corner of Fairway Drive and Fountain Street will allow for more non‐
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residential uses to be situated closer to future surrounding residential areas without the need
to cross busy roads. A mixed‐use block in this location provides the necessary frontage on an
arterial road to ensure sufficient visibility for non‐residential (e.g. commercial) uses and is
centrally located within the study area that will provide a destination for local commerce and
may include uses such as restaurants, personal services shops, banks community facilities,
small scale retail (i.e. grocery and convenience) in walking distance of many residents.
‐

Clustering residential uses together in this area will allow for synergies between the
municipality, school boards and community groups in establishing a multi‐functional
community facility including parks and connections to the surrounding community which will
be a focal point within the community. This emphasis on community will create a sense of
place and identity for the residents of this community and will encourage residents to be
active.

‐

Land use compatibility and appropriate transition between the employment uses proposed
in the North Cambridge Business Park and residential uses being considered on lands north
of Middle Block Road will be required. Appropriate site layout and uses shall also be
considered on the employment lands fronting onto Middle Block Road.

‐

A Prestige Industrial designation for the employment lands fronting onto Middle Block Road
would permit uses including light industrial and major office, research and development use
including laboratories and data centres, hotel, conference centre and banquet facilities, as
well as accessory and complementary uses. This designation would be appropriate for
transition areas with the inclusion of high‐quality architecture and urban design including well
landscaped sites to provide an appropriate transition and buffer.

From a detailed servicing perspective, Madison and Polocorp have retained Associated Engineering
who have a significant amount of experience in the area. Associated Engineering concluded in April
2017 that the East Side Stage 2 Lands which include those lands within in our Modified Option can be
serviced from a transportation, sanitary, stormwater and water perspective. This is premised on
proposed servicing that is being completed both through the East Side Stage 1 Lands (“PISR”) as well
as the recently completed North Cambridge Business Park Municipal Class EA.
Associated Engineering has provided an addendum letter dated November 24, 2017 (attached hereto
as Attachment #2) as follow up to their previous submissions. Associated Engineering has requested
that servicing allocation be granted on a priority basis for both the Stage 1 and Stage 2 East Side Lands
at the same time. The rationale for this is that it is probable that some of the Stage 2 lands will be
ready to be developed before the Stage 1 lands. We agree with this approach from a land use planning
perspective as this will allow for the full utilization of the planned improvements to Preston
Wastewater Treatment Plant and results in a more efficient use of existing and planned infrastructure
improvements within the East Side Lands and supports an appropriate growth strategy. Additional
development within the area will result in a new revenue stream through development charges and
property taxes that will assist the Municipality in advancing other necessary infrastructure
improvements necessary to support the full build out of the East Side Lands.
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In summary, we are generally supportive of the direction that the Region and City have moved toward
with regard to the identification of new residential areas in accordance with the urban area expansion
permitted through the last municipal comprehensive review process to support growth in the Region.
It is our opinion that a Modified Option utilizing Option 2 as a base with positive input from other
alternatives will result in a comprehensively planned area which will implement the policy direction
of the ROP by creating a more mixed‐use community.
We would like a meeting with staff from the Region and City as well as the project consultant team
to provide additional information and details respecting the Modified Option that we have presented.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.
Yours very truly,
KLM PLANNING PARTNERS INC.

Ryan Mino‐Leahan, BURPl, MCIP, RPP
Partner
Copy:

Ms. Michelle Sergi, Region of Waterloo (via email MSergi@regionofwaterloo.ca)
Mr. Christian Lamanna, Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd.
Mr. Paul Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
Mr. Joseph Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
Mr. Duane Lindner, Associated Engineering
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Attachment #2

November 24, 2017
File:
2016-5061
Jane Gurney, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Principal Planner, Community Planning
Region of Waterloo
150 Frederick Street - 8th Floor
Kitchener, ON, N2G 4J3

Re:

- and -

April Souwand, MA, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Manager of Policy Planning
Development & Infrastructure Dept.
50 Dickson Street, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669, Cambridge, ON, N1R 5W8

SANITARY SERVICING FOR MADISON GROUP AND POLOCORP IN THE EAST SIDE LANDS

Dear Ms. Gurney / Ms. Souwand:
On behalf of our clients, Madison Group Ltd. and Polocorp Inc., we are writing this letter as a follow up to
our letter of April 18, 2017 to formally request that sanitary servicing capacity be allocated for the proposed
residential lands immediately north of Middle Block Road, west of Fountain Street and East of the Grand
River under both the interim and ultimate conditions for the East Side Lands. Specifically, allocation of
servicing capacity for the subject lands within the Preston Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) is deemed
a critical item.
The attached figure (titled “Modified Option”) represents the land use configuration for the MESP Stage 2
lands that is preferred by both Madison and Polocorp, as outlined in the related letter by the planning
consultants, KLM. This configuration is generally consistent with the preliminary concept plan for the
proposed residential development that was previously shown to both City and Region staff (January 2017).
Currently, Madison Homes owns 48.5 hectares of this land, with interests and negotiations ongoing for the
acquisition of 20+ hectares of additional lands from existing private owners. Immediately west of the
Madison lands and Riverbank Drive, Polocorp Inc. owns 31 hectares of which 8 hectares are deemed
developable.
Although we have not seen the actual documentation, we understand through various related projects that
the Wastewater Treatment Master Plan (WWTMP) Update is nearing completion and will include a
provision that allocates some capacity of the Preston WWTP to the Stage 1 lands of the East Side Lands
area (as defined through the 2014 MESP). This would be for the interim condition and is based on a recent
capacity analysis that confirmed that all of the Stage 1 lands could currently be serviced by the Preston
WWTP. Therefore, the ultimate servicing solution (trunk sewer) to convey wastewater flows for the broader
East Side Lands to the Kitchener WWTP could be deferred for many years.
We support this approach as it affords greater operational efficiency for the Region and Cities’ existing
servicing infrastructure and allows deferment of significant capital costs. However, we request that the
allocation of existing capacity at the Preston WWTP not be limited to Stage 1 lands, but rather be extended
to include the Stage 2 lands, where technically feasible. We believe the capacity analysis of the Preston
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WWTP was completed prior to the start of the Stage 2 MESP, and therefore it was a logical conclusion to
limit the allocation to Stage 1 lands. However, with the Stage 2 MESP advancing towards a hopeful
completion in 2018, some or all of the Stage 2 lands are due similar consideration for servicing in the
interim condition. In reality, it is quite possible that the Madison and/or Polocorp lands may be among the
first to the table with formal proposed development plans prior to the full build out of the Stage 1 lands, and
it will be important to ensure that servicing capacity is available for these and other developments as they
actually evolve, vs. an arbitrary allocation based on assumed development staging.
Rather than allocating capacity of the Preston WWTP to specific property limits, we suggest a more flexible
approach that allocates a daily flow rate from the broader East Side Lands area (eg. Stage 1 or Stage 2 or
the Airport lands) on a first-come-first-served basis, with the caveat that development approvals are subject
to confirmation of available conveyance and treatment capacity. We believe this would be a more effective
approach and would allow development that is ready to proceed to do so unhindered (subject of course to
all the necessary approvals). Actual flows from existing / new developments should continue to be
monitored along with the progress and expected timing for future developments to better inform Region and
City staff regarding the triggers and timing of when to proceed with the ultimate servicing solution.
We believe that this approach is deemed to be reasonable and mutually beneficial and we would appreciate
the Region’s acknowledgement and adoption into the Stage 2 MESP servicing strategy. By copy of this
letter to Nicole Sapeta, we also request that the proposed approach be incorporated into the current
WWTMP update. Furthermore, we are also copying this letter to Sarah Austin of the City of Cambridge,
regarding the recently completed North Cambridge Business Park EA, which included considerations of the
majority of the Stage 2 lands west of Fountain Street as part of the drainage area for the proposed interim
sanitary pumping station. It is requested that the City acknowledge that, per the inclusion of the proposed
Polocorp Inc. development lands in the Stage 2 MESP study limits, they also be included in the future
calculations for the interim pumping station.
We would be happy to discuss this further with you, at your convenience.
Yours truly,

Duane Lindner, P.Eng.
Project Manager
cc:

Nicole Sapeta, P.Eng. – Region of Waterloo - Project Manager – WWTMP Update
Sarah Austin, P.Eng. – Manager, Development Engineering - City of Cambridge
Christian Lamanna, Madison Group
Joseph Puopolo & Paul Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathy Padgett
Hardy Bromberg
FW: East Side Lands
Monday, January 08, 2018 10:21:40 AM
North Cambridge Business Park mapping.pdf
East Side Lands.msg

Hi Kathy:
I apologize for the delay, but the nineteen (19) day period allotted to review and respond to the PIC
was quite short given the holidays and other obligations.
The following is in response for you request to receive feedback on the proposed land uses as
well as the proposed approach in the transition areas provided at the recent December 14th
Public Information Centre (PIC) regarding the land uses being considered by city staff for the
future North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments.
Notwithstanding Hardy Bromberg’s recent email dated December 5th (attached), and being
informed repeatedly of Regional Official Plan Policy 2.B.3 (j) (i-v), 2.D.21 – 2.D.27 and Ontario
Regulation 150/06, my clients have remained fundamentally opposed to the policies and
regulations that will severely limit the development possibilities for its two properties at 4050 and
4070 Fountain Street North, and specifically the undesirable nature of the land uses that these
planning processes are attempting to finalize. For two decades my clients have voiced their
opposition to these policies and regulatory controls and have questioned the research and
accuracy of the empirical evidence upon which these policies are based.
My clients’ also respectfully challenges the repeated claims that extensive public consultation has
taken place. My clients have attended every meeting and despite their numerable
representations; clearly expressed personal desires; professional preparation of engineered
development plans; and provision of primary research data, almost everything has been ignored
in the land use proposal you have provided.
Under continuous protest from the very commencement of this process so many years ago,
Regional Official Plan Greenland Network Policies and designations have eroded my clients’
property ownership rights (ROP Policy 7I). In their desire to be cooperative, my clients deferred
their challenge to the proposed land uses for this area when participating in an East Side Lands
OMB hearing, on being verbally assured, that they would have an another opportunity down the
road when land uses designations were being made.
Regardless of my clients’ representations, the PISR policies mentioned above were incorporated
into the ROP that will result in an inefficient, unacceptable and uneconomic industrial use of four
of my clients’ properties, notwithstanding that evidence has been provided to demonstrate that no
market exists for the large-lot manufacturing or business park land uses that have been somehow
established by these planning policy processes and have become the Region’s Official Plan
policy regardless of my clients’ protests.   I provide these comments in the hope, that within the
flexibility afforded to the City of Cambridge in this comprehensive review process, that my clients’
views and development proposal might still be considered in its ability be integrated with the
surrounding employment uses to form the beginning of a mixed-use community that will permit
future residents the opportunity to live and obtain services close to where they work.   
Within the above context, we support the Official Plan Amendment (OPA) and Zoning By-law
Amendment (ZBA) for not attempting to establish appropriate land use designations, policies and
zoning regulations for the two properties owned by my clients at the northeast quadrant of the
proposed roundabout a Fountain Street North and Middle Block Road. Notwithstanding that the
Region advised that the proposed residential and commercial uses shown in the concept plan
that my clients submitted were not contemplated for this area and would not be supported, your
recent exclusion of these lands, within the provisions of ROP Policy 2.b.3 (j) (iv), that had been

previously identified in all previous Stage 1 Lands mapping as the North Cambridge Business
Park, demonstrates the type of additional consideration my clients believe are necessary for a
cooperative solution that will benefit everyone. I have already made a submission stating my
clients’ support for these lands being reconsidered for residential development by the Region,
City, GRCA and representatives of MSP.  
Regarding my clients’ proposed development plan for their two properties at the southwest
quadrant of proposed roundabout at the Fountain Street North and Middle Block Road, we
acknowledge that Community Planning at the Region has stated that these lands are located in
the Urban Designated Greenfield Area and Prime Industrial/Strategic Reserve (Serviced)
designations of the ROP and that the proposed concept plans do not conform to the ROP policies
for the Prime Industrial/Strategic Reserve designation and will not be supported. These are the
policies that my client has consistently protested and simply do not wish to be the final
disposition of this strategically located property at the transition between employment and
residential land uses. We also acknowledge that the you and other City of Cambridge
Development Planners and the GRCA considered our proposal to be premature at the time of
submission (i.e. April 2017). Not unlike the reconsideration being given to my client’s two
northeast properties, we ask for reconsideration based on the strategic locational advantages of
the property mentioned above and recognition of the design limitations associated with its
environmental features (i.e. large woodlot) and property configuration (i.e. existing residential
cluster for which no transition area has been considered). Rather than design limitations, we
have incorporated these locational assets into our proposal through justifiable separation of land
uses in this transition area with a professionally engineered site servicing and storm water
management solution.
Specific comments relating to my clients’ properties also include:
1.         Until the types of employment uses are clearly identified publicly and supported by valid
market studies demonstrating the size or scale of said uses, detailed comments cannot be made
because the unsubstantiated belief that there is a market for “shovel ready” new large-lot
employment uses lacks specifics or clarity regarding permitted uses and minimum lot sizes.
2.         The large woodlot that comprises the entire westernmost third of my clients properties
have no significant features and our proposed mixed use development would integrate well
because of this feature. There will be minimal impact from our proposed development provided
that certain prescribed conditions are imposed and the advantages to the residential element
cannot be over stated. The woodlot will be a beautiful passive park with no identifiable sensitive
areas and is known to not have rare species.
3.         The engineered design proposed will not prevent precipitation from continuing to flow
naturally and there will be no reduction of infiltration.    The proposal increases storage, which is
advantageous. Subject to certain conditions, we believe the proposal conforms to the
Conservation Authority’s policies.
4.         The scale proposed will have little effect on the traffic volume and the proposed road
system is adequate to accommodate the traffic that will be generated from the proposed
development.
5.         The proposal can be amended to reflect higher densities in keeping with recent Provincial
Policy changes; is in keeping with the principles of the regional settlement patterns for the
planned residential development on the opposite side of Middle Block Road; and can be in
keeping with Official Plan policies of the City of Cambridge that are being created for the adjacent
properties; with the additional benefit to the City with the possible dedication of open space.
We believe the Proposed land uses in the PIC handout have unnecessarily complicated qualifying
language which should not only be expanded to include “all” Business Industrial Uses in Section
8.5.3.4 of the Official Plan, but shall also include an expanded and unqualified list of Permitted
Employment Uses in the Central Fountain Street transportation corridor of the East Side
Community.   This will avoid the continuation of the restrictive policies that have resulted in the
inefficient, uneconomical underdevelopment of the City’s existing employment areas and
corridors. Such an expanded list of employment uses should include a less exclusionary and

unqualified range of Offices, Business Activities, Restaurants, Commercial Activities as well as
Hospitality Uses that are present in other municipal zoning by-laws. It is our belief that the
neighbourhood serving retail activities that we anticipate in our Site Plan submission for our
properties at 4050 and 4070 Fountain Street North should be considered at this time within the
context of the land uses currently being considered for the 115 hectares.
Regarding the proposed transition areas described in the PIC handout, these were not applied to
my clients’ properties. Both of my client’s properties at 4050 and 4070 Fountain Street North have
historical been used for residential purposed before both the creations of either the City of
Cambridge or the Region of Waterloo. These residential land uses and the need for a transitional
buffer was recognized in Dillon’s original work but no longer exists. My clients’ properties
include a single-family residence and a duplex residential dwelling. If a transition area is
implemented as suggested, this would be extremely detrimental to an efficient and economical
use of these properties (see sketch attached). This problem is recognized and has been
accommodated into our mixed-use development proposal which provides for the raising of the
existing residential dwellings in favour of a properly screened and buffered residential
subdivision adjacent to the woodlot which will be justifiably separated from a staged commercial
development to meet the immediate and long terms demands of the area as well as small
industrial lots that are in short supply for which there is an immediate demand.
Last, we would like all future mapping that includes my client’s properties to accurately reflect the
actual data in the topographical surveys I previously provided. The Environmental
Constraints/Open Space/Environmental Features on the attached mapping are inaccurate. The
errors are clear and have been discussed on numerous occasions since 1999. This is extremely
important in relation to my earlier submission to the MESP Stage 2 Project Team representatives
stating that an engineered solution has already been presented that provides for the residential
use of all of my clients’ property at the Northeast quadrant of the Region’s proposed roundabout
at Fountain Street North and Middle Block Road.
I appreciate this opportunity to provide input and would appreciate your considered review. Once
again, because of our objection to your proposal, I would appreciate an opportunity to meet with
you and Hardy to open and positively discuss of how our differences might be accomodated.
Regards
John McCash – President and Broker of Record
Representing the Murphy, Kerr and Hammer Families

561 Hespeler Road, Unit 21
Cambridge, ON N1R 6J4
Tel: (519) 740-1616
Fax: (855) 388-4435

Real Estate Brokerage License No. 2576836
Mortgage Brokerage License No. 11879
Real Estate Mortgage Broker License No. 1854438
Mortgage Brokerage License No. M09001606
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Cc:
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Hardy Bromberg
Elaine Brunn Shaw
East Side Lands
Tuesday, December 05, 2017 6:52:22 PM
North Cambridge Business Park mapping.pdf

Hi John – wanted to provide some additional information to you regarding the East
Side Lands.
As you likely know, beginning in the early 2000s various studies and plans were
approved by Regional Council indicating that lands in north Cambridge, south of the
Airport, should be used for large lot employment purposes (generally lots 8 ha/20 ac
or larger in size). This area has been referred to as the East Side Lands because
although they are located in north Cambridge, the lands are on the east side of the
Region of Waterloo. In 2009 the new Regional Official Plan designated approximately
300 net hectares (741 acres) of land in this area for employment purposes. In 2014 a
Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP) was approved for the 300 hectares
identified in the Regional Official Plan for servicing the area with water, sewer and
stormwater. A map of the study area and resulting Community Plan concept for the
MESP is attached.
As a next step, the City is working on amending the Cambridge Official Plan and
Zoning By-law to get the North Cambridge Business Park (lands generally bound by
Middle Block Road, Riverbank Drive, Allendale Road and Fountain Street North)
“shovel ready” for large lot employment uses to align with the Regional Official Plan.
Extensive public consultation has taken place through the earlier work outlined above
and is still occurring for the current City’s official plan and zoning amendments work.
Some people are asking that a portion of lands in north Cambridge be used for nonemployment uses such as residential and neighbourhood commercial. Including
residential uses in some parts of the North Cambridge Business Park would be
significantly different than what has been consistently planned for over that last 15
years or so. Also, introducing sensitive residential uses into this area can also create
compatibility issues between those uses and employment uses. This would restrict
the amount of land available for, and types of, employment uses that can locate here
in future.
Although staff is seeking public input as part of the current amendment work, the
previous Regional and City Council direction, vision and planning for this area for
employment uses is a primary guiding principle.
Thanks John,
Hardy

From: John McCash
Sent: August 4, 2017 12:50 PM
To: PadgettK@Cambridge.ca; 'April Souwand' <SouwandA@cambridge.ca>; James Goodram
<goodramj@cambridge.ca>
Cc: Hans Weiss <
; John Hofstetter
; Mary Vasiga
>; Peter Benninger
>; Christian
Lamanna <
; 'Larry Hammer'
>; 'Don
Hammer'
; 'Ryan Hammer'
; 'Connie Hammer'
; brian murphy
Subject: Comments From July 26th Meeting
Kathy, April and James:
First thanks for meeting with me on July 26h.
As stated during the meeting, it is hoped that you can accommodate my desire to provide input to
the planning and engineering matters relating to the development of the portion of the City and
Region referred to as the East Side Lands because of my interest in developing some of the larger
parcels.
As background to this desire, I made reference at the meeting to my representation to the City’s
May 30th General Committee meeting (Copy of presentation was provided to Council), that my
clients have at every opportunity, actively and continuously participated in the planning process
relating to this area, but unfortunately to date, little if any of the positions they have expressed
have been incorporated into the land uses that have been proposed by planning, engineering or
technical staff of either the Region, City or various other authorities having jurisdiction. At the
May 30th meeting, I reminded the Mayor and Committee members that angry residents have
publicly opposed the industrial designation policies for this area. Homeowner on Riverbank Drive
and other area residents in large numbers expressed that the Region’s industrial land use plans
were irresponsible (KW Record Article following Public Meeting). I also pointed out that the large
lot industrial land market over the past fourteen years has clearly demonstrated a limited to nonexistent demand, notwithstanding that my client’s do not object to the concept and or goal of
having a strategic industrial reserve in proximity to the Waterloo Regional Airport and respectfully
suggested, that the areas directly impacted by the greatest noise energy (i.e. noise cones of
existing and planned runways) be the locations of these yet unknown industrial uses; that the
Wynn government’s recent changes to the Provincial Growth Plan will have a yet to be clearly
understood impact on the development of this area; that my clients as well as other East Side
Lands area residents have communicated their concerns desires and concerns regarding regional
development policy plans that affect their farm proprieties and these concerns have simply been
ignored; that the area will most certainly be immediately impacted by the accepted preferred
location of the North-South Collector Road and Sanitary Pumping Station (Preferred Alternative
now under Detailed Engineering Design attached); and notwithstanding the Region’s objective to
establish a strategic industrial reserve of large employment land or industrial lots (8 Hectares or
20 acres or preferably larger) within close proximity to the airport, my client’s wish to have their
desires and concerns remain part of all current and future deliberations.
As further background, we believe that the approved Regional Policy, that priority be given to an
amendment of the Regional Official Plan (ROP) [i.e. to designate a maximum of 115 hectares of
Urban Designated Greenfield to be located between Speedsville Road and the Grand River in the
northern part of the City of Cambridge (ROP Policy 2.B.3 (j)] as well as both the planned servicing
for Fountain Street North in 2018 (i.e. to 300 meters south of Middle Block) and the North-South
Collector Road and Sanitary Pumping Station above have significantly advanced the development

potential of all impacted lands.    Conversely, discussions on land uses have not been similarly
advanced other than the Region’s policy of restricting development south of Middle Block Road to
large parcel industrial employment land uses. It appears that property owners are left only with
acquiesce to this policy and that City staff efforts are equally limited. I respectfully submit that
reconsideration be given to alternative land use policies that better reflect the desires of area
residents and property owners.
In addition, I acknowledge the following comments received from the Subdivision Coordinating
Committee of April 27th which stated that:
1.         Our development proposal may be premature at this time suggesting that I should first
discuss with City staff the necessary amendment to the City of Cambridge Official Plan as these
lands are currently designated Future Urban Reserve (Note: the lands for which the preconsultation application was made are not designated Future Urban Reserve);
2.         The subject lands fall within the Stage 1 and 2 East Side Lands Master Environmental
Servicing Plan (MESP) area. Stage 1 MESP is currently being implemented through the North
Cambridge Business Park Official Plan Amendment. Stage 2 MESP is currently under review and
will ultimately be implemented through a City initiated Secondary Plan;
3.         Staff would encourage us to participate in both the North Cambridge Business Park and
Stage MESP process; and
4.         The North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan amendment is led by Kathy Padgett and
that our proposed concept plan is not contemplated for this area and would not be supported.
I asked for an acknowledgement at the beginning of our July 26th meeting, that staff is aware of
major residential development plans north of Middle Block Road in addition to the concept
residential plan of subdivision plan that I submitted for John and Cheryl Hammer’s farm (i.e.
Identified as Property No. 3 in the Property Map attached). It was stated that staff “has seen these
plans”; they have been the subject of pre-consultation; and that this development as well as other
land use concerns outside of the East Side Lands Phase 1 are outside of the current Future Urban
Reserve and as a result are beyond Kathy’s current planning assignments. Regardless, the
implementation of the legal settlement resulting in a 115 hectares addition to the Urban Area of
the ROP (pending); planned servicing; approved servicing and detailed servicing design for the
Collector Road and Sewage Pump; and known private development plans (see attached map of
properties above Middle Block that potentially could be developed) are increasing development
pressures on this area and where land use designations will be required. For these reasons, we
would like to advance dialogue with regard to staff’s conclusion that private development plans
are premature.   The extent of known private residential, commercial and industrial development
plans, existing City and Regional commitments to urban area expansion including the detailed
design infrastructure projects, as well as unacceptable increases in the cost of housing impacted
by the supply crisis in availability of serviced residential lots, have led me to the conclusion that
it would be helpful if there were no further delays in the establishment of land use policies that
will respect the wishes of area residents and allow a framework upon which business decisions
can be made.
Hopefully to be considered within the context of the above statements, the following is a summary
of the comments that I made during our meeting:

A. Property owners (i.e. Benninger, Hofstetter, Vasiga, Weiss, Hammer, Kirk and Murphy) that
own virtually all of the undeveloped lands south of Middle Block that are directly impacted
by the North-South Collector Road and Sanitary Pumping Station would support planning
justified residential land uses on the west side of the Collector Road to buffer and or
eliminate industrial uses directly adjacent to existing residences on Riverbank Drive.

B. That consideration be given to neighbourhood or community commercial uses being
permitted on the northeast and southwest corner properties of Fountain Street North and
Middle Block Road to provide convenient retail and service commercial use along this

major transportation corridor which will provide alternatives to having to travel to Kitchener
(Breslau or Victoria Street) or other distant retail areas of Cambridge for such services.

C. That consideration be given to residential uses north of Middle Block consistent with the
plan I have submitted and those submitted by the Madison Group.

D. That there is support of major land owners including the Madison Group for the Preconsultation concept drawings that I submitted.

E. That small industrial lots contrary to existing policies be permitted south of Middle Block
Road consistent with the demands of the market. (Note: it was pointed out that the
empirical research upon which the existing large lot strategic industrial reserve policy is
based is quite dated; and there has been no demonstration of such demand in the market
since 1987; and that restricting development policies to include only large lot industrial
employment uses will effectively sterilizing properties that are to be serviced. With all due
respect, I would suggest a review of the history of the development of the lands adjacent to
the Pearson International Airport and in particular the impact of granting flexible and
comprehensive land use rights without large lot restrictions.

F. That small and large lot industrial uses be given immediate consideration for lands within
the airport’s flight path north of Middle Block and east of Fountain Street.

G. That in the immediate future, the provincially owned lands (400+ acres) on the south side of
Middle Block Road between Fountain Street North and Speedsville Road act as the City and
Region’s shovel ready strategic large parcel serviced industrial reserve following the
installation of services to the southwestern corner of this property in 2018.

H. That consideration be given to policies that recognize that the City and Region’s future
strategic large parcel serviced and un-serviced (i.e. dry) industrial reserve be within the
major noise cones for the existing airport runways on the north side of Middle Block Road
and to include all lands southeast and east of the airport to Shantz Station Road regardless
of the concern that these areas are currently outside of the current urban area.
We also discussed that Paul Smithson is reviewing the impact of the Province’s recently amended
Growth Plan policies on your efforts to date and moving forward and that the Region’s scheduled
meeting in June was cancelled pending their review of said policy changes. Understandably you
could not offer a comment on the impact at the time of our meeting. However, it would be
appreciated if you could provide me with your conclusions on this matter once Paul and the
Region has completed their investigations as the subjective risk this has generated needs to be
quantified.
In that you have advised that only large parcel industrial land use policies exist, you have no
mandate or direction to consider alternative land uses in your planning and engineering
assignments. Regardless, I wish to continue soliciting your support in the direction of exploring
and or giving considerations to the land use possibilities above and that are desired by the
ownership of most of these properties. I would also like to point out that my clients were advised
during their attendance at the 2009 OMB hearing (FILE: PL070813) that there would be an
opportunity to have these land use discussions “later on in the process”. To date, no such
discussions have taken place.
Finally, my client wish to develop their properties that were the stated subject of the preconsultation application. Services are planned for the southeast corner of this property next
year. Limiting use of this valuable corner property to one large industrial lot will simply delay its
development. I would sincerely appreciate if staff could review this limitation in the direction of
my proposal. It is my opinion that my mixed use commercial, residential, recreational and
industrial development of this property more appropriately reflects its highest and best use that

will better serve the community and generate a higher assessment per developed acre without
subsidization of any kind. In my opinion, the servicing of this property while sterilizing its use is
an inefficient approach to development.
I would appreciate your reconsideration of these matters and look forward to working with all of
you to achieve mutual objectives.
John McCash – President and Broker of Record
cid:image001.jpg@01D1000D.F1B3C3C0
561 Hespeler Road, Unit 21
Cambridge, ON N1R 6J4
Tel: (519) 740-1616
Fax: (855) 388-4435

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
Re: North Cambridge Business Park - comments
Tuesday, January 09, 2018 10:43:22 AM

Kathy I don't care for any of the three examples i have been shown.I would rather have a thickly wooded area then a
fence blocking the view. But noise is a issue which must be looked into.
thanks for letting me to give my input

On Tuesday, January 9, 2018 9:53 AM, Kathy Padgett <PadgettK@cambridge.ca> wrote:

Hi Larry,
This is my email address, you can reply to this email to provide your comments. Please feel
free to phone me if you have any issues with providing comments via email.
Kathy

Kathy Padgett, MES (Pl.)
Senior Planner – Environment
City of Cambridge
Community Development Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Phone (519) 621-0740 ext. 4826
Fax (519) 740-9545
PadgettK@Cambridge.ca

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Kindrachuk
Kathy Padgett
dcurrie@mhbcplan.com; Sandy Acchione ; Peter Markine; Tony LaMantia (Tony.LaMantia@waterlooedc.ca); James Goodram; Elaine Brunn
Shaw
FW: City of Cambridge notification - Public Meeting Report – North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments
Monday, February 05, 2018 11:21:13 AM
image001.png
North Cambridge Business Park public meeting notification letter.pdf
2018-02-13_18-012(CD)North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amemdments .pdf

Kathy: As a follow-up to my voicemail message today, I have had an initial and brief review of the Public Meeting
Report dealing with the North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments; and I was
shocked to see the Holding (H) provisions:
1. The proposed Holding (H) provisions were never discussed with Intermarket throughout all our meetings and
consultations; as well as not referenced in the PIC meeting we attended.
2. The proposed Holding (H) provisions make it virtually impossible for an institutional group to invest or partner
in the development of our lands; as the OPA and zoning are not final and binding.
3.

The proposed Holding (H) provisions make it virtually impossible for a lead or anchor tenant to make a preleasing commitment for IP Park as the OPA and zoning are not final and binding.

4. The obligations or commitments identified in the proposed Holding (H) provisions can be satisfied by TYPICAL
Plan of Subdivision commitments and/or Site Plan Approval (SPA) requirements.

In addition, I note that the proposed zoning includes wording for the Transitional Areas about a no loading zone and
massive buffer at the rear of the buildings. As indicated in our verbal feedback at the PIC and our written comments in
early January 2018; this proposed wording makes the properties virtually undevelopable – and this is obviously another
major concern.
In summary, the proposed “Holding” provisions and the rear loading/buffer wording is very BUSINESS UNFRIENDLY
and are major concerns that we need to discuss immediately.
We will review the balance of the proposed planning documents in more detail and will also advise on further
comments.
Mark Kindrachuk
President
Intermarket Properties

P-2494
By Email only to:

MayorandCouncillors@cambridge.ca, Clerks@cambridge.ca and
PadgettK@cambridge.ca

February 13, 2018
City of Cambridge
50 Dickson Street
Cambridge, ON
N1R 8S1
Attention:

Mayor and Members of Council

Re:

North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments
Planning and Development Committee
Statutory Public Meeting – February 13, 2018
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd. and Polocorp Inc.
895 Riverbank Drive, 4300 Fountain Street and 850 Riverbank Drive
City of Cambridge

Dear Mayor and Members of Council;
KLM Planning Partners Inc. (“KLM”) is the land use planning consultant representing both
Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd. (“Madison”) and Polocorp Inc. (“Polocorp”). Madison and
Polocorp both own property in the East Side Lands – Stage 2 area, which is located immediately
north of the North Cambridge Business Park (“NCBP”). This letter is in response to the
information presented in the planning staff report related to the above-noted matter.
We are writing to express our general support for the overall direction of staff within the planning
framework for the Stage 1 East Side Lands (“PISR”) as outlined in the staff report before you this
evening. We appreciate the amount of time and effort that has gone into getting to this point
and we wanted to express our gratitude to staff and all stakeholders in getting here. On behalf
of both Madison and Polocorp, we are excited to see the years of planning and vision and it is
our intention to further contribute to the overall growth and development within the East Side
Lands in particular the Stage 2 lands.
We will continue to work with staff, surrounding landowners and all stakeholders to ensure the
appropriate integration of the employment uses proposed within the Stage 1 lands and the
residential uses proposed within the Stage 2 lands including existing residential uses along
Riverbank Drive.
Page 1 of 2

We kindly request that we be notified of any future reports and/or public hearings and open
houses regarding the North Cambridge Business Park Official Plan and Zoning By-law
Amendments and ask that we receive notice of Council decisions in this regard. We reserve the
right to provide additional comments on the planning instruments as they evolve towards final
approval.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Should you have any questions or concerns, please
do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.
Yours very truly,
KLM PLANNING PARTNERS INC.

Ryan Mino-Leahan, B.U.R.Pl., MCIP, RPP
Partner
Copy:

Ms. Michelle Sergi, Region of Waterloo
Ms. April Souwand, City of Cambridge
Ms. Kathy Padgett, City of Cambridge
Ms. Jane Gurney, City of Cambridge
Mr. Christian Lamanna, Madison Riverbank Holdings Ltd.
Mr. Paul Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
Mr. Joseph Puopolo, Polocorp Inc.
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February 14, 2018
Ms. Kathy Padgett, Senior Planner - Environment
City of Cambridge
50 Dickson Street
P.O. Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Dear Ms. Padgett:
RE:

North Cambridge Business Park, Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments
OUR FILE 1335 ‘A’

MHBC has been retained by Wet Holdings Inc. to provide planning consulting services for their lands that are
located on the south side of Allendale (identified as Area 3 in Planning Report 18-012 (CD)).
As a general comment we are pleased to see that the City is proceeding with the land use designation and
zoning by-law amendments to allow for development of the North Cambridge Business Park. The planning
for these lands was initiated many years ago and it is good that the City is now proceeding with the land use
change that will allow development to occur.
We have reviewed the proposed Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment, and in general,
the land use designations and zoning are appropriate. Our client supports the proposed Business Park
designation and the proposed M3 zoning subject to specific comments outlined below.
1. Restrictions on Floor Space for Warehousing
The Official Plan provisions and the zoning by-law regulations specify that warehousing and
distribution shall be limited to 25% of the total developable land area to which this by-law applies.
This provision should be clarified to recognize that the floor area cap is measured across each of the
proposed sub-areas and not across the entire North Cambridge Park lands. It should also be clarified
that the floor area cap applies to free standing warehousing and distribution uses and does not apply
to warehousing and distribution as an accessory use to any permitted industrial use.
2. Hold Provision H2
The requirement for a Hold provision related to the completion of the scoped Environmental Impact
Study (EIS) to confirm appropriate setbacks is overly onerous. Confirmation of appropriate
development setbacks through an EIS will be required through any future land use approvals
required in advance of development of the lands (i.e. draft plan of subdivision or site plan approval).
Given that these processes already require this confirmation, it is overly onerous for the landowners
to also apply to remove the Holding provision through a zoning by-law amendment process as well.
We request that this Hold provision be removed from our client’s lands.
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3. Hold Provision H3
This Hold provision is related to the requirements for a detailed noise study in order to permit a
licensed day care establishment. Wet Holdings Inc. have no intention of developing a licensed day
care on the property. While the Hold provision would not necessarily impact the proposed
development of the lands, the owners would prefer that the day care use be removed from the list of
permitted uses in the zoning by-law that applies to their property.
4. Holding Provision H6
This Holding provision is problematic. The provision is much too general and vague and it is not clear
what a landowner would be required to do in order to lift the Hold provision. We understand that
the Region has requested this Hold provision in regard to Policy 2.D.24 of the Regional Official Plan.
We request the Hold provision be deleted and an additional clause be added to the Zoning By-law to
address the issue. Suggested wording is shown below in italics:

a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.4.2.2 of this By-law, the same uses as permitted in
S.4.1.325.1 in the M3 zone shall be permitted on the lands in the M3 zone to which reference
“S.4.1.325.3” is made on Schedule ‘A’ attached to and forming part of this By-law. The following
uses may also be permitted:
a. Transport uses including; a transport terminal, a cartage company, an establishment for
the lease or rental of motor vehicles and/or trailers and transport trailers, motor vehicle
repair and service for vehicles exceeding 5600 kilograms, and a transportation depot.
b)

“Establishment of a transportation depot will require the submission of a transportation impact study
that demonstrates that the proposed transportation depot will not negatively impact the planned
function of the regional road and provincial highway network.”

In terms of timing, we support the concept of the City undertaking the Official Plan and Zoning Amendments
in phases. The lands south of Allendale have few issues related to existing residential areas whereas the lands
north of Allendale may need more discussion with area residents. Splitting the amendments into two phases
with the lands south of Allendale proceeding in the near future and the lands north of Allendale proceeding
later is a sensible approach.
We ask that you consider these request and proposed alterations to the draft Zoning By-law Amendments.
We would be pleased to discuss these points in more detail with City staff.
Yours truly,
MHBC

Dan Currie, MA, MCIP, RPP
DC:wc
Cc: Dan Einwechter, Wet Holdings Inc.
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CORRESPONDENCE #2

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
; Donna Reid; Mayor
Riverbank Drive Flooding and North Cambridge Business Park
Friday, February 23, 2018 2:55:32 PM

Dear Kathy,
I submit this email be a part of the public record for the EA and all other planning with regards
to the North Cambridge Business Park.
While unable to attend the December PIC meeting, we did attend Committee meeting of February
13th. We have never been an opponent of the North Cambridge Business Park, (NCBP), in
fact we support it, all the while lamenting the loss of A1 land. Such are the needs of
cities.
It is important for you to be aware of a particular situation which exists for ourselves and
some of our neighbours living on the West side of Riverbank Dr.
Surface water from a large portion of the study area drains into a City culvert which runs
. In spring, and times
under Riverbank Dr., directly in front of the Browns who live at
of heavy rainfall, this culvert carries significant volumes of water onto our lands. I will
attach some current pics.
City and Region must address this serious situation. I am not convinced that the
development of the NCBP will alleviate the problem.
What is missing are the design details for a road network or development regulations that would
ensure this. Roadway drainage 'could' reach Riverbank Drive and lead to our yard. Development
options for lots 'could' propose draining to the buffer at the same pre-existing rate of flow (and
increased volume).
Continued.......

1.    Stormwater flows from portions of the study area drain to private property without an outlet.
2.    Development flows should not discharge to private property.
3.    Flows to a known catchment without an outlet should be reduced to zero through
development conditions on the study area.
Sincerely,

I submit this email be a part of the public record for the EA and all other planning with regards
to the North Cambridge Business Park.
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Reid
Kathy Padgett
Fw: North Cambridge Business Park
Tuesday, March 20, 2018 3:44:31 PM

Hi kathy
Can you respond to Mr Adam. Thanks
Donna
Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Bell Network
From:
Sent: March 19, 2018 3:34 PM
To: ReidD@cambridge.ca; Marie@pioneercraftsmen.com
Subject: North Cambridge Business Park

Hi Donna
My name is Gary Adam and I live along with my wife Marie at
Cambridge ON
now going on 40 yrs.
Since I or my wife will not be able to attend the the council meeting Mar. 27, 2018 I am
asking you to address our concerns re Report No. 18-21 (CD. File No. DO8.04.02
Subject: Recommendation Report - North Cambridge Business Park (south of Allendale road)
official plan and zoning by-law amendments.
Page 3 shows the parcels of land that staff wants to fast track for shouvel ready 2019. On pg. 4
there is a paragraph that states Holding provisions have been removed for servicing and
environmental studies and are being captured through another approach acceptable to the city
and region.
What are these acceptable approaches?
My concerns are --- How is this land going to be serviced for water supply, storm sewers and
waste water from the buildings. Many years ago the Region notified us that they were going to
be doing a test well and pumping water from it approx 2 km from our home. During that test
our drilled well that we share at
Riverbank Dr went dry. In the previous 30 yrs neither our
neighbor or ourselves had ever experienced a problem. The Region paid for a company to
lower our pump, pipe and wiring about 15 ft which restored the water supply. Unfortunatly the
result was sand in the water which clogged taps etc as well as a higher iron content. We
proceeded at our own cost to install in line whole house water filters and a water softner
capable of controlling the iron in our water. I would like to be assured that if during the
development of these lands they drill wells that our water supply will not be affected.
Second concern is again on pg 4 stating that rear loading is recommended to be permitted in
the transition area. What??? It has always been conveyed to us that the transition area,
sometimes referred to as a buffer zone is a berm with with trees and ground cover to hide the
industrial buildings from our view, help deaden noise, and be a wild life refuge/corridor as
there will be elimination of hedge rows, small bush areas etc during the development. Now it
sounds like the transition areas will have truck traffic etc. How Can This Be?
I trust that you will convey our concerns at the Mar. 23, council meeting.
Can you please confirm that you have received this email.

We are leaving the country for a weeks holiday on Thurs am so please contact me before then
if you have any questions by email
Thank You
Gary Adam

Sent from my Samsung device over Bell's LTE network.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge Business Park
Wednesday, May 02, 2018 7:55:58 PM

Hi Kathy.
I attended your PIC #3 this evening. Thank you for hosting this presentation. A couple of very quick
comments/questions ...
1) It is my understanding that both Middle Block & Allendale will become 4-lane roadways
from Fountain to the new North-South Collector Road. Is this correct? If so, what is the plan
for Middle Block & Allendale from the new Collector Road to Riverbank Drive? How will
traffic be deterred from going onto Riverbank? Will the new Collector Road also be 4-lanes?
Are there any preliminary drawings available showing how the new road is expected to tie
into King Street?
2) This was the first time that I was made aware of any plan to integrate parks & trails into this
development. This is an EXCELLENT idea! As a Riverbank resident, I have always been
concerned about the added traffic & noise associated with new developments in our tranquil
neighbourhood. The addition of usable public trails is an excellent means of easing the pain
associated with these changes.
Thanks again for your time.
Regards,
Ken Schmidt

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
RE: North Cambridge Bus. park
Tuesday, March 20, 2018 6:50:53 PM

Very sorry Kathy i have been having issue with email and inly saw yours now.
I know I am late on comments. Ill like to comment that the width is standard. Would like
natural barrier. Used as natural corridor connection. Could there be trails? We have no
sidewalks so that would be nice.
Also i would really like the water management plans in that stage to really try and address the
surface water flow my side of the street receivers from that current farmland. The people next
to me flood every year.
Are we going to be able to comment on that phase?
And since we are all on well water for drinking. Id like to know more about the potential
impact on quality and quantity.
Thanks
Lindsay
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
On Fri, 23 Feb 2018 at 4:15 PM, Kathy Padgett
<PadgettK@cambridge.ca> wrote:
Hi Mr. and Mrs. Campbell,

I just wanted to follow-up on my previous email about providing comments on the
information presented at the February meeting. I was wondering if you are considering
providing comments and if so, if you might be able to provide comments to me by Friday
March 2nd. I want to ensure I’ve received all concerns/comments within a few weeks of
that February meeting so I can work on addressing concerns. Also, as I mentioned in my
previous email, if you have any specific question about what was presented at the February
meeting I’d be happy to speak with you and am in the office all next week.

Have a great weekend,

Kathy

From: Kathy Padgett
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2018 12:19 PM
To:
Subject: RE: North Cambridge Bus. park

Good afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Campbell,

I am looking to receive feedback on any aspect of the information that was brought forward
on February 13th. Topics at the meeting were mostly focused on the transition areas (the
width of them and what is allowed to take place in them), protecting Riverbank Drive as a
scenic route, and the types of industrial and commercial uses that are being proposed. At
that meeting, Council did direct me to hold another Public Information Centre meeting to
receive more feedback from the public before Council makes a decision on the
information. I haven’t decided when I will be holding that meeting quite yet, but you will
receive notice when it is scheduled in the next few months. In the meantime, feel free to
submit comments on any of the information that has been presented. If you have any
specific questions I would be happy to speak with you, so please feel free to contact me.

Kathy

Kathy Padgett, MES (Pl.)
Senior Planner – Environment

City of Cambridge
Community Development Department
50 Dickson St, 3rd Floor
PO Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Phone (519) 621-0740 ext. 4826
Fax (519) 740-9545
PadgettK@Cambridge.ca

From:
Sent: Monday, February 19, 2018 8:33 AM
To: Kathy Padgett
Subject: North Cambridge Bus. park

Hello Kathy,

I live at
in Cambridge. I am sorry but due to family and work
commitments I haven't commented in a long while about the planning stages for the area.
When we moved to the area in 2010 we knew about the changes so is no a big surprise.

May I ask if you are still taking comments and which part of the plan from the Feb meeting
did you request feed back. I read the notes, but without being there I am note sure want you
are deciding on next.

thanks fro you consideration.
Lindsay & Greg Campbell

From:
Subject:
Date:

North Cambridge Business Park
Thursday, May 03, 2018 5:25:26 PM

Re Public information centre No. 3 May 2, 2018
Hi Kathy
Below are our comments
We are happy to see the transition zone included in the proposed development between
Allendale and Middleblock Rd. We look forward to the next public meeting to have a more
detailed plan on what this transition zone will look like. I believe our neighbour's on each side
of us will be attending the next meeting.
For the transition area we suggest a larger planting strip, higher berm, and lots of trees with a
heavy mix of coniferous trees to help with screening of the commercial building, and the
North - South Collector Road from residential areas as well as the scenic Riverbank Dr. This
will also provide wildlife habitat and corridor. NOTE. We often see deer and other wildlife
across the road and on our property as they acess the wooded area and river behind our home.
We appreciate the proposal to increase building setbacks when adjacent to residential areas.
We were also impressed with the network of proposed trails around the wetlands and
developments as well as future parks.
Regards
Gary and Marie Adam
Sent from my Samsung device over Bell's LTE network.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge Business Park public info 3
Friday, May 04, 2018 8:14:51 PM

Hi Kathy, nice presentation last week and very informative.
We own the property at
My first concern is
regarding the transition area just south of Middleblock. I would just like some regard given to the position of any
building close to this zone as the view from my house, which is at a lower elevation than up on the ridge, might
bring a building into view easier. Perhaps trees and enough set back can alleviate that?
Secondly, when Middleblock and Allendale are expanded to 4 lanes, will they be 4 lanes all the way to Riverbank?
Or just to the new service road?
I like all the proposed park locations, thank you for including this in your planning.
Finally, I would prefer a more naturalized trail system as opposed to a paved trail.
Regards
Tom Kidd

Sent from my iPad
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May 11, 2018
Ms. Kathy Padgett, Senior Planner - Environment
City of Cambridge
50 Dickson Street
P.O. Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Dear Ms. Padgett:
RE:

North Cambridge Business Park, Official Plan Amendment No. 28 and Zoning By-law
Amendment
OUR FILE 1335 ‘A’

MHBC has been retained by Wet Holdings Inc. to provide planning consulting services for their lands that
are located on the south side of Allendale to which Official Plan Amendment No. 28 and the related
Zoning By-law Amendment apply.
We are pleased to see that the City is proceeding with the land use designation and zoning by-law
amendments to allow for development of the North Cambridge Business Park. It is our understanding
that the proposed OPA 28 and Zoning By-law Amendment will be on the June 5th or July 3rd Council
agenda.
We have reviewed the proposed Official Plan Amendment No. 28 and Zoning By-law Amendment, and in
general, the land use designations and zoning are appropriate. Our client supports the proposed
Business Industrial designation and the proposed M3 zoning. We have the following comments on the
proposed amendments:
1. Removal of H2 and H3
We agree with the removal of the proposed H2 and H3 from the subject property. H2 related to
the completion of the scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) to confirm appropriate setbacks.
Confirmation of appropriate development setbacks through an EIS will be required through any
future land use approvals required in advance of development of the lands (i.e. draft plan of
subdivision or site plan approval). H3 related to the requirements for a detailed noise study in
order to permit a licensed day care establishment. Wet Holdings Inc. have no intention of
developing a licensed day care on the property.
2. Holding Provision H6
We agree with the revisions to what was previously identified as H6. The revised provision
provides a more clear and obtainable requirement for the removal of the (H) holding provision.
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3. Proposed Trail
We have reviewed the proposed “Parks, Trails and Open Space Concept” plan included on page
5 of the Public Information Centre No. 3 Handout. This plan illustrates a proposed trail running
north/south through the subject property and along the natural open space system buffer
towards the southern boundary. We request that the north/south section be shown as on the
easterly property boundary at a minimum. The trail as currently proposed on the concept plan
would bisect the eastern portion of our client’s lands resulting in the portion east of the trail
being unusable.
We would be pleased to discuss these points in more detail with City staff.
Yours truly,
MHBC

Dan Currie, MA, MCIP, RPP
Cc: Dan Einwechter, Wet Holdings Inc.

2

To Kathy Padgett
Business Park
Some of my concerns.

RE. Cambridge North

Why was the transition area changed from what was proposed to us before the May meeting. That proposal had
included a 220 ft buffer area which included a 70 ft treed area with a solid fence on the industrial side approx. 23 ft
from the building. This latest proposal has an 8 ft solid fence on the property line, with a 23 ft planting strip at the
fence and showed loading dock facing our property line.
When we stand on our deck or are looking out our windows we are 9.5 ft above grade so we will be able to look over the
fence, all neighbours have the same elevation. This transition area is unacceptable to us.
We are baffled to understand how this transition area changed so quickly when ,from what we were told the developer
or there agent became involved. AS tax paying residential property owners that have been involved in meetings for
years and this sudden change makes us wonder if our concerns are heard or even mean anything.
We have been in consultation with a real estate agent and he said our property value will defiantly fall, therefore our
property taxes should also be lowered.
We are in favour of trails and parks , I would like to see a pond by the Hammer bush as that area is flooded each spring
and is drained by an 8 inch pipe.

Regards Peter and Patricia Neu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge Business Park Public Information Centre No.3
Monday, May 14, 2018 1:19:21 PM

Kathy,
Thank you so much for the very informative PCC on May 2nd 2018. It was obvious
that much work had been completed in order to keep the public current with the City
of Cambridge’s plans for the North Cambridge Business Park project.
I thank you also for allowing everyone the opportunity to provide feedback. I
understand that this will be taken into consideration as you work on the Official Plan
Amendment.
I found very little of concern and have just a few points to add.
I am delighted to see that provision has been made to protect existing woodland and
wetland areas and that the wildlife corridor will be restored or rehabilitated. I also
understand that an environmental impact study is required in order to ascertain
appropriate setbacks. I look forward to hearing the outcome of these studies in due
course.
I note that the transition zone along Riverbank Drive between Allendale Drive and
Middle Block Road is to be the subject of further study in order to determine the
impact on Riverbank Drive among other concerns. I look forward with interest to
providing feedback at a future date. In the meantime, I am pleased that the City has
given this area special consideration due to its sensitive nature.
I would also like to offer my input on the Parks and Trails concept. The western most
portion of the trails map shows two trails coming to an abrupt end at what may
eventually become a storm water management pond. I would like to see these two
paths linked together in order to form a loop for cyclists, dog walkers and pedestrians.
I am ever aware that Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the East Side Lands projects are being
planned at different stages yet they will have some impact on one another. I am
somewhat concerned that precedents and plans set in Stage 1 will be carried through
or impact Stage 2 in a less than constructive manner. For instance, will the green
space allotted in Stage 1 mean that it will be unnecessary to provide much green
space in Stage 2?
Lastly I would like to say that the inclusion of a storm water management pond along
the Riverbank Drive as it meets Middle Block Road looks like a good use of the land
and a great benefit for wildlife and residents both existing and future.
Thank you once more for a well presented and informative PCC. Please keep me
informed of any future developments and meetings. I am keen to participate.

Gordon Aitken

Gráinne Aitken

14 May 2018
Kathy,

Thank you for the excellent presentation and information provided to us at the
recent Public Consultation Centre on May 2 for the North Cambridge Business Park.
It was great to see a large number of city staff available to answer questions and
provide clarification on a variety of issues throughout the evening.
I was disappointed that there was no representative from the Grand River
Conservation Authority present. It would have been good to see them involved in
the public consultation process given the proximity of the area to the Grand River
and the extent of environmentally sensitive areas in the proposed Business Park.
Please see my comments on the topics presented at the PCC below :
Proposed Permitted Use
- I agree with the proposed permitted usage and in particular that no noxious
uses will be permitted.
- I would like to see a minimum height restriction on the buildings included
in the recommendations. It was mentioned in the OPA for the Areas A & B
south of Allendale that there were no height restrictions being proposed in
the amendments. It was mentioned for those areas that uses that typically
require tall buildings were not proposed. Can the same be said for the rest of
the area? If not, then it would be prudent to include restrictions at this stage.
- It makes sense that transport uses are only applicable in Area 2 as it links in
with existing usage by Challenger.
Transition Areas
- I note that Transition Area 3 along Riverbank Drive is not being looked at at
this stage and welcome the opportunity to provide input when this is
reviewed at a later stage. I agree with the need to minimize negative effects
on the scenic route and adjacent residential properties as presented at the
PCC.

-

-

-

For Transition Area 2 I note that the following specifications are consistent
with those presented in PCC #2 in December 2017 : industrial uses only
within an enclosed building, no outdoor storage, no outdoor speakers,
screening for rooftop mechanical equipment and I approve of these
I would like to see the reintroduction of No loading facilities abutting
residential properties as presented in PCC #2. I understand that this was
removed for Areas A & B due to constraints with the specific lots to the rear
of Riverbank Drive. However, I don’t see the same issues with the land to the
rear of the homes on Banat Drive and Allendale Road.
The minimum setback of 30 metres for a new building adjacent to
residential uses (compared to current by-law of 7.5 metres) is welcome and I
would not like to see this reduced.
If, as in Areas A&B, the setback area does end up being used for parking,
truck loading, and circulation routes around the building, I feel that it should
be subject to a noise study and evaluated for light pollution and the impact
on the residential properties.
The format of the barrier between residential and industrial should be
something that is approved of by the residents directly impacted by this.
I would like to see a minimum height restriction on industrial buildings
adjacent to residential properties. I note in the proposed OPA for Areas A&B,
it was mentioned that the building heights are expected to be similar to
Boxwood Business Campus ranging from 6.5 metres to 10 metres. I note that
the visual showing the proposed transition zone has a building height of 7.3
metres and assumes an elevation of one metre lower than that of the
residential property. I understand that it is just a visual but I feel that it may
be misleading if the buildings end up being 10 metres or even higher.

Heritage
- I note that the presentation stated that properties included on the Heritage
Properties Register will require a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) at the
time a development application is received for that land. If a future
development application does not have an immediate impact on the
cultural heritage resource, the HIA may be waived. This seems to be
somewhat open to interpretation and I would like to see the criteria for this
to be more specific - what does that look like?
- I am pleased that the scenic route designation and heritage quality of
Riverbank Drive has been recognised and approve of the proposal that no
direct vehicular access or road connection is proposed to be permitted onto
Riverbank Drive from the employment lands.

Environment
- The slide on the environment states that the Natural Open Space System is
protected from development because of woodland and wetlands and this is
good to see.
- The requirement for Environmental Impact Studies prior to development
is welcome
- I am pleased to see that the wildlife linkage is to be
restored/rehabilitated. As a resident of Riverbank Drive I can attest to the
wide range of wildlife that uses these lands. Travelling regularly on this
road, one can see deer, turkeys, coyotes, opossums (amongst others) as well
as a wide variety of birds using the lands between the Grand River and
Fountain Street as habitat.
Parks, Trails and Open Space Concept
- I am pleased to see that this is part of the plan for this area. It is important
that workers in this area have a recreational area to use during breaks
before, during and after work as it helps foster good health and social
interaction.
- The two east-west trails proposed along Middleblock Road and midway
between Allendale Road and Middleblock Road seem to come to a dead end
on the west side. I would propose that they link up in a north-south way to
complete the loop. Is there another plan to link these up with other walking
trails proposed outside of this area?
- It would be nice to see an additional trail along Allendale Road so that
there is a variety of shorter loops available for the people in this area.
- I like that the proposed trails are adjacent to existing environmental
areas but would like to see that these are left naturalised and not removed to
make way for the trails.
- Where the trails run alongside a road I would like to see a natural screen of
a planting area of trees on the road side of the trail
- For location of parks, the presentation showed one location south of
Allendale and based on that I would suggest that the second park should be
closer to Allendale than Middleblock so it is centred within the business park.
However, if a third park was planned, I could see that it would make sense
to have this adjacent to Middleblock Road as shown.
- In terms of amenities in the parks I would like to see playing fields such as
baseball and soccer as well as picnic tables, bbq areas and picnic shelters. In
addition, I would like to suggest a ‘fitness trail’ to be included where there

-

-

are outdoor circuit training stations where people can engage in a variety of
keep fit exercises.
I would like to see trails that are available for multi use including walking
and cycling
I feel that the parking locations and format should be something that is
considered carefully to ensure safety and enable good access. I would like to
see special areas for bicycles and motorcycles to park.
It would make sense to have a transit stop located at the trailheads for
increased access for all.
I see that it is proposed to have a stormwater management pond and Natural
Open Space System south of Middleblock Road and east of Riverbank Drive
and would approve of this. I would like to see a naturalised barrier between
this area and the two roads.
I note that it was stated in the OPA for A&B lands that it is the City’s priority
to have a trail/amenity area/park plan concept completed prior to the
completion of the amendments for the remainder of the North Cambridge
Business Park lands. I would like to see this given priority and not have it
overtaken by proposed development plans that may surface in the meantime.

Roads and Traffic
- I note that it is intended that both Allendale Road and Middleblock Road be
widened to 4 lanes from the new North-South Collector Road to Fountain
Street North. Since it is planned that the new Collector Road will take traffic
off Riverbank Drive, I would suggest that this is taken into account with the
design of the intersection of the Collector and Allendale/Middleblock.
They should be designed in such a way that traffic towards Riverbank Drive
is not encouraged by means of an island such that there is no left turn onto
Riverbank Drive (similar to Fairway Road extension).
- I am pleased that truck traffic will continue to be prohibited on Riverbank
Drive

Servicing Strategy
- I note that it is not intended to extend services to Riverbank Drive. As the
rural residential properties are on septic/well I feel that is also not necessary
or desirable to do so. I understand that Cambridge has a must connect policy
and this would not be agreeable to many of the existing residents.
East Side Lands (Stage 2)

-

I look forward to the opportunity to provide input into the ongoing process
of the Stage 2 Lands

Thanks once again for the opportunity to provide feedback, it is much appreciated. I
look forward to further updates as the project develops.
Many thanks,
Gráinne Aitken

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Padgett
North Cambridge business park
Wednesday, May 16, 2018 2:00:29 AM

In regards to the last meeting. Im good with trail locations. As far as the the parks go I’m fine with the south of
allendale location. I’m open to options on north of allendale location but it depends on what ideas they have as far as
what exactly the park has to offer.   I also feel that the developer has his own ideas and agenda and that we are only
being told little bits to feel we are being heard. He was telling me he wants to put a road joining fountain to allendale
right behind the Banat rd houses. That would access a park in one of the locations the the west of Banat rd houses.
He kept trying to stress that a park raises property value, and admitted industrial buildings will bring it down.i can
only imagine our property tax will surely rise. Regardless of value change. I would like to stress again that no dock
doors be facing houses. I would also like the fence as high as possible. As it seems we have lost all berms etc that
were former options. As I’ve stated before. My back door stands 6 feet above grade at property line. So I will be
seeing and hearing everything beyond the barrier.
Chris Patterson

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Kindrachuk
Kathy Padgett
; dcurrie@mhbcplan.com; Elaine Brunn Shaw; James Goodram
Zoning bylaw Drafts for Part D and Part E
Friday, May 18, 2018 7:47:12 AM
North Cambridge Business Park - OPA and ZBA - Part D.PDF
North Cambridge Business Park - OPA and ZBA - Part E.PDF

Kathy: Our comments to the draft bylaws for Part D and E are as follows:
1. Part E (Banat Rd): We would like to discuss the plans for an Advanced Manufacturing
Training Center on the “Part E” lands behind Banat Road as we have a lot of interest from
the Supercluster group (NGM Canada), large local users and robotics companies for this type
of use. We also believe training uses and some office space makes sense adjacent to the
residential area. As discussed, we also strongly favor a driveway (road) and a park to buffer
the residents and would like to ensure the zoning includes the following:

o stand-alone warehousing and distribution, including transportation and
logistics uses, up to 25% of the total developable land area to which this
by-law applies;
o stand-alone office buildings with less than 4,000 square metres of office
only floor space;
o research and development including laboratories, training areas, public
education facilities and commercial education facilities;
· Require additional provisions within the transition area:
o a solid fence or noise barrier wall not less than 2.4 metres (7.87 feet)
in height along the property line with a 7 metre (22.9 foot) wide
planting strip (including approved stormwater management) on the
employment lands shall be provided in the Transition Area when
directly abutting a sensitive land use as shown on Schedule ‘B’.
o a solid fence or noise barrier wall is not required when abutting a
wood lot
2. Part D (larger land area): We are interested in 50% stand alone warehousing for this area,
because with the 20 acre minimum – this is the type of user that would use some of this land
area.
Sincerely,
Mark Kindrachuk
President
Intermarket Properties
489 Queen Street East; Suite 201
Toronto, ON      M5A 1V1
www.intermarketinc.com

Attachment No. 13
Response to Public Comments
Staff received comments from 14 individuals after Public Information Centre No. 2 on
December 14, 2017, which are included as Attachment No. 12 to this report.
At the statutory public meeting on February 13, 2018, ten members of the public made
oral and/or written submissions regarding the proposal which are included as
Attachment No. 12 to this report. The comments made regarding the proposal
generally consisted of the following themes:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Riverbank Drive as a scenic road as described in the City’s Heritage Master Plan
Ensuring Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments for properties on the Heritage
Properties Register are completed at the time a development application is
submitted
The types of uses being permitted
The transition area around Allendale Road and Banat Road residences
The transition area along Riverbank Drive between Allendale Road and Middle
Block Road
The wastewater servicing strategy for the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
East Side Lands (Stage 2) Master Environmental Servicing Plan as an ongoing
project that may affect the North Cambridge Business Park lands

Staff received comments from ten individuals after Public Information Centre No. 3 on
May 2, 2018, which are included as Attachment No. 12 to this report.
Staff has provided a detailed analysis of the proposal in relation to the policy framework
established by Provincial, Regional and Local policy documents. This analysis can be
found in Attachment No. 1 to this report.
Below are responses to the questions and comments received from the public through
the consultation process.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Theme: Proposed Uses
Resident

Not supportive of hotel, conference centres and
banquet facilities west of Fountain Street North
because of traffic concerns.

Hotel, conference centres and banquet facilities are
proposed to be permitted only in Part F, east of Fountain
Street North.

Resident

Banat Road and Allendale Road residents prefer
half acre estate lots between Banat Road and
Hammer’s bush to the north.

Planning for industrial development for these lands has
been underway for the past 15 years. Large estate
residential lots within the urban area are contrary to
Provincial direction, as well as the Region’s and City’s
Official Plans.

Interested
Developer

Include institutional uses in the transition areas.

As per direction in the Provincial Growth Plan and the
Region’s and City’s Official Plans new sensitive land uses
such as institutional uses are better suited to Urban Growth
Centres, Major Transit Station Areas, Reurbanization
Corridors and Major Local Nodes as opposed to
employment lands.

Landowner

Full range of retail and service commercial uses.

A full range of complementary uses are proposed (i.e.,
fitness establishments, recreational facilities, restaurants,
financial institutions, etc.) subject to meeting the zoning
restrictions related to gross leasable floor area. The primary
purpose of the lands is to be used for large-lot employment
uses with sufficient complementary uses being available for
those who work and live in the area.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Interested
Developer

25% stand-alone warehousing and distribution for
Part E and 50% for Part D.

Stand-alone warehousing and distribution up to 25% in
Parts C, E and F and up to 50% in Part D of the total
developable land area to which the by-law applies is being
proposed. This is to ensure that warehousing and
distribution facilities do not make up the majority of the uses
on the proposed lands.

Interested
Developer

Include training areas, public education facilities
and commercial education facilities associated with
research and development in Part E.

This is proposed to be a permitted use in Part E only.

Interested
Developer

Include data centre uses.

This is proposed to be a permitted use.

Landowner
Consultant

Proposing a mixed-use development at the
southwest corner of Fountain Street North and
Middle Block Road. Not supportive of the need for
shovel ready large-lot employment uses. Would like
a Municipal Comprehensive Review to change the
area along Fountain Street to residential and
commercial.

* This comment does not pertain to the amendments being
brought forward in this recommendation report. This
comment will be considered when these lands are brought
forward as part of a future recommendation report.

Landowner

These lands are a combination of light industrial
and commercial. Light industrial requires small lots.
Do not zone the property at the southwest corner of
Fountain Street North and Middle Block Road as
large-lot industrial if commercial is permitted.

* This comment does not pertain to the amendments being
brought forward in this recommendation report. This
comment will be considered when these lands are brought
forward as part of a future recommendation report.

Source
Landowner

Comment

City Staff Response

All Business Industrial uses in Section 8.5.3.4 of the A number of the uses in Section 8.5.3.4 of the City’s Official
City’s Official Plan should be permitted.
Plan are not recommended for these lands because they
are uses that either: do not meet the intent of the Prime
Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation; are
considered noxious uses and not compatible with adjacent
residential uses; do not make good use of large
employment lots; and/or have low jobs per hectare to meet
provincial requirements.
The uses that were omitted include: recycling facilities;
propane transfer facilities; storage and recycling of tires;
and lumber yards.

Consultant

Clarify that the floor area cap for free standing
warehousing and distribution is measured across
each of the proposed sub-areas and not across the
entirety of the North Cambridge Business Park.
Also clarify that floor area cap does not apply to
warehousing and distribution as an accessory use
to a permitted use.

Comment noted. Clarification has been made that the floor
area cap applies to “stand-alone” warehousing and
distribution. The floor area cap applies to each of the
proposed amendment areas (up to 25% in each of Parts C,
E and F and up to 50% in Part D).

Landowner

An expanded list of employment uses should be
permitted along Fountain Street North.

Hotel, conference centres and banquet facilities are
proposed to be permitted along Fountain Street North (Part
F) in addition to all of the other proposed permitted uses.

Landowner
Consultant

Not opposed to the employment and industrial uses
being proposed. The proposed ancillary uses
(fitness, restaurants, medical, financial, etc.) are
appropriate.

Comment noted.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Landowner
Resident

Consider “Prestige Industrial” land use designation
within the Official Plan for areas in close proximity
to existing and future residential areas.

The uses proposed for the amendments are similar to the
Prestige Industrial designation in the City’s Official Plan with
the difference being that a range of industrial uses (not
including heavy industrial) are being permitted beyond light
industrial uses. However, within the 70 metre (229.6 feet)
transition area, industrial uses must be entirely within an
enclosed building and no outdoor storage is permitted,
which is similar to the requirements of the Prestige
Industrial designation. This approach provides greater
flexibility of the type of industrial uses that could locate to
these lands.

Landowner

What will the land uses be for the lands east of
Fountain Street North and south of Middle Block
Road all the way to Speedsville Road?

These lands are identified in the East Side Lands (Stage 1)
Community Plan as Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve
(Serviced) lands.

Landowner

The existing houses/buildings that pre-date the
OPA/ZBA would be considered legal nonconforming.

Correct. This applies to 250 Allendale Road for this
proposed amendment.

Theme: Transition Area 2 – Allendale Road and Banat Road
Resident

Residents in the Allendale/Banat Road area
expressed concern that development was permitted
to occur within the 70 metre (229.6 feet) transition
area.

While development is permitted to occur in the transition
area, a number of restrictions are proposed to minimize
negative effects on existing adjacent residential uses.

Source
Resident

Comment

City Staff Response

Prefer a berm with trees as a visual screening in the A minimum 2.4 metre (7.87 feet) solid fence or noise barrier
Allendale/Banat Road transition area.
wall is proposed adjacent to residential uses in the
transition area. Depending on the nature of the
development, a noise study may be required to determine
an increased height for the noise barrier wall. The solid
fence or noise barrier wall may also be increased in height
due to grade differences between residential and
employment land uses and will be reviewed as part of a
future site plan application.
Additionally, a 7 metre (22.9 feet) wide planting strip is
being recommended on the employment land in the
transition area as well as a minimum setback of 30 metres
(98.4 feet) for a new building adjacent to residential uses.
Site layout will be reviewed as part of a future Planning Act
application.

Resident

Prefer a wooded buffer zone and noise wall on the
industrial lands and possibly a park/playground/trail
in the Allendale/Banat Road transition area.

See response above.

Resident

Not in favour of having a large fence on the
property line while a berm would create runoff and
drainage problems in the Allendale/Banat Road
transition area.

See response above.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

There are already noise problems from Loblaw,
would prefer to see light industrial with 9am to 5pm
operations in Allendale/Banat Road transition area.
Noise is a concern.

A noise study may be required depending on the proposed
employment use and nature of truck activity. Also, no
loading facilities, overhead bay or service bay doors shall
be permitted to face residential properties on Banat Road
and/or Allendale Road to reduce noise concerns. Hours of
operation for industry are regulated by the City’s noise bylaw.

Resident

Support the increase building setback when
adjacent to residential uses from 7.5 metres (24.6
feet) to 30 metres (98.4 feet).

Comment noted.

Resident

Why was the transition area changed from what
was proposed prior to the May Public Information
Centre. When we look out our window we are 9.5
feet above grade so we will be able to look over the
fence. This transition area is unacceptable to us.

The transition area is proposed to be changed based on
public, landowner and development interest feedback
received throughout the public consultation process.

Interested
Developer

Strongly favour a driveway (road) and a park to
buffer the residents.

Site layout will be reviewed as part of a future Planning Act
application.

Interested
Developer

Six foot fence adjacent to residential; no berm.

A minimum 2.4 metre (7.87 feet) solid fence or noise barrier
wall is proposed adjacent to residential uses in the
transition area. Depending on the nature of the
development, a noise study may be required to determine
an increased height for the noise barrier wall.
The solid fence or noise barrier wall may also be increased
in height due to grade differences between residential and
employment land uses and will be reviewed as part of a
future site plan application.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Interested
Developer

Loading is required at rear of parcels that abut
residential. The large buffer and no rear loading
make the properties virtually undevelopable for
industrial uses.

This comment is specific to Transition Area 1 in Part A
which was previously dealt with by Cambridge Council on
March 27, 2018. Rear loading is proposed to not be
permitted to face residential uses in Transition Area 2 in
Part E.

Resident

I would like to see the reintroduction of no loading
facilities abutting residential properties.

Comment noted. Rear loading is proposed to not be
permitted to face residential uses in Transition Area 2 in
Part E.

Theme: Transition Area 3 – Riverbank Drive from Allendale Road to Middle Block Road
Resident

The length of the transition area along Riverbank
Drive was shown to extend the entire length of
Riverbank Drive (between Allendale Road and
Middle Block Road) in the materials from the East
Side Lands (Stage 1) work but now no transition
area is being shown.

Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.

Resident

Make the 70 metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area
adjacent to Riverbank Drive a ‘no touch’ area to
allow for naturalization between residences and
development, thereby preserving scenic views,
privacy and quality of life.

Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.

Resident

The transition area along Riverbank Drive should
have a larger planting strip, higher berm and lots of
trees to help with screening of the employment
buildings and North-South Collector Road.

Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

I would like some regard given to the position of any Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
building close to this transition area and the
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.
residences across the street that are at a lower
elevation. Perhaps trees and enough of a setback
can alleviate that.

Resident

The bank along the east side of Riverbank Drive is
historically unstable so employment uses should be
severely restricted or not allowed within Transition
Area 3.

Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.

Resident

Residential development within Transition Area 3
should be discouraged because of traffic and water
run-off concerns.

Comment noted. This transition area requires further work
and will not be coming forward as recommendation at this
time.

Theme: Transition Area – Other
Landowner

A transition area along Middle Block Road should
be considered for proposed residential uses on the
north side of Middle Block Road.

A transition area along Middle Block Road was not
identified in the East Side Lands (Stage 1) MESP. Staff is
aware of the proposed residential uses on the north side of
Middle Block Road and will review future Planning Act
applications for the lands south of Middle Block Road in
accordance with Chapter 5 of City’s Official Plan to ensure
that the development demonstrates a high standard of
urban design, as well as the Ministry of the Environment
and Climate Change D-series Guidelines with respect to
separation distances between employment and sensitive
land uses, such as residential.

Source
Landowner
Consultant

Comment
The 70 metre (229.6 feet) wide transition area
should be applied to the two residences on
Fountain Street North.

City Staff Response
* This comment does not pertain to the amendments being
brought forward in this recommendation report. This
comment will be considered when these lands are brought
forward as part of a future recommendation report.

Theme: Heritage
Resident

The City’s Heritage Master Plan says Riverbank
Drive “offers a range of views of farmland, woods,
creeks and historic farmhouses, interspersed with
vistas across the river…it should be preserved”.
The wording at the PIC states “Riverbank Drive is
identified as a scenic route and shall be preserved
as much as possible”.

The future North-South Collector Road to the east of
Riverbank Drive will divert traffic away from Riverbank
Drive. Also, it is proposed that no direct vehicular access or
road connection shall be permitted onto Riverbank Drive
from the subject lands. As a result, the existing curving
alignment and undulating road profile is not proposed to
change, thus preserving the existing cultural heritage
attributes. However, staff recognizes that the view from the
road looking east will be impacted.

Resident

In agreement with the proposal that vehicular
access to Riverbank Drive not be permitted.

Noted.

Resident

Stronger language for Heritage Impact
Assessments.

Stronger language has been included with respect to
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessments for properties listed
on the Heritage Properties Register. This applies to 250
Allendale Road for this proposed amendment.

Source
Resident

Comment
What are the criteria for a Heritage Impact
Assessment to be waived?

City Staff Response
This is at the discretion of the Cambridge Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee and/or Cambridge Council
with respect to the physical changes to any of the identified
cultural heritage resources for a property on the Heritage
Properties Register. For example, a severance application
may be waived if there is no physical impact to the
identified cultural heritage resource.

Theme: Environment
Resident

Were wildlife studies conducted? How will wildlife
be affected? Will there be protective measures
around natural constraints?

The Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand
Subwatershed Study (completed in 2013) provides
comprehensive background of how surface water,
groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems function in
the subwatershed, and recommends how planned land use
changes can take place in a sustainable manner. An
Environmental Impact Statement will be required at the time
a development application is received for parcels
contiguous to environmental features to verify natural
features in the field and confirm and ensure the
recommendations in the subwatershed study are
implemented.

Resident

The plan to develop these lands seems
contradictory to the Region’s plans to protect
drinking water.

All future development applications for these lands must
comply with the policies in the Approved Source Protection
Plan for the Grand River Source Protection Area to protect
municipal drinking water sources.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

The proposed road between Allendale Road and
Middle Block Road is expected to severely impact
the wildlife corridor. What is the City doing to
mitigate this?

As per the recommendation in the Freeport Creek and
Tributary to the Grand Subwatershed Study (completed in
2013), the east-west wildlife linkage will be
restored/rehabilitated and the future North-South Collector
Road is required to be designed to not impact this wildlife
linkage.

Landowner

The wooded area in the middle of the lands is an
Environmentally Sensitive Policy Area (ESPA) and
Environmentally Sensitive Landscape (ESL); both
the Regional and City Official Plans describe this
land as not being compatible with industrial
development.

This feature is identified as a Core Environmental Feature
and not an ESPA or ESL. This feature was extensively
studied in the Freeport Creek and Tributary to the Grand
Subwatershed Study. Through this process, compatibility
between development lands and environmental features
was studied. The feature is proposed to be protected as per
the recommendations in the Subwatershed Study which is
in line with the City and Regional Official Plans.
Furthermore, an Environmental Impact Statement will be
required at the time a development application is received
for parcels contiguous to environmental features to verify
natural features in the field and confirm and ensure the
recommendations in the subwatershed study are
implemented.

Theme: Parks and Trails
Resident

Parks and trails being integrated into the
development is an excellent idea.

Comment noted.

Resident

Impressed with the network of proposed trails and
parks.

Comment noted.

Resident

Supportive of all the park locations.

Comment noted.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

The suggested locations of parks are well situated. Comment noted.
We would not be in favour or parks close to
Riverbank Drive as this would increase traffic on the
narrow and winding road.

Resident

If there is one park north of Allendale Road it should Comment noted.
be located closer to Allendale Road than Middle
Block Road.

Resident

I would like to see playing fields, picnic tables, bbq
areas and picnic shelters in the parks. I would also
like to see a ‘fitness trail’ with outdoor circuit training
stations.

Further consultation on park design and amenities will
occur following property assumption by the City. Park
programming and amenities are determined by
demographics, needs assessment and consultation.

Resident

Please keep amenities in the park to a minimum.

Further consultation on park design and amenities will
occur following property assumption by the City. Park
programming and amenities are determined by
demographics, needs assessment and consultation.

Resident

No overnight parking should be allowed. Trash
collection and signs to keep pets on leashes are
imperative.

Agreed, this is already common practice.

Resident

Would like to see the public trail moved to the north
side of Allendale Creek. Before putting a trail beside
the Creek, we urge you to undertake extensive
studies about safety of the areas around the Creek
as well as the impact of a trail on the very
established wildlife in the area. We are aware of
coyote dens currently located along the sides of the
Creek.

For the purposes of the trail concept and to complete the
east-west trail, the trail has been moved north of Allendale
Creek.
The trail segment in question would only be implemented if
the corridor is transferred into City ownership.
The east-west trail will be examined through the required
Environmental Impact Statements and other applicable
studies.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

I would like to see multi-use trails for walking and
cycling.

The trails will be multi-use and accessible.

Resident

Would like a naturalized trail system as opposed to
a paved trail.

Accessibility standards may require either an asphalt or
stone dust trail.

Resident

I would like to see a pond by the Hammer bush as
that area is flooded each spring and is drained by a
pipe.

The City does not install amenity ponds. The location of
stormwater management ponds will be reviewed through a
future Planning Act application.

Resident

It would be nice to see an additional trail along
Allendale Road.

Agreed, the trail concept now includes a proposed trail
along Allendale Road.

Resident

The two east-west trails seem to come to a dead
end at Riverbank Drive. Is there a plan to link these
up with other walking trails proposed outside of this
area?

It is the intent to connect trails within the Study Area to
existing and new trails outside the Study Area.

Resident

Where trails run alongside a road I would like to see Trails alongside a road will be part of the right-of-way and
will be paved multi-use trails (e.g. sidewalk or bike lane).
a natural screen of a planting area of trees on the
road side of the trail.

Resident

I like that the proposed trails are adjacent to
existing environmental areas but would like to see
that these areas are left naturalized and not be
removed to make way for the trails.

Trail locations will be examined through the required
Environmental Impact Statements and other applicable
studies. Trails are intended to be located in, or adjacent to,
the buffer of a natural feature.

Resident

Parking locations should be considered to ensure
safety and enable good access. I would like to see
special areas for motorcycles and bikes to park.

This will be reviewed as part of detailed design.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

Keep trails out of privately owned farm fields and
woodlots.

The trail is a concept and would only be implemented if the
corridor is transferred into City ownership as part of a
development application.

Consultant

Request that the proposed trail running north-south
through Part C be shown on the easterly property
boundary at minimum. The trail as currently shown
would bisect the eastern portion of Part C lands.

The trail has been moved to be closer to the property line.

Theme: Holding Provisions
Consultant

The requirement for a Holding provision related to
the completion of a scoped Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to confirm appropriate setbacks is
overly onerous. Confirmation of appropriate
development setbacks through an EIS will be
required through future planning applications (i.e.,
draft plan of subdivision or site plan approval).

Comment noted. The Holding provision related to
Environmental Impact Statements has been removed, but
will still be required at the time a development application is
received as per Policy 8.5.3.1.3 in the City’s Official Plan.

Consultant

Have no intention of developing a licensed day care
on the property south of Allendale Road. While the
proposed Holding provision would not necessarily
impact the proposed development of the lands, the
owners would prefer that the daycare use be
removed from the list of permitted uses on their
property.

Comment noted. Daycare uses are only being proposed on
the Part E lands which are adjacent to residential uses,
subject to a noise study.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Consultant

Holding provision H6 is too general and vague and
it is not clear what the landowner would be required
to do in order to lift the provision.

Originally, Holding provision H6 required the submission of
supporting studies to meet the requirements of all
applicable policies in the Regional Official Plan for the
Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve (Serviced) designation.
This Holding provision has since been revised to specify
that the establishment of a “transportation depot” is subject
to a Transportation Impact Study. This is only applicable to
Part C.

Interested
Developer

The obligations/commitments identified in the
proposed Holding provisions can be satisfied by
typical Plan of Subdivision and/or Site Plan
Approval requirements and make it difficult for
investors or tenants to commit.

Comment noted. It is recommended that a number of
Holding provisions be removed from the amendment.
Development applications will still be subject to meet the
requirements for studies as identified in Policy 8.5.3.1.3 in
the City’s Official Plan.

Theme: Urban Design
Resident

Will there be building height restrictions in the
transition area?

There are no height restrictions being proposed. Uses that
typically require tall buildings are not proposed in the
amendments. Hotels are only being proposed for Part F
which is not adjacent to existing residential. Staff expects
building heights to be similar to heights in Boxwood
Business Campus, which range from 6.5 metres (21 feet) to
10 metres (32 feet).

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

Light pollution should be added to the definition of
noxious uses. This is a concern to neighbours.

The definition for noxious uses prohibits a use that creates
a nuisance due to: noise; vibration; emissions of gas,
fumes, dust, odour; and unsightly storage of goods. Lighting
is required for safety purposes. All development will be
subject to additional review through the City’s site plan
review process. Lighting will be required to be full cutoff to
prevent light spill onto municipal road ways, private property
and environmental areas.

Resident

It was recommended through the East Side Lands
(Stage 1) MESP that transition areas should have
“architecturally designed buildings and well
landscaped sites that would provide an appropriate
buffer and transition”.

All development is expected to demonstrate a high
standard of urban design to the satisfaction of the City as
per the policies in Chapter 5 of the City’s Official Plan.

Resident

What will the construction materials facing the
residential properties be?

All development is expected to demonstrate a high
standard of urban design to the satisfaction of the City as
per the policies in Chapter 5 of the City’s Official Plan.
Building facades will be reviewed as part of a future site
plan application.

Theme: Traffic, Roads and Servicing
Resident

Is there a plan to prevent increased traffic on
Allendale Road?

Traffic on Allendale Road will be reviewed in more detail as
part of future development applications through
Transportation Impact Studies, if required. Currently there is
no plan to prevent increased traffic on Allendale Road.

Resident

Currently trucks are prohibited on Allendale Road,
will this change?

This will likely change when the road is upgraded.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

Will truck traffic be allowed onto Riverbank Drive?

No. Truck traffic will continue to be prohibited on Riverbank
Drive.

Residents

When development begins, construction traffic
should access the lands via Fountain Street North.

Staff agree. Noted.

Resident

Is the information provided in the East Side Lands
(Stage 1) MESP still accurate? Will Allendale Road
and Middle Block Road be widened to four lanes
from the new road to Fountain Street North?

As per the East Side Lands (Stage 1) MESP, it is still
intended that both roads will be upgraded and ultimately
widened to four lanes.

Resident

It is my understanding that both Middle Block Road
and Allendale Road will become four lane roads
from Fountain Street North to the new North-South
Collector Road. Will the roads be upgraded from
the new North-South Collector Road to Riverbank
Drive?

At this time, there are no plans to widen Middle Block Road
or Allendale Road to four lanes between the new NorthSouth Collector Road and Riverbank Drive. However, there
may be upgrades to the road (i.e. new asphalt, sidewalk or
trail and curb and gutter) in conjunction with development.

Resident

Will Riverbank Drive remain a two-lane road with
limited access to Kossuth? Will proposed services
to the employment lands impact services to
Riverbank residents?

Riverbank Drive will remain a two lane road with limited
access to Kossuth Road. This Official Plan and Zoning Bylaw Amendment will not change that.

Resident

The intersection at the new North-South Collector
Road and Middle Block Road should be designed in
such a way that it does not encourage traffic
towards Riverbank Drive.

The preferred alternative for this intersection, identified in
the May 2017 North Cambridge Business Park Class EA, is
a roundabout. It is anticipated the roundabout design would
include signage indicating trucks are not allowed on
Riverbank Drive.

Resident

Will the new North-South Collector also be four
lanes?

Ultimately the North-South Collector Road will be four
lanes. Initially it may be constructed as a two-lane road,
with the opportunity to widen later.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

Are there any preliminary drawings available
showing how the new road is expected to tie into
King Street?

No, at this time, there are no drawings available.

Resident

Stormwater flows from portions of the study area
drain to private property (280 and 288 Riverbank
Drive) without an outlet. Development flows should
not discharge to private property. Flows to a known
catchment without an outlet should be reduced to
zero through development conditions on the study
area.

The source of flooding at 280 and 288 Riverbank Drive is
the historic drainage area to the east of Riverbank Drive
(south of Allendale Road) which includes currently
undeveloped agricultural lands. The May 2017 North
Cambridge Business Park Class Environmental
Assessment identifies a preferred routing of the future
North-South Collector Road through the agricultural lands
south towards Freeport Creek. The proposed profile of the
North-South Collector Road would provide a drainage outlet
directly to Freeport Creek, significantly reducing the historic
external drainage area flowing toward Riverbank Drive.

Theme: East Side Lands (Stage 2) Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP)
Resident

More linkages should be made between this project
and the East Side Lands (Stage 2) MESP.

Comment noted. More information about the East Side
Lands (Stage 2) MESP was provided at Public Information
Centre No. 3.

Resident

How can this work continue when the East Side
Lands (Stage 2) MESP has not yet been completed
and its potential impacts on the Stage 1 lands.

East Side Lands (Stage 2) MESP is a separate process
from the North Cambridge Business Park; however, due to
their close proximity (located north and south of Middle
Block Road), the detailed planning for the Stage 2 East
Side Lands will take into consideration the land uses
proposed in the North Cambridge Business Park.

Source

Comment

City Staff Response

Resident

I am concerned that precedents and plans set in
Stage 1 will be carried through or impact Stage 2 in
a less than constructive manner. For instance, will
the green space allotted in Stage 1 mean that it will
be unnecessary to provide much green space in
Stage 2?

The Randall and Breslau Drains Subwatershed Study
prepared for the Stage 2 lands as part of the East Side
Lands (Stage 2) MESP identifies natural features and
appropriate setbacks; this is not impacted by the natural
features identified in the Stage 1 lands.

Interested
Developer

Why are the lands identified as “Future Urban
Reserve” to the west of the study area (east of
Riverbank Drive) not included in the amendments?

These lands are located outside of the Urban Area
Boundary and cannot be included in these amendments.
Evaluation of the lands through the East Side Lands (Stage
2) MESP is underway.

Theme: Other
Resident

When will development begin?

Timing of development is subject to the amendments being
approved, servicing being available, development
applications coming forward for the lands and market
demand.

Resident

There is concern about protecting residential well
water from contamination from the industrial uses.
Will there be a push to connect the Allendale Road
homes to city water and sewer?

Staff will review development applications for this area as
they are submitted and review servicing requirements. Only
if servicing is needed along Allendale Road for new
employment development then the expectation would be
that residents along Allendale Road would be required to
connect to services. Much of the servicing requirements for
this area may be able to be accommodated via the new
North-South Collector Road, but this would need to be
looked at further once the City starts to receive
development applications.

Source
Resident

Comment
Banat Road and Allendale Road residents
concerned about property values.

City Staff Response
The zoning of a property has little or no impact on the
assessed value of a property. The Municipal Property
Assessment Corporation (MPAC) assesses the value of a
property based on as many as 200 different factors. Five
major factors usually account for 85% of a property’s value
including: 1) location; 2) lot size/dimensions; 3) living area;
4) age of the house; and, 5) quality of construction.
Property taxes are not calculated based on the market
value but rather the assessed value of the property.
The market value of a property depends on a host of factors
including the state of the economy and the individual
purchaser’s preferences.
Note that property values are not a consideration in land
use planning recommendations partly for these reasons.
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